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ABSTRACT

The increasing adoption of information and communication technologies in every aspect

of modern life has made the security of networked systems more crucial. Their growing

size and complexity have provided adversaries with a larger attack surface leading to nu-

merous breaches in recent years that have undermined the confidentiality and availability of

such systems. Thus, it is essential to improve security solutions to protect systems against

malicious threats.

Intrusion detection is an essential strategy that, together with intrusion prevention and re-

sponse, make systems more resilient against malicious access. The challenges that are faced

while developing intrusion detection systems (IDSes) are manifold. First, the malicious ac-

tors are continuously revising their tactics in using the victim’s infrastructure against itself.

Next, to address the threats, organizations need to employ many layers of security products.

The information generated by these products poses significant technical and processing over-

heads. Finally, security systems need to adapt according to the nature of the target network

and constraints of the services delivered.

In this dissertation, we improve the detection of advanced cyber threats that use intelligent

planning and persistent actions in compromising large networked systems. In particular, we

design and implement threat detection methods that utilize information fusion. Information

fusion guides the analysis and incremental refinement of monitoring information to obtain

more accurate detections and smaller volumes of alerts.

The general framework of the presented methods is as follows. We collect security mon-

itoring information by using a range of host- and network-level monitors. We then refine

that monitoring information by identifying and extracting useful features. The features

then drive anomaly-based and specification-based detection of attacks to provide alerts and

improve visibility into the target network.

We develop techniques that apply to general networked systems. However, to make the

discussion concrete and reason about our design decisions, we have adopted two types of

target systems: an enterprise IT network and a power grid substation network. These

systems offer different types of architectures and security requirements, encompassing a

wide variety of networked systems. Nevertheless, the possible types of attacks are similar.

We set out to detect vectors of initial compromises, such as network scans, network-layer

distributed denial-of-service, and malware presence on hosts. In our approach, we combine

the host-level context, which is captured by monitors such as system logging deployed on
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individual hosts, with the network-level context captured by monitors such as firewalls, and

we use the aggregated profile in detecting anomalous behavior. The detection of abnormal

behavior uses unsupervised cluster analysis. We devise a method to order the anomalous

clusters in terms of their likely maliciousness, which can help a security administrator pri-

oritize the clusters to investigate manually. Our experiments using an enterprise network

dataset demonstrate that our approach has higher accuracy of detection than any individual

monitors alone. Further, our completely unsupervised approach detects more attacks and

generates a smaller volume of alerts than a state-of-the-art rule-based IDS, Snort.

We then introduce a novel technique to detect malicious lateral movement (LM). The

LM attackers use the already compromised entities (e.g., hosts, accounts, and services) as

stepping stones for reaching critical segments. The process of expansion usually happens in

conjunction with command and control (C&C) to gather internal system structure informa-

tion and carry out a damaging action. To effectively detect such attacks, we first build a

graph-based model to represent the current state of the network. Guided by the model, we

identify the essential features of C&C and LM activities and extract them from internal and

external communication traffic. Driven by the analysis of the features, we propose to use

an ensemble of multiple anomaly detection techniques to identify compromised hosts. Our

experiments using enterprise network traces show that our approach can detect the attacks

with high accuracy and a low false-alarm rate even when the attacker’s behavior is similar

to benign behavior.

We then study the advanced attack detection when it is in the last stage before launch-

ing a harmful action. With false data injection on IEC 61850-compliant substations as our

use case, we design and implement a system to detect the attack within the strict timing

constraints. We first develop an algorithm to identify poisoning attacks on GOOSE pro-

tocol. The algorithm performs a highly-stateful analysis of traffic to reason about ongoing

communication’s properties in the context of protocol specifications. We then use a novel

combination of whitelisting, specification-based analysis, and physical behavior attributes to

detect with high accuracy a broad class of false data injection attacks. Our experiments using

substation network traces show that the system can identify attacker-injected messages even

if they resemble benign communication patterns. We discuss software and hardware bottle-

necks, devise a systematic approach to improve our IDS’s performance, and demonstrate its

applicability to high-speed protection-related communication.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

The current worldwide increase in reliance on online services has dramatically increased

the importance of networked systems. Such systems include enterprise networks, cloud data

centers, and industrial control systems. As the dependence on those systems grows, so does

the risk of malicious access to them. Over the past decade, numerous cyber attacks have

undermined networked systems’ security for financial or political gains [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].

A common strategy of adversaries is to carry out large-scale breaches by means of persis-

tent, targeted campaigns. Malicious actors enter victim systems by evading existing preven-

tion and detection systems. Afterward, these actors establish a presence and persistence in

the network by compromising multiple entities. The process of expansion usually happens in

conjunction with command and control communications to gather internal system structure

information, exfiltrate sensitive data, and ultimately carry out damaging actions [6, 7, 8].

Since the attack vectors are endless, and security solutions are imperfect, intrusion preven-

tion systems alone are incapable of protecting such systems. Consequently, massive breaches

continue to undermine the confidentiality and availability of enterprise networks [1, 2, 3] and

safety-critical networks [4, 5, 9]. Therefore, system security needs intrusion detection as an

additional layer of defense to address the attacks that defy the prevention systems.

Their increased size and complexity has made the protection of networked systems more

challenging. In particular, first, organizations typically employ a wide variety of security

tools that generate highly verbose logs and require significant resources to process the infor-

mation. Next, the high levels of interconnectedness make it challenging to identify the spread

of a successful compromise within the internal network. Finally, the malicious subjects are

continuously evolving by increasing their sophistication in using the victim system’s infras-

tructure against itself. In that context, the adoption of the standard OS and networking

services as the threat vectors requires continuous improvements in attack detection solutions.

This dissertation focuses on detecting advanced cyber threats that use intelligent planning

and persistent actions in compromising large networked systems. We design and implement

intrusion detection methods to address different stages of an advanced attack. The methods

use concepts from information fusion to address the challenges associated with the detection

of such attacks. They analyze monitoring information to incrementally refine it and obtain

improved decisions, i.e., more accurate detections, smaller volumes of alerts, and better

support for constraints specific to target platforms.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of advanced cyber threats. We abstract the steps into five high-level
stages.

1.1 ADVANCED CYBER THREATS AND CHALLENGES

We consider network-based multi-stage attacks by external actors. We refer to these

attacks as advanced cyber threats. Such attacks are popularly known as advanced persis-

tent threats (APTs). Typically, such attacks are intended to steal proprietary intellectual

property or disturb mission-critical services. Although they infect fewer entities than mass

malware (e.g., botnets, worms) do, the estimated cost of data loss due to APT incidents is

significantly higher. For example, the expected losses incurred in the data breaches at Tar-

get Corporation and Anthem Inc. were $248 million and $115 million, respectively [1, 10].

Microsoft Advanced Threat Analytics estimated an average cost of $3.8 million per data

breach in 2014 [11]. The cyber attack on the Ukrainian power grid in 2015–16 left about

225,000 consumers without power for about six hours at enormous cost [4].

As shown in Figure 1.1, we abstract the lifecycle of an advanced cyber threat into the

following stages: (i) initial compromise, (ii) command and control, (iii) lateral movement,

(iv) data exfiltration, and (v) service disruption. These stages are essential parts of several

models of the lifecycle of an APT [7, 12, 13] and other previously studied incidents [1, 8, 14].

Initial compromise refers to the first incursion into a target network. It involves external

reconnaissance, delivery of malware through either vulnerability exploits or social engineer-

ing, and establishing of backdoor communication.

Subsequently, the attacker establishes command and control (C&C) channels between the

victim machines and a set of external servers, to maintain active control over the compro-

mised hosts. During C&C, a collection of compromised devices send automated periodic

beacons to attacker-controlled servers, awaiting future instructions. The commands are in-
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tended to compromise other hosts in the network or to gather intelligence and sensitive

data. The Internet Relay Channel has traditionally been the preferred communication tool

for C&C, but attackers have started opting for more commonly used protocols, such as

hypertext transfer protocol secure (HTTPS), file transfer protocol (FTP), and secure shell

(SSH), to evade easy detection. For a more robust communication infrastructure, attackers

may use dynamic domains and P2P server architectures.

In conjunction with C&C, the attacker attempts to move laterally to widen the compro-

mised region. That movement may be advanced through various tactics, including internal

reconnaissance, credential stealing, vulnerability exploitation, and privilege escalation. The

exploit techniques that are used to achieve such objectives are ever-changing and evolving.

Examples include utilization of application deployment software to deploy malware, exploita-

tion of a vulnerability to escalate privileges, and use of pass-the-hash to bypass standard

authentication steps [6].

The last step includes the actual execution of malicious actions, whether they perform

data exfiltration, service disruption, or physical damage.

In this dissertation, we address the problem of detecting such attacks with high accuracy

and a low false-alarm rate and generating alerts with information that will enable further

actions to limit damage.

1.1.1 Challenges

In this section, we discuss the challenges in detecting advanced cyber threats on large

networked systems. We also briefly mention how we address them, which we will discuss in

detail in the following chapters.

High Verbosity of Monitoring

Security monitoring information is high-volume (i.e., a large amount of data), high-velocity

(i.e., high speed of data generation), and high-variety (i.e., a wide range of data sources and

types). Volume, velocity, and variety are known as the 3 V’s of big data [15]. These 3 V’s of

big data apply perfectly to the security monitoring that forms the basis of intrusion detection.

Therefore, the development of intrusion detection approaches for large networked systems

faces the challenges that a typical big data analysis task does. In particular, the highly ver-

bose logs require significant computing resources and security administrator person-hours.

Without some refinement methods that can produce concise, actionable insights, the re-

sources can be overwhelmed. That can lead to high operational costs and missed alerts, as
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seen in past incidents [1, 16]. In this dissertation, we design an unsupervised cluster analysis

approach that ingests highly verbose monitor data and generates concise descriptions of any

attacks present in the system.

Limited Awareness of the Network State

Because the advanced cyber threats involve lateral movement, it is challenging to identify

appropriate countermeasures, even after the detection methods have discovered an ongoing

attack. For example, if a set of computers are infected by an attack at a given time, what

other systems and services should be considered vulnerable? How does the current state

affect the critical services running in the network? These types of questions are challenging

to answer since the networked systems could be very densely connected. Standard network

services such as single sign-on and network file shares can introduce nontrivial reachabilities,

making it more challenging to identify the region of spread. In this work, we design a simple

graph-based system model that allows analysis of the current security posture of a network for

lateral movement activities and thus enables effective identification of compromised regions.

Attack Characteristics

New attack techniques are invented very frequently, so malicious actors often succeed

in evading traditional signature- or anomaly-based detection systems. Attackers can stay

undetected over prolonged periods by using conventional operating system and networking

services as their attack vectors [7, 8, 14]. For example, C&C communications can happen

over HTTP(s) channels, bypassing firewalls. Malicious lateral movement can make use of

services like Remote Desktop Protocol and Windows Update while avoiding the generation

of intrusion detection system alarms. Although there are models that provide a high-level

understanding of the progression of such attacks [6], the attackers are not bound to follow

any particular model in compromising a target system [14, 17]. There is therefore an ongoing

demand for research on novel ways to define and detect anomalies concerning advanced cyber

threats. In this dissertation, we design an attack-vector-independent method that correlates

diverse indicators to identify malicious lateral movement and thus enable the protection of

the system when the attack is still early in its lifecycle.

Overall, the detection of advanced cyber threats is challenging. We hypothesize that we

can counter the challenges by using information fusion to improve situational awareness

and detection techniques. In this dissertation, we evaluate that hypothesis. To introduce

the methods that we develop in this work, we first discuss the relevant concepts related to
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information fusion and present a high-level architecture of our approach.

1.2 INFORMATION FUSION FOR INTRUSION DETECTION

Information fusion can be defined as a combination of information from multiple sources to

obtain improved information and more specific inferences than could be achieved by the use

of a single source. In the context of intrusion detection, improved information means alerts

of higher accuracy, more relevance, and less volume [18, 19]. The application of information

fusion to intrusion detection is grounded in various mathematical and heuristic techniques

from multiple domains, including statistics, artificial intelligence, digital signal processing,

operations research, and information theory [20, 21].

Research on fusion techniques has roots in defense applications such as battlefield surveil-

lance. Traditionally, those applications have used data fusion (sometimes known as sensor

fusion) to obtain higher reliability and fewer detection errors in multisensor environments.

For instance, the JDL1 data fusion model and Boyd’s OODA control loop [22] stand as

reference frameworks for such research. (OODA stands for “Object, Orient, Decide, and

Act.”) Researchers have revised those frameworks to pull them out of the defense context

and make them useful for other application domains [23, 24].

Although the terms information fusion and data fusion are used interchangeably in the

literature, we make a subtle distinction between them. We consider data fusion to refer

to the techniques that deal with raw sensor data (e.g., field measurements). In contrast,

information fusion involves combining and refining relatively more processed information

(e.g., network logs and cyber security information).

A conceptual framework for information fusion in intrusion detection was developed by T.

Bass [25]. His general scheme aims to provide a representation of computer system events and

security threats at the level of human understanding. The framework is structured in levels

ranging from 0 through 4, which incrementally convert the data to information and eventually

to knowledge. The levels are Data Refinement, Object Refinement, Situation Refinement,

Threat Assessment, and Resource Management. In the context of that framework, we can

describe the existing research in this field in terms of the following two categories:

1. Data and object refinement approaches aim to remove unwanted data, convert the

available information to more concise formats, and improve the performance of intru-

1JDL (Joint Directors of Laboratories), a US Department of Defense government committee overseeing
US defense technology R&D; the original data fusion model was created by the Data Fusion Group of the
JDL in 1991.
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sion detection systems. For example, [26] performs information reduction by auto-

matically correlating different indicators of the same event. Similarly, network traffic

aggregation [27] and controlled packet dropping [28] are effective fusion techniques in

improving the performance of traffic anomaly detection.

2. Situation refinement and threat assessment methods use information fusion to detect

intrusions and analyze results. Examples of this class are (1) classifier combination

methods that utilize an ensemble of classifiers to improve accuracy [29, 30, 31, 32], and

(2) alert correlation techniques that aim to provide a higher-level description of the

attacks by correlating outputs of different detectors [33, 34, 35, 36].

Intrusion detection can be considered a pattern recognition task, that involves data ac-

quisition, data preprocessing, feature selection, model selection, classification, and result

analysis. That pipeline of stages fits perfectly with the continuous refinement strategy of

information fusion. Therefore, information fusion applies well to cyber threat detection.

More specifically, our insight that information fusion can improve intrusion detection relies

on the following observations.

Multiple Sources

Advanced cyber threats are intelligent and coordinated. They can be launched from either

outside or inside, and usually spread over multiple network domains. They can affect several

systems such as user workstations and servers, and access a variety of information, such

as user accounts, network services, and internal databases. Therefore, to detect indicators

of such attacks, the defense mechanism needs to utilize information from multiple sources.

Such information might include vulnerability databases, network operation records, host-

level events, and network service logs. Thus fusion can strategically refine the widespread

information and extract the most relevant attributes for detection.

Diverse Formats

The information generated at multiple sources is bound to have diverse formats. Networks

are inherently designed in a hierarchical architecture in which large systems are divided into

smaller components. For instance, the TCP/IP stack, which is the most widely used pro-

tocol suite in data networks, is implemented in a layered structure, i.e., physical, data-link,

network, transport, and application layers. Similar hierarchies are present in the physi-

cal architectures of hosts and networks. Therefore, the diverse information obtained from
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those elements is usually at different levels of abstraction. As an example, information from

host-level and network-level tools will have different abstraction levels. We therefore need

techniques for mining correlated patterns from the diverse logs.

Human Level of Representation

Even though modern systems are increasingly adopting automated intrusion response, hu-

man operators are still crucial throughout the process. The primary reason is that since cyber

attacks are carried out by humans, it is easiest to comprehend detection-related knowledge

by using human intelligence. Hence, low-level events and anomalies should be correlated to

produce higher-level patterns, making information fusion a natural choice.

In this dissertation, we develop methods that mainly map to situation refinement and

threat assessment levels of the information fusion framework. Next, we present the archi-

tectural considerations, followed by details about how our approaches work.

1.2.1 Architecture

We present a high-level architecture of the information-fusion-based intrusion detection

approach in Figure 1.2. The architecture shows the incremental refinement of information

at multiple levels. It starts with the monitors at the lowest level, which are deployed in a

system at different locations. A monitor is a host-level or network-level tool that observes

specific system events and generates log records. We then use that information to represent

the current state of the network with a system model. The model’s development depends

upon the detection task at hand. For example, different models are built to detect initial

compromise or to detect lateral movement activities. Next, we carry out feature extraction

and selection, which are guided by the system model. In the process, we identify, extract,

and select relevant attributes from the monitoring information. Finally, at the highest

level, we perform threat assessment and result analysis. In particular, anomaly-based and

specification-based attack detection methods are used at this level.

Monitoring Information

Monitoring the operation of a system is essential in detecting intrusions. Information

collected by the monitors can be used to estimate the current state and inform the models

that identify malicious events. In this dissertation, we develop data-driven techniques that
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Figure 1.2: The general scheme of our information-fusion-based intrusion detection approach.

rely on empirical models. As we address the problem of detecting multiple indicators of

attacks, we need to utilize a variety of information to construct such models.

Monitors can broadly be classified into two categories: network-based and host-based.

Network-based monitors have the advantage of having a wide field of vision. However,

such monitors, specifically intrusion detection systems (IDSes), are prone to evasion and

ambiguity attacks. Evasion involves bypassing of a security device and delivery of an exploit

to the target network, without detection. Ambiguity refers to situations in which the network

monitor cannot determine whether a network packet will be accepted. Those situations can

arise because of varying end-system behavior and underlying network uncertainties. Host-

based monitors, on the other hand, do not face ambiguity problems. They impose significant

performance overhead on the host, degrading the host’s ability to perform necessary business

functions [37]. Minimizing of the host-level overhead is critical in general, but resource-

constrained environments, such as substation networks, limit what can be deployed on end

devices even more strictly.

The methods that we develop rely on the insight that host-based and network-based

monitor data can be used together to provide additional context for improved intrusion

detection. Since the advanced threats use techniques whose behavior may seem normal to

an individual monitor, an efficient way to detect these attacks is to look at the pattern of

events across different monitors.
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In particular, the systems presented in this thesis use the following types of information:

1. Host-level activity: Records of host-level activity provide the local view. We use

authentication logs and kernel-level process information (e.g., [38]) from each host.

2. Network operation logs: Network operations reveal a wider view of the system, in-

cluding network architecture and user interactions. We analyze the communications

between users and devices captured in firewall logs, network authentication logs, and

logs generated by the Zeek network security monitor [39] while analyzing live traffic.

3. Protocol specifications: Network protocol specifications define how the entities in a

system should interact. Attacks are, however, possible within the specified behaviors.

Nevertheless, it is valuable to understand the protocol behavior and develop models to

analyze anomalies. In particular, in our approach to protecting electrical substation

networks, we use the specifications of the generic object-oriented substation events

protocol [40].

Deployment Considerations

Although the presented techniques ingest information that originated at multiple levels

of abstraction, we deploy the resulting solutions at the network level. Examples of such de-

ployment locations are a software-defined networking (SDN) controller, an internal gateway,

or a firewall. We adopt a network-level deployment as opposed to a host-level deployment

for the following reasons. First, since external actors launch the majority of attacks over the

network, a network-level implementation would provide the capability to detect and stop the

attacks before they infect host machines. Second, we can achieve a lower overall resource

overhead by deploying a detection system at one central location instead of at every device

in the network. Finally, the network-level deployment requires fewer changes to the existing

infrastructure than host-level tools would. The last two considerations are particularly im-

portant in industrial control networks, e.g., electric substations in which the host machines

are special-purpose devices with limited software and hardware capacity.

In addition, our detection methods are designed to work out-of-band such that they do

not interrupt or block the ongoing communication. Among the methods, the approach to

detecting false data injection attacks on electric substation networks also works in real-time

in order to meet the strict timing requirements of control data exchanges.
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Figure 1.3: An example architecture of an enterprise network.

1.2.2 Networked System Case Studies

In this dissertation, we aim to develop techniques that apply to general networked systems.

However, to make the discussion concrete and help us reason about the adopted design

decisions, we work with two specific systems: an enterprise network and a smart grid control

network. Together, they represent a wide variety of networked systems. Although they

offer different types of architectures and security requirements, the kinds of attacks that are

possible are similar for the two.

Enterprise Network

An enterprise network corresponds to the IT infrastructure used by corporate entities to

deliver their services over the Internet. Physically, such a network is composed of worksta-

tions, servers, and networking elements, as shown in Figure 1.3. Logically, the network is

divided into domains by using virtual local area networks (VLANs), which roughly reflect the

corporate departments. Users with different roles and rights interact with the infrastructure

by using network services and communication.

The goals of the security assurance process in enterprise settings include the continuous

availability of the service and the confidentiality of both corporate secrets and consumer

records. Accordingly, security threats primarily aim to undermine availability and confiden-

tiality. A successful compromise can lead to both monetary and social damage.
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Figure 1.4: An example architecture of a power distribution substation network.

In this work, we evaluate the intrusion detection methods with enterprise network data

sets. In particular, we use host-level system logs and network-level firewall and IDS logs

to examine the efficacy of initial compromise detection. Next, we use network flow records

that represent both internal and external communication and network authentication logs

to develop and evaluate the lateral movement detection mechanism.

Power Grid Substation Network

The second networked system studied in this dissertation corresponds to the cyber infras-

tructure used to monitor and control electric energy delivery. In particular, we work with a

substation network that uses communication among intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) to

ensure safe and continuous electricity delivery.

Figure 1.4 shows a high-level architecture of a typical substation network. The IEDs inter-

act with power grid sensors and actuators, such as circuit breakers (CBs) and measurement

units (MUs), to analyze the current state of the system and send commands to keep the

system in a safe state. Communication is achieved by dividing the local area network into

the station bus and a process bus. Remote telemetry units (RTUs) enable the exchange of

local control-related data with a remote control center over the wide area network (WAN).
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The gateway consists of access control and remote access functions.

Substation networks differ from enterprise systems in some key respects that need specific

attention. First, the services provided by substation networks are time-critical because they

control the delivery of electricity. Second, communication is mainly device-to-device and

follows a more defined model than that in enterprise networks. Finally, the networking

stack consists of some protocols that are specific to the power grid. In this dissertation, we

develop a method for network-level detection of false data injection attacks, keeping in mind

the timing requirements of substation networks.

1.3 DISSERTATION CONTRIBUTIONS

It is our thesis that by utilizing information from multiple sources, data-driven methods

can improve the ability of a network to detect sophisticated attacks.

Our specific contributions in this dissertation are the following:

• We developed an intrusion detection technique that uses unsupervised clustering algo-

rithms to identify malicious behavior within large volumes of diverse security monitor

data.

• To enable effective detection of lateral movement attacks, we introduced a new ap-

proach based on graph-based modeling of the network’s security state and correlation

of diverse indicators of anomalous host behavior.

• For the protection of power grid substations against false data injection attacks, we

developed a specification-based system to detect the attacks within communication’s

stringent time constraints.

• We extended the coverage of false data injection detector by designing and imple-

menting a novel combination of whitelisting, specification-based analysis, and physical

behavior attributes.

The contributions of this dissertation are summarized as follows.

1.3.1 Initial Compromise Detection

It is crucial to detect attacks before they establish a widespread presence in a network.

We have developed a novel approach to detecting, with high accuracy, common vectors for

initial compromise, including flooding-based network attacks and the presence of malware
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that alters host behavior. First, we created a simple method for joining together information

generated by security monitors with diverse formats. We then extracted a set of features from

network-level and host-level security logs that aid in detecting malicious host behavior and

flooding-based network attacks. We the applied clustering algorithms to the separate and

joined logs and used statistical tools to identify anomalous behaviors captured by the logs.

Finally, we evaluated the approach on an enterprise network dataset. Our method correctly

identifies and prioritizes abnormal behaviors in the logs by their likelihood of maliciousness.

By combining network and host logs, we are able to detect malicious behavior that cannot

be detected by either log alone.

1.3.2 Malicious Lateral Movement Detection

Attacks that can successfully infiltrate a network attempt to achieve persistence by us-

ing lateral spread and privilege escalation. We found that the operations used to obtain

greater persistence generate noisy traces as the attacker jumps around in the network. How-

ever, since that movement happens mainly by using benign services, traditional intrusion

detection systems do not generate alerts. In fact, the behavior might resemble a network

administrator’s actions, further complicating the detection of malicious activities.

To address those challenges, we present an unsupervised anomaly detection approach to

identifying malicious lateral movement early in its lifecycle, even when benign lateral move-

ment, (e.g., admin tasks) are also present. The method relies on graph-based modeling of the

target system’s security state and the correlation of different indicators of anomalous host

behavior. First, we identify important features of command-and-control and lateral move-

ment activities and extract them from internal and external communication traffic. Driven

by the analysis of the features, we use multiple anomaly detection techniques to identify

compromised hosts. The methods include principal component analysis, k-means clustering,

and median absolute deviation-based outlier detection. We performed experiments using an

enterprise network dataset and injected traces of attacks to demonstrate the high accuracy

of attack detection.

1.3.3 Detection of False Data Injection within Strict Timing Requirements

Next, we addressed the detection of an attack in the final stage of its lifecycle, i.e., service

disruption. In particular, we present a case study in protection of International Electrotech-

nical Commission (IEC) 61850-compliant substations. A substation is considered the edge

of the power grid control network, and an adversary can carry out actions there to cause a
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power outage or equipment damage. Many successful attacks on such systems have shown

that field devices often execute malicious commands without verifying the issuer or the con-

text [4, 41]. The lack of monitoring and control in the cyber infrastructure was a primary

enabler of those attacks. Since the end devices in these systems are special-purpose, low-

resource machines, a lot of cyber security and monitoring needs to happen at the network

level.

Modern substations use the generic object-oriented substation events (GOOSE) protocol

for the high-speed exchange of protection-related events. An adversary can inject carefully

crafted GOOSE messages to impact the grid’s availability. Such attacks are called GOOSE

poisoning attacks. We present algorithm, implementation, and architectural considerations

for efficient and practical detection of such attacks. Our approach relies on protocol specifica-

tions to identify violations concurrently to the data transmission. We evaluated its accuracy

in detecting attacks by using a synthesized dataset that represents a substation network.

Finally, we provide a systematic approach to assessing bottlenecks, improving performance,

and demonstrating that the presented system has low overhead and meets GOOSE’s timing

constraints.

1.3.4 Extending the Coverage of the Detection of False Data Injection

Having addressed the GOOSE poisoning attacks, next, we studied detection for more

comprehensive false data injection on GOOSE publications. In particular, we developed

a system to cover the detection of attacks that, in addition to injecting malicious traffic,

can tamper with the in-transit messages. The attacks within that threat model include

access-control violations, protocol semantic violations, GOOSE poisoning, and GOOSE data

manipulations.

Our system relies on a coordinated analysis of whitelisting, protocol semantics, specifica-

tions, and physical-behavior attributes to identify such advanced attacks with high accuracy.

Besides, it does not generate false positives on benign power-system disturbances. We im-

plemented the system by using the performance improvement techniques mentioned above.

The system could achieve a response time suitable for online analysis of the most critical

GOOSE messages, which is an improvement over the existing state-of-the-art solutions.

1.4 DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 addresses the detection of

attacks before they establish a widespread presence. Chapter 3 showcases a multi-detector
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approach for identifying the malicious lateral movement of an attack. Chapter 4 presents

our approach to detecting malicious data injection on electric substation networks, focusing

on high-speed communication requirements. Chapter 5 details an extension we made to the

false data injection detector in order to improve its coverage of attack detection. Chapter

6 concludes the dissertation with a discussion of the generality of the presented approaches,

lessons learned, and potential future work. We include some additional work on the disser-

tation topics that are not directly relevant to the research objectives in the Appendix.
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CHAPTER 2: INITIAL COMPROMISE DETECTION

Intrusion detection using multiple security devices has received much attention recently.

The large volume of information generated by these tools, however, increases the burden on

both computing resources and security administrators. Moreover, attack detection does not

improve as expected if these tools work without any coordination.

In this chapter, we present a simple method to join information generated by security

monitors with diverse data formats. We develop a novel intrusion detection technique that

uses unsupervised clustering algorithms to identify malicious behavior within large volumes

of diverse security monitor data. First, we extract a set of features from network-level and

host-level security logs that aid in detecting malicious host behavior and flooding-based

network attacks in an enterprise network system. We then apply clustering algorithms to

the separate and joined logs and use statistical tools to identify anomalous usage behaviors

captured by the logs. We evaluate our approach on an enterprise network data set, which

contains network and host activity logs. Our approach correctly identifies and prioritizes

anomalous behaviors in the logs by their likelihood of maliciousness. By combining network

and host logs, we are able to detect malicious behavior that cannot be detected by either

log alone.

2.1 SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS

Securing large computer networks and distributed systems is becoming increasingly chal-

lenging because of the growing scale and complexity of these systems. Security breaches

continue to occur, despite the use of several layers of protection. Such compromises result

in unauthorized access to sensitive information and misuse of computing resources, leading

to significant losses to organizations, both financially and socially [42, 43, 44]. Statistics

published in Symantec’s 2015 Internet Security Threat Report indicate a significant increase

in both vulnerabilities and attack attempts over the last year [45]. There is ongoing demand

for research on better intrusion detection and analysis methods.

Manifold problems make the task of securing a large networked system very difficult. New

attack techniques are invented very frequently. Most of the sophisticated attack techniques

try to resemble normal behavior very closely, and thus are very difficult to detect. The large

scale and high complexity of large enterprise systems make intrusion detection even more

challenging. Furthermore, monitoring system-wide activities for the purpose of intrusion

detection results in volumes of diverse monitor data that easily overwhelm security experts
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and online intrusion detection systems [16]. As a result, in many cases, intrusions are

detected long after significant losses have already been incurred.

In this work, we try to address some of the aforementioned problems and take a significant

step towards improving intrusion detection. We present an approach to detect intrusions by

identifying patterns of anomalous usage of an enterprise system based on the data captured

in diverse monitors deployed in the system. We do not rely on any labeling of monitoring

data, and instead use completely unsupervised machine learning techniques.

Recent research has shown that host-based and network-based monitor data can be used

together to provide additional context for improved intrusion detection [25, 37, 46, 47]. Many

modern attacks use techniques that seem normal to individual monitors. One of the effective

ways to detect these attacks is to look at the combined pattern of events across different

monitors.

In our approach, we combine the host-level context, which is captured by monitors such as

system logs that are deployed on individual hosts, with the network-level context, which is

captured by network-level monitors such as firewall and network intrusion detection systems,

and we use the aggregated profile in detecting anomalous behavior.

First, we introduce the Visual Analytics Science and Technology (VAST) 2011 Mini Chal-

lenge 2 dataset, which contains network-level and host-level logs and a set of injected attacks.

We present a threat model that describes a set of attack types that can be detected using

anomaly detection algorithms and encompasses many of the attacks in our dataset. We

then extract meaningful features from the log data, and use the features to combine the

network-level and host-level data in a way that facilitates anomaly detection over the joined

data. Subsequently, we perform clustering on the log data to identify usage profiles, which

we classify as normal or anomalous based on statistical tests. We devise a method to or-

der the anomalous clusters in terms of their likely maliciousness, which can aid a security

administrator in prioritizing which clusters to investigate manually. Finally, we show the

efficacy of our approach by evaluating it on the VAST dataset.

More specifically, we make the following contributions:

Identify important features: We reason about and identify a good set of features to

detect flooding-based network attacks and suspicious host behavior in our dataset. We

aggregate and combine the data from network-level and host-level monitors based on

the extracted features.

Detect anomalies: We apply the k-means and DBSCAN clustering algorithms to detect

different behavioral patterns in system logs and firewall logs. We use statistical tech-

niques to choose parameters for the clustering algorithms to minimize the amount of
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tuning required by a domain expert. We present a metric to analyze the output of the

clustering algorithms to identify anomalous clusters, and demonstrate its efficacy on

our dataset.

Support intrusion detection: We introduce a technique to prioritize the anomalous clus-

ters in order of likely maliciousness based on analysis of the distributions of the features

in each cluster, and show that the intrusions present in the dataset are captured by

the top few anomalous clusters.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 discusses the dataset that we

examine and describes the types of attacks that we want to detect. We provide an overview

of the complete approach in Section 2.3. We discuss feature extraction and selection in

Section 2.4 and our detailed intrusion detection approach based on clustering in Section 2.5.

We provide the experimental results to evaluate the efficacy of our approach in Section 2.6.

Related work and conclusions are provided in Section 2.7 and Section 2.8 respectively.

2.2 DATASET DETAILS AND THREAT MODEL

In this section, we introduce the dataset that we examine and describe the types of attacks

that we want to detect using our unsupervised anomaly detection approach.

2.2.1 Dataset

In this chapter, we work with the dataset published by the Visual Analytics Community

for Mini Challenge 2 of the VAST 2011 Challenge [48]. The dataset contains over 1.5 GB of

enterprise network and host logs for network operations performed on the workstations and

servers of a fictional freight shipping company over three days. We analyzed the logs from

the firewall (Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance 5510), intrusion detection system (Snort),

and Windows operating system security event logs (Windows 2008 Server).

The firewall logs in the dataset contain attributes about communications between internal

and external hosts, such as source and destination IP address, communication protocol, and

destination service. The Windows server security logs, which we refer to as system logs,

record events such as valid and invalid logon attempts, authentication events, and subject

and target user IDs. In the dataset’s scenario, the Snort IDS has been configured to generate

alerts based on the default Snort rule set.

The dataset is accompanied by a document that describes the attacks that were injected

into the data and the monitors in which evidence for the attacks appears. The dataset is
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Table 2.1: Attacks present in the Snort logs in the dataset and incidence of alerts of each
type.

Attack Type Number of instances

Message Flooding 927
Decoy Portscan 34
Distributed Portscan 23
Portscan 5
Portsweep 16, 640
TCP Window Scale Attack 4, 686

injected with the following types of attacks: denial of service from external hosts, a worm

installed on some internal hosts, port scans by internal hosts, a socially engineered e-mail

sent by an outside network address, a remote desktop connection violating company policy

from outside network, and the appearance of a suspicious host on the enterprise network.

We utilize the information in the dataset documentation to evaluate our intrusion detection

approach, as explained in Section 2.6.

The distribution of attack types detected by Snort is depicted in Table 2.1. We use

the Snort logs to gain insights about attacks on the system and to evaluate our intrusion

detection technique.

2.2.2 Threat Model

Our threat model consists of two categories of security incidents in an enterprise network

environment. The first category of attacks includes network scan attacks and flooding-based

network attacks. Examples of such attacks include port scan attacks, in which a malicious

subject scans a critical server in the network to gather information about the services running

on different ports; port sweep attacks, in which a malicious subject scans multiple hosts for a

single type of service; and network-layer Denial-of-Service (DoS) or Distributed DoS attacks,

in which a malicious subject attempts to disrupt service availability by overwhelming the

system. The goal of these attacks is to disrupt a network-based service, with a range of

possible motivations, such as revenge or financial gain.

The second category of attacks that we aim to detect is the presence of malware on a

host in the network, specifically viruses and worms. These types of malware can change

the behavior of an infected host by running suspicious processes, scanning the network, or

attempting to authenticate to other hosts in the network. Such malware can cause serious

damage to the enterprise by stealing information, disrupting service, or using the machines

for illicit purposes.
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The goal of our work is to identify hosts that exhibit behavior that deviates significantly

from normal usage patterns in order to detect the aforementioned types of attacks. We do

not wish, however, to explicitly profile normal usage; rather, we want to learn the profiles

in an unsupervised manner from the data. In later sections, we present our approach to

detecting anomalies without explicit profiling.

2.3 OVERVIEW OF APPROACH

Since we know that there are different types of attacks within the data, but do not have

labels for the individual log entries, we cannot use supervised algorithms to classify the data.

Furthermore, there is no guarantee that the types of attacks taking place in the system will

remain static. We must therefore use a learning algorithm that can discover host behavior

patterns in the data in an unsupervised way.

Clustering is an unsupervised machine learning technique especially suitable for identifying

structure in unlabeled data. It partitions a given set of objects into subsets of similar objects

and separates dissimilar objects into different clusters. We use clustering algorithms in our

approach, as they can identify behavior patterns in the data by using self-similarity and can

distinguish behavior patterns that could signify anomalous behavior.

First, we identify the features that are most useful for detecting the types of attacks

described in our threat model. Next, we apply dimensionality reduction and clustering on

the features we extract from the dataset to discover clusters in the data, and then analyze

the feature distributions of the clusters to identify potential anomalous behavior. Finally,

we tag the anomalous clusters with the possible types of attacks they represent, which can

then be analyzed manually by a security administrator to decide the best course of action

to take. We compare the results of our approach with the ground truth provided with the

dataset and evaluate the efficacy of our approach.

2.4 FEATURE EXTRACTION

2.4.1 Feature Extraction

We perform feature extraction and clustering on only the firewall and system logs in the

dataset. Since Snort requires a rule set to generate meaningful alerts, it relies on a system

administrator to select an adequate rule set, which presents the possibility of missing alerts.

Snort also aggregates network traffic before generating some alerts, so it provides results
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comparable to those of our own analysis. Therefore, we use Snort only to validate the

results of our approach.

We choose features based on both the attacks discussed in our threat model and domain

knowledge of the enterprise network on which the dataset is based. Domain knowledge

includes the types and locations of critical servers and acceptable resource usage policies.

We identify the following four categories of features, which we use to capture usage behavior

and join the data across different monitors.

Identification Features

We use the IPv4 address as the unique identifier of each host in the network. In this

dataset, the source IP can uniquely identify an attacker machine, and the destination IP

can uniquely identify the target of an attack. For both the firewall logs and system logs, for

each one-minute time window, we aggregate the raw log entries for a given IP address into a

single feature vector. Thus, every data point can be uniquely identified with the IP address

and the timestamp. All of the features described subsequently are extracted and aggregated

for a distinct pair of an IP address and a timestamp. As we show in the next section, these

identification features are very useful in correlating cluster analysis results with intrusions.

One important point to note is that in doing the time-based aggregation of features, we

assume that the time is synchronized across all hosts in the system and across all moni-

tors. We account for the time difference in the firewall logs and system logs in our dataset

manually, but in other systems, it could be accomplished using a centralized network time

server.

Network Traffic-Based Features

We extract the following features related to network communication from the firewall data:

the number of unique source and destination ports used, the number of transmission control

protocol (TCP) connections built and torn down, and the number of distinct administrative

services used (e.g., Telnet, finger, FTP). We use the source IP address to identify the feature

vectors during cluster analysis.

Service-Based Features

To incorporate the diversity of services accessed and the types and locations of machines

contacted by a host in our analysis, we extract the following features from the firewall data
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for each source IP address: the number of accesses to workstations; the number of accesses

to the domain controller servers, which also provide the domain name system (DNS) service;

the number of accesses to database servers; and the number of accesses to any other type of

server.

Authentication-Based Features

Finally, since the system log data comes from the domain controller server, which services

authentication requests for all workstations and servers in the network, we extract features

from the system log data by counting the following properties of system log events: failed lo-

gon attempts, logon attempts using explicit credentials, special privilege assignments to new

logons, computer account changes, generation of Kerberos authentication tickets, New Tech-

nology LAN Manager (NTLM) authentication attempts, administrative logons, anonymous

user logons, anonymous target user names, local interactive logons, remote desktop logons,

requests for session keys, port numbers that are either zero or blank, and logons by distinct

process IDs. We aggregate the log entries by the source IP address of the authentication

request for all events for which the source IP is given in the log.

2.4.2 Analysis of Features

After extracting the features, we analyze the distribution of values each feature takes in

the dataset to understand the relative importance of the features and their possible effect

on the clustering algorithms. Specifically, we look at the shape, variance, and modality of

the distributions.

First, we examine the network traffic and service-based features extracted from the firewall

data. Figure 2.1 shows the empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for a subset

of the features for the firewall data aggregated by source IP address. The features take many

different distributions, but our first observation is that many of them are not Gaussian and

are right-tailed. It is also important to note that a significant proportion of the probability

mass is on very small values for most of the features. For example, for the first feature, which

represents the number of unique destination IP addresses visited per minute by a source,

almost 75% of the data points have a value of 1. As a result, we expect that the tails of

the distributions—that is, the data points that take high values—will be of most interest in

the clustering. We also expect that the clustering approaches will place the vast majority of

points into a few dense clusters.

Next, we examine the authentication-based features extracted from the system log data.
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Figure 2.1: Empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for selected features in the
firewall data aggregated by source IP address, shown with log scales for both the X and Y
axes.

Figure 2.2 shows the empirical CDFs for a subset of the features for the system log data

aggregated by source IP address. As with the firewall data, the features take many different

distributions, but many are not Gaussian and right-tailed. The vast majority of the proba-

bility mass for each feature (over 95%) is on the values 0 or 1. For the system log data, we

therefore expect even more densely packed clusters than for firewall data.

Through examination of our data, we observe that dimensionality reduction by Principal

Component Analysis (PCA) prior to clustering does not provide useful results. Briefly, PCA

projects data in high-dimensional space onto axes called principal components, each of which

point in the direction of maximum variance given the variance already captured by preceding

components. By projecting the data onto the first few principal components, it is possible

to reduce the dimensionality of the data while retaining the bulk of the variance in the data.

In our data set, however, variance does not describe the expressivity of features well.
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Figure 2.2: Empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for selected features in the
system log data aggregated by source IP address, shown with log scales for both the X and
Y axes.

First, many of the features in our data have constricted ranges, so variance can be artificially

limited by the range of the feature values. As an example, the number of possible source

ports in TCP is 216, so the features corresponding to the number of distinct source ports

used by a host will be limited to the range [0, 216]. Additionally, the number of failed logon

events, which is a strong indication of malicious behavior, takes a small range of values and

therefore has low variance compared to the number of successful logons, which has a much

higher variance but is relatively unuseful in detecting attacks.

Furthermore, we wish to detect anomalous behavior, which can manifest as a small number

of data points with outlying values. However, the principal components determined by PCA

that represent most of the variance in the data may not capture such behavior. For example,

the first three principal components for the firewall data, which together capture over 99%
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of the variance in the data, represent only the number of TCP connections built, the number

of TCP connections torn down, and the number of unique source ports used. However, in

our analysis of the clustering results, we find that the number of destination IP addresses

contacted is the primary distinguishing feature for one of the attacks in the dataset, and

clustering on the basis of the data projected onto the first few principal components would

miss this attack altogether.

As a result, we perform clustering on the features without performing dimensionality

reduction first. We do, however, refine the feature set before doing the clustering by looking

at the correlation between different features and their relative importance for clustering, as

we discuss in Section 2.4.3.

Also, to ensure that the clustering algorithms are not influenced by the difference in ranges

in the different features, we normalize the data prior to clustering such that all features have

a range of [0, 1]. We use min-max normalization, which performs a linear transformation

on the original data values to scale them into a new range. For each feature value v, the

new value vnew is calculated using Equation 2.1, where vmax and vmin are the maximum and

minimum values of the feature v and newmin and newmax are endpoints of new range of

values (0 and 1 in our case) respectively:

vnew =
(v − vmin)(newmax − newmin)

(vmax − vmin)
+ newmin (2.1)

2.4.3 Feature Selection

We extract all the features described above and then use two different techniques to

refine the feature set to use for clustering. First, if the features are strongly correlated

to each other, they will contain redundant information and increase the complexity of the

clustering algorithms. To remove this redundancy, we keep only one feature from each set

of strongly correlated features. For example, every time there is an anonymous logon, the

subject domain name is recorded as “NT Authority”. These two features (subject user

name is anonymous and subject domain name is NT Authority) essentially carry the same

information. So we only use one of these two features to indicate an anonymous user logon.

We use the Pearson correlation coefficient to measure the linear dependence between each

pair of feature vectors. We consider a pair as strongly correlated if the correlation coefficient

is greater than 0.99. We believe that the Pearson correlation coefficient will provide fairly

accurate estimation for correlation between features because the ranges of all the features

are bounded and the size of our dataset is moderately high.
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Second, if the features do not contribute towards clustering, then we discard them. For

example, the number of logon events in each time interval is an important feature to char-

acterize each host in the network, but in this dataset, it does not help distinguish between

clusters. We prune such features before performing our clustering experiments.

To determine which features to prune, we run a clustering algorithm and analyze the

average normalized feature scores in each cluster, which we define later in Section 2.5.3. We

identify the features having almost the same average score in each cluster, and discard them

for the final clustering experiments.

2.5 INTRUSION DETECTION USING CLUSTER ANALYSIS

In this section, we describe our intrusion detection approach in detail. First, we apply

clustering algorithms to the data to discover clusters of similar data points, and then analyze

the joint distributions of features in each cluster to identify the types of behavior associated

with each cluster. We hypothesize that different types of attacks will manifest as different

distributions of the features in the data, and data points corresponding to different attack

types will cluster together because of their similarity with each other or their dissimilarity

with other clusters. Based on the feature distribution analysis of the clusters, we then

identify anomalous clusters and sort them by their dissimilarity with clusters that represent

normal behavior. Finally, we manually analyze the anomalous clusters and identify the types

of attacks they represent.

2.5.1 Overview of Algorithms Used

We use the k-means and DBSCAN clustering algorithms to classify different host behavior

profiles. k-means is a centroid-based clustering algorithm that partitions a given dataset into

k clusters, such that each observation belongs to the cluster with the closest mean. For our

analysis, we apply Lloyd’s basic k-means algorithm [49] and use Euclidean distance as the

distance metric for clustering.

Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) [50] creates clus-

ters on the basis of the density of clusters formed. The DBSCAN algorithm starts with a

random point and adds it to a cluster if a certain minimum number of points lie within a

certain radius of the point. The algorithm then iteratively grows the cluster by similarly

considering all points in the radius and repeating until no more points are added. After the

assignment of points to one cluster completes, a new arbitrary point is selected, and the

process is repeated. This algorithm also marks outlier points that lie alone in low-density
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regions. For our analysis, as with k-means, we use the Euclidean distance as the distance

metric for the DBSCAN algorithm.

We chose these two algorithms because they are simple and widely used, and we hypothe-

size that given the right set of features and analysis techniques, they can yield good results.

Since the algorithms use different approaches to cluster points, we expect them to work well

in different types of situations. k-means is relatively simpler and computationally faster

than DBSCAN, but it is sensitive to noise and works well only when the clusters are spher-

ical (i.e., have equal variance in all dimensions) and have a roughly equal number of data

points. DBSCAN, on the other hand, can generate arbitrarily shaped clusters by identifying

connected regions of high density, and is designed to ignore noisy points. We compare the

results of each algorithm on our dataset and make decisions on which to use based on the

goodness of the clusters they generate.

In addition to running the two clustering algorithms on the firewall data and system log

data separately, we join the two data sources by performing an inner join for values that

share source IP address and timestamp values, and run clustering on the joined data as well.

We hypothesize that clustering on joined data will reveal attacks that would not be evident

from either data set independently.

2.5.2 Parameter Selection for Clustering Algorithms

Parameter Selection for k-means

The k-means algorithm requires a single parameter: the number of clusters assumed to

be in the data, k. To determine the number of clusters to use for k-means, we examine the

cluster tightness and the separation between clusters.

To choose the number of clusters that best represents the data, we start by choosing a

range of values for k that would likely best fit the data. For each candidate value of k,

we run the k-means algorithm for a fixed number of iterations and take the cluster means

that minimize the within-cluster sum of distances (WCSD), which is the average sum of

Euclidean distances from each point to the center of the cluster to which it is classified. We

use this procedure to account for the initialization bias encountered with k-means, which

could otherwise lead the k-means result to reside in a local optimum.

Then, to test the appropriateness of the value of k, we look at the silhouette values [51]

of all points in the data set. The silhouette value of a point quantifies how well it belongs to

the cluster to which it is assigned as compared to all other clusters. For a point x, let a(x)

represent the average distance from x to all other points in its cluster, and b(x) represent
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the average distance from x to all other points in the cluster for which such distance is

minimized (the next closest cluster). Then, the silhouette value of x, s(x), is given by

s(x) =
b(x)− a(x)

max (a(x), b(x))
(2.2)

The values of s(x) can range from −1 to 1, and values closest to 1 indicate clusters that are

tight and well-separated. Therefore, we choose the value of k for which the run with the

smallest WCSD has the maximum average silhouette value for all points.

Parameter Selection for DBSCAN

The DBSCAN algorithm requires two input parameters: ε, the neighborhood radius for

each point, and minPts, the minimum number of points required to form a cluster. We use

the guidelines presented in the original DBSCAN paper [50] along with evaluation of the

average silhouette values to compute suitable values for the parameters.

According to [50], the value of minPts should be at least D + 1, where D is the number

of dimensions of the dataset used for clustering. The authors recommend choosing a larger

value of minPts as the size of the dataset or the amount of noise in the dataset increases.

After deciding on a reasonable estimate for the value of minPts, we examine the sorted

k-distance graph for our dataset to determine the value of ε. The k-distance graph depicts

the set of distances from each data point to its kth-nearest neighbor, sorted in decreasing

order of magnitude, where k = minPts. A good value of ε is one for which the k-distance

graph shows a strong bend or knee point.

Using the approach given above, we estimate a small range of values for each of the

parameters. For each pair of (ε,minPts), we then run the DBSCAN algorithm on the

dataset and compute the average silhouette score as explained above for k-means clustering,

ignoring the outlier points. We choose the pair of parameter values corresponding to the

best average silhouette score. In this manner, we select the parameter values by considering

the properties of our dataset, the properties of the DBSCAN algorithm, and the quality of

clusters generated. As with k-means, we use the Euclidean distance between the data points

to measure the similarity for clustering.

2.5.3 Cluster Analysis and Classification

After running k-means and DBSCAN with the parameter values selected by the meth-

ods described above, we analyze the clusters obtained to identify those that correspond to
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anomalous behavior. For each clustering algorithm and log type, we examine the cluster

sizes and distribution of hosts within the clusters to distinguish between “normal” clusters

and “anomalous” clusters.

For each cluster c in the data set, let Sc represent the set of points in cluster c, and let

Hc represent the set of unique hosts, identified by source IP address, in the cluster. We

consider a cluster c to represent normal behavior in the system if |Sc| ≥ s, where s is a

minimum threshold for the number of points, and |Hc| ≥ h, where h is a minimum threshold

for the number of unique hosts. That decision was motivated by our observation that the

distributions of feature values for both the firewall and system log data have very high

probability mass at low values, so most of the normal data points will cluster into a few

densely packed clusters containing most of the hosts. Anomalous behavior represents either

1) a large number of attacking hosts acting maliciously over a short period of time, as in the

case of a denial-of-service (DoS) attack, which would result in a small value of |Sc|, or 2) a

small number of attacking hosts acting maliciously over an arbitrary period of time, as in

the case of a port scan, which would result in a small value of |Hc|.
Indeed, we found that for all data types in our dataset, over 80% of the data points always

fell into the first two or three clusters, and that these clusters individually contained well

over half of the hosts. Based on those observations, we chose the values of s = S/k and

h = H/k, where k is the number of clusters, S =
∑k

c=1 |Sc| is the total number of data

points, and H =
∣∣∪k

c=1Hc

∣∣ is the total number of hosts in the system. Intuitively, a cluster

will be considered normal if more than a proportional fraction of the data points and hosts

fall within the cluster. In our actual data, the normal clusters contained much more than

the threshold value of data points and almost always contained all of the hosts.

We represent the sets of normal and abnormal clusters with the following equations:

N = {c : |Sc| ≥ s ∧ |Hc| ≥ h} (2.3)

A = {c : |Sc| < s ∨ |Hc| < h}. (2.4)

Next, we compute the normalized average feature value vector, f̂ c, for each cluster c as

follows:

f c =
∑
x∈Sc

x

|Sc|
(2.5)

f̂ c =
f c

max
i

f ci
(2.6)
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where i is the feature index, Sc is the set of points in cluster c, and F is the number of

features. For each cluster, f c is the centroid of cluster c, and f̂ c is the centroid normalized

by the supremum norm of the centroid. f̂ c describes the features that are active in a given

cluster and makes it easy to compare their relative strengths, as the maximum value in

f̂ c = 1. We use f̂ c to understand the feature distributions for each of the clusters and to

determine which clusters are more likely to be malicious, as we describe in the next section.

2.5.4 Intrusion Detection

The last step in our approach is to determine which of the clusters representing anomalous

behavior actually describe malicious behavior.

Using the f̂ c vectors, we compare the joint distributions of features for each anomalous

cluster with those for normal clusters. Specifically, we compute the difference between the

feature distributions of two clusters c and c′ by computing the L1 distance between the f̂

values for each cluster. We define the cluster difference, Dc,c′ as follows:

Dc,c′ =
∥∥∥f̂ c − f̂ c

′
∥∥∥
1

(2.7)

In our analysis of the dataset, we observed that the feature vectors were sparse; that

is, only a few features took nonzero values in each cluster, and of those, only a few had

high values. Furthermore, since we removed highly correlated features before clustering,

the cluster difference for different clusters was not small unless the clusters themselves were

geometrically close to each other. Thus, we posit that anomalous clusters with the greatest

difference from normal clusters in terms of normalized feature distributions are more likely

to be malicious.

As a result, we define the cluster normalcy, ∆c, for an anomalous cluster c as the cluster

difference between the anomalous cluster and its closest normal cluster. In other words,

∆c = min
c′∈N

Dc,c′ . (2.8)

We ultimately provide a prioritized list of the anomalous clusters, ordered by decreasing

value of ∆c, to the security administrator to manually evaluate. By separating the clusters

by behavior, reducing the clusters to those that are anomalous, and prioritizing the clusters

by likely maliciousness, we significantly simplify the work that must be performed by the

administrator.

Given the administrator’s input, we envision the possibility of training a classifier that
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could automatically determine whether a new data point is likely to be malicious. We discuss

the idea briefly as part of future work in Section 2.8.

2.6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To experimentally evaluate our approach, we implemented our feature extraction code in

Python and ran all of the machine learning and cluster analysis on the data in MATLAB.

We used MATLAB’s stats toolbox implementation of k-means and our own implementation

of DBSCAN.

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, a ground truth document was provided with the dataset

that contains the attacks that were injected into the data and the monitors in which evidence

for the attacks appears. Analysis of this document and the challenge description showed that

because of the network configuration of the dataset’s system, the firewall was not able to

observe all of the port scanning/sweeping attacks that took place in the dataset. As a result,

we evaluated our approach only with those attacks detectable using only the firewall logs and

system logs. This yielded the following list of attacks: denial of service (DoS) from hosts

10.200.150.201 and 10.200.150.206–209, worm likely installed on hosts 192.168.2.171–175,

port scans by hosts 192.168.2.174–175, a socially engineered e-mail sent by host 10.200.150.6,

a remote desktop connection violating company policy from host 10.200.150.201, and the

appearance of a suspicious host with IP address 192.169.2.151.

Based on our threat model, we further narrowed the set of attacks we aim to detect to those

representing network flooding attacks and suspicious behavior by hosts. Any attack that was

a direct violation of policy or required investigation of raw packet data (such as the socially

engineered e-mail) would not be detectable under our threat model, or indeed with just the

firewall and system log data and no other information. Thus, the set of attacks we expected

to be able to detect decreased to DoS from hosts 10.200.150.201 and 10.200.150.206–209,

worm likely installed on hosts 192.168.2.171–175, and port scans by hosts 192.168.2.174–175.

To evaluate the ability of our approach to identify the attacks actually present in the

dataset, for each anomalous cluster, we examine the IP addresses of the hosts in the cluster,

the timestamps of the entries, and the distribution of feature values, and compare these to

the ground truth document. If the hosts and timestamps in the cluster correspond to a

known attack in the ground truth document, we consider the cluster to detect the attack.

From the firewall data, as described in Section 2.4, we extracted a total of 12 features. Two

of the features—IP address and timestamp—were identification features, but the remaining

10 features were of use for clustering: unique destination IPs, unique source ports, unique

destination ports, connections built, connections torn down, critical services used, work-
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Figure 2.3: DBSCAN clusters for the firewall data for parameter values ε = 0.15 and
minPts = 21, projected to the first three Principal Components (PC) for visualization
purposes. Clustering was performed in the original 10-dimensional space.

stations accessed, DNS server accesses, database server accesses, and other critical server

accesses. For each feature, we aggregated the value of the feature per minute for each source

IP.

From the system log data, we extracted a total of 36 features, of which the same two as

for the firewall were identification features. After we ran our feature selection approach from

Section 2.4.2, the number of uncorrelated features was reduced to 20, and all of them were

used for clustering.

2.6.1 Detecting Flooding-Based Network Attacks

Between the two types of monitors we used in our analysis, flooding-based network attacks

manifest most directly in firewall data. Because external hosts cannot communicate with

the domain controller according to the dataset scenario, hosts in the 10.200.0.0/24 subnet

do not appear in the system log data at all, so the only way for us to detect attacks from
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Figure 2.4: Normalized average feature values for four DBSCAN clusters on the firewall
data.

outside hosts with our approach is by analyzing the firewall logs.

Extracting per-minute data points from the firewall logs yielded over 150, 000 data points,

which exceeded the computational and memory capabilities of our machines when running

DBSCAN. To accommodate, we uniformly randomly downsampled the data to 20% of its

original size before running both clustering algorithms. Since we downsampled uniformly,

the overall distribution of points did not change. Furthermore, the types of attacks we aim

to detect generate multiple data points in the data set, so there was no threat that important

clusters would disappear from the dataset. We also adjusted the parameters of DBSCAN to

account for the decreased density of the dataset.

We ran the parameter value selection algorithms described in Section 2.5.2 on the data

set to obtain the optimal parameters for the clustering algorithms. The parameter values we

obtained were k = 8, ε = 0.15, and minPts = 21. The results of running DBSCAN on the

firewall logs with said parameters are shown in Figure 2.3. With the parameters specified,

DBSCAN identified 6 clusters and a small set of outlier points. While it is not evident from
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the graph, the clusters are actually quite distant from each other in the higher-dimensional

space in which clustering was performed.

We found that k-means performed poorly on the firewall data, clustering together data

points that did not have similar feature distributions and absorbing smaller clusters into

their larger, neighboring clusters. That was likely due to the non-Gaussian distribution of

the data points and the large variance in the number of points in each cluster. DBSCAN,

on the other hand, performed exceptionally well. For the remainder of this analysis, we use

the DBSCAN results.

Next, we analyzed the size of each cluster and the number of unique hosts in each. Apply-

ing Equations 2.3 and 2.4, we found that clusters 1 and 2, which together represented over

86% of the data points, were classified as normal, and all others were classified as anomalous.

We then performed the cluster difference analysis and ordered the clusters based on their

∆c values, as described in Section 2.5.4. For the firewall data, excluding the outliers, cluster

6 was considered most likely to be malicious, followed by clusters 5, 3, and 4. This analysis

relied on the computation of normalized average feature vector for each cluster, as shown in

Figure 2.4.

When we analyzed the hosts and timestamps for each of the anomalous clusters, we found

that the order given by the cluster normalcy-based prioritization exactly matched the ground

truth, which showed that clusters 6 and 5 corresponded to attacks and clusters 3 and 4 were

not malicious.

Cluster 6 contained only the IP addresses 10.200.150.201 and 10.200.150.206–209 and

had very high feature values for the number of unique source ports, number of connections

built, and number of connections torn down. The cluster corresponds to outside attackers’

performing a DoS attempt on one of the servers inside the network. The timestamp values

for the points in cluster 6 correspond to some of the times that the hosts were performing

the DoS attack.

Cluster 5 contained only the IP addresses 192.168.2.174–175 and 192.168.1.6, and had very

high feature values for the number of destination IPs accessed. Examining the timestamp

values for the points showed that while 192.168.1.6 appeared only at three very different

times in the cluster, the other two hosts appeared over 20 times within the same 4-hour

period. The cluster corresponds to two hosts inside the network that were performing port

scans of other machines in the network in the time window in which the two hosts appeared

in the cluster. It is likely that 192.168.1.6, which is a mail server, was classified into this

cluster because it sent mails to many hosts at the three times it appeared in the cluster, and

thus had a feature distribution similar to that of the port scanners.

For the firewall data, our approach performed incredibly well, separating out the two
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attacks—DoS from the external network and port scan from the internal network—and

providing those two clusters as those most likely to be malicious. As a sanity check, when

we compare the performance of our completely unsupervised approach to that of Snort, we

find that Snort detected the same two attacks in the dataset, but required an administrator

to sift through many lines of logs.

2.6.2 Detecting Suspicious Host Behavior

To detect suspicious behavior of internal hosts and to find the attacks we mention above,

we experimented with both system log data alone and system log data combined with firewall

data. As was the case with the firewall data alone, and for many of the same reasons, k-

means did not perform well in cleanly separating clusters by host behavior. Therefore, here,

too, we focus on the clustering results we obtained from DBSCAN.

First, we performed DBSCAN clustering on the system log data alone. Because of the

size of the data, we uniformly randomly downsampled the data to 50% of its original size.

Running the parameter selection algorithm yielded ε = 0.15 and minPts = 30, and running

DBSCAN on the system log data with those parameters yielded five clusters and a set of

outliers. Performing the analysis described in Sections 2.5.3 and 2.5.4, we found that cluster

1 was classified as normal, and all others as anomalous. Of those, only cluster 3, which had

the highest ∆c value, represented a malicious host.

Next, we performed DBSCAN clustering on the combined firewall and system logs, which

were joined by the approach explained in Section 2.5.1. The optimal parameters for the

joined data were ε = 0.25 and minPts = 20, for which the results of DBSCAN are shown

in Figure 2.5. There are four clusters and one group of outlier points. While the clusters do

not seem separable in the graph, they are quite distant in the higher-dimensional space in

which clustering was performed.

Performing the analysis described in Sections 2.5.3 and 2.5.4, we found that cluster 1

represented normal behavior, and clusters 2, 3, and 4 were classified as anomalous. In order

to analyze the anomalous clusters for attacks, we computed the normalized average feature

vector for each cluster, as shown in Figure 2.6. Features 1 – 18 correspond to the features

extracted from system log data, and features 19 – 28 correspond to those extracted from the

firewall log.

When we ordered the anomalous clusters by their cluster normalcy values, we found that

cluster 2 was most likely to be malicious, followed by clusters 4 and 3. Based on the unique

IP addresses in cluster 3, we concluded that it contained only benign hosts. However, in line

with the prioritization of the clusters, clusters 2 and 4 corresponded to the attacks present
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Figure 2.5: DBSCAN clusters for the combined firewall and system log data for parameter
values ε = 0.25 and minPts = 20, projected to the first three Principal Components (PC)
for visualization purposes. Clustering was performed in the original, 28-dimensional space.

in the dataset.

Cluster 4 contained only the IP addresses 192.168.2.174–175 and had very high feature

values for the number of connections built and torn down. The cluster corresponds to the

two hosts’ performing port scans on the internal network that were detected by the firewall.

Note, however, that this cluster did not erroneously contain the mail server.

Cluster 2 was the only cluster that had relatively higher values for both system log and

firewall log features. The cluster had high average values for the number of anonymous

target usernames used, the number of NTLM authentications, and the number of session

keys requested. This cluster contained only the IP address 192.168.2.172. From the features

for which it had high values, it can be inferred that the host was trying to make connections

and log on to other hosts on the internal network. While the dataset did not explicitly mark

this host as being infected, this situation indicates a very high probability that the host had

been infected by a worm.
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Figure 2.6: Normalized average feature values for four DBSCAN clusters on combined fire-
wall and system log data.

Finally, as a sanity check, we compared clusters 2 and 4 against the attacks detected by

the Snort IDS. While the Snort logs captured the port scan attack, they did not capture

the malicious behavior of host 192.168.2.172. That behavior was detectable only through

clustering on the combined data, which demonstrates the value of our approach of clustering

on joined data instead of looking at each type of data source separately.

2.6.3 Discussion

As evidenced by the results in Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2, our approach performed well on

the dataset for the types of attacks we describe in our threat model. Without labeling or

preprocessing the data by hand, we were able to extract generic, time-aware features, use

clustering to identify anomalous behavior, and prioritize the anomalous behaviors in order of

decreasing likelihood of maliciousness. For each of the log types in the dataset, our approach
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correctly identified and prioritized the anomalous clusters corresponding to attacks.

Furthermore, our approach provides the system administrator with additional visibility

into the behavior of hosts in the system. By looking at the average feature distributions

for each cluster in the dataset, the administrator can determine how different sets of hosts

behave in the system and can easily drill down into the anomalous hosts to determine which

ones are behaving maliciously.

Since the features we extract describe generic network-based and authentication-based

attributes, we believe that our approach can generalize well to any attack that dramatically

changes the behavior of a host. For example, we believe that with the same set of features,

it would be possible to detect brute-force attempts or data exfiltration attacks.

However, our approach cannot detect all types of intrusions with the same level of accuracy.

Intrusions that occur silently, such as zero-day attacks, and those that do not disturb the

outward behavior of the host significantly, such as privilege escalation attacks, would not

cause the host to appear anomalous.

As detailed in Section 2.6, we base the evaluation of our intrusion detection technique on

the ground truth document describing all the injected attacks in the dataset. We do not

claim that there is no possibility of the presence of attacks other than the ones that are

given in that document.

With additional features and more diverse sources of information, it might be possible to

expand the types of attacks supported by our approach. We leave such exploration to future

work.

2.7 RELATED WORK

2.7.1 Unsupervised Anomaly Detection

Machine learning-based approaches have been widely adopted in the computer security

and intrusion detection fields. These approaches can be classified into two categories: 1)

artificial intelligence techniques such as supervised (e.g., classification) and unsupervised

(e.g., clustering) learning algorithms, and 2) computational intelligence methods such as

genetic algorithms, artificial neural networks, and fuzzy logic. A detailed survey of these

techniques is provided in [52].

Clustering is an unsupervised machine learning technique, especially suitable for identify-

ing structure in unlabeled data. It partitions a given set of objects into subsets of similar

objects and keeps dissimilar objects into different clusters. We apply clustering and di-

mensionality reduction on features extracted from security monitoring data to find clusters
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related to abnormal events, which might also consist of intrusions. We identify these clusters

by analyzing distributions of different features in each cluster.

Unsupervised anomaly detection in enterprise network systems is not itself a novel idea.

Significant research has been done in the domain of network traffic anomaly detection using

techniques including PCA-based anomaly detection [53] and entropy and clustering-based

anomaly detection [54]. Anomaly detection based on cluster analysis is also used in [55]

and [56] to find intrusions in enterprise network environments.

We analyze a diverse set of monitoring data from different security monitors to detect

anomalies and tag them as possible intrusions. We also provide a formal approach for

selecting parameters for the different algorithms we use. Furthermore, we directly work with

raw logs captured from different security monitors and do not rely on any commercial security

information and event management (SIEM) system. These contributions differentiate our

work from previous related work [55, 56].

Another distinguishing feature of our work is that we do not need a model or normal

profile of the system. Some of the prior work [57, 58, 59] that relies on modeling of normal

system behavior to detect anomalies can fail to model a good reference profile in a malicious

environment like the one represented by our dataset. In contrast, we adopt a completely

unsupervised technique for detecting anomalies. We also reason about the relative impor-

tance of various features in detecting certain types of anomalies, very similar to the work

done in [60], but we use an unlabeled dataset for experimentation.

2.7.2 Information Fusion

Our work is also related to information fusion techniques for security [25, 61]. However,

most of those prior solutions either are too complicated to be used in practice, or need a

significant amount of model training or parameter setting.

Within the information fusion domain, our work is also related to the topic of alert corre-

lation, which aims to convert security information into knowledge that is more intuitive and

understandable to human administrators. Alert correlation techniques find non-trivial rela-

tionships between alerts from multiple sources and group them together to satisfy a variety

of goals, such as summarizing IDS logs into higher-level incidents or improving the detection

of collaborative attacks [33, 34, 35, 36]. These techniques operate on IDS data, which are

higher-level than the data we use, and perform correlation using heuristics or predefined rule

sets. In contrast, we categorize data points into normal or anomalous clusters based solely

on the similarity of individual data points to each other and the feature distributions of the

clusters formed.
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2.8 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we presented an approach to identifying anomalous behavior in unlabeled

system log and network log data using unsupervised machine learning. Our approach and

analysis are based on the monitors available in the VAST 2011 Mini Challenge 2 data set.

We first established a threat model and extracted meaningful features from the log data that

aided in attack detection. We then described a method to combine the data using features

we have defined that allowed us to perform anomaly detection over the joined network and

host log data. Next, we used the k-means and DBSCAN clustering algorithms to categorize

the data into different usage profiles, and we compared the feature distributions of different

clusters to identify anomalous behavior. We then introduced a cluster difference metric that

we used to prioritize the anomalous clusters based on their likely maliciousness. Finally,

we manually analyzed the clusters to correlate them with known attacks and evaluate our

approach. We found that our approach performed very well for the data set, detecting all

attacks present. Using the joined network-level and host-level data, we could detect attacks

that are not detectable with either data source alone.

Our fusion-based intrusion detection achieved better accuracy than that gained when

using a single source, and produced a small volume of alerts. Attacks were captured in four

clusters that collectively contained less than 1% of the total data points. The work in this

chapter has been peer-reviewed and was published in [62].
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CHAPTER 3: MALICIOUS LATERAL MOVEMENT DETECTION

In this chapter, we continue Chapter 2’s theme of improving the detection of advanced

threats through analysis and correlation of information from multiple monitors. Having

presented an approach for accurate detection of the vectors of initial compromise, next, we

focus on the command and control and lateral movement stages of the attack.

Lateral movement-based attacks are increasingly leading to compromises in large private

and government networks, often resulting in information exfiltration or service disruption.

Such attacks are often slow and stealthy and usually evade existing security products. To

enable effective detection of such attacks, we present a new approach based on graph-based

modeling of the security state of the target system and correlation of diverse indicators of

anomalous host behavior. We believe that irrespective of the specific attack vectors used,

attackers typically establish a command and control channel to operate, and move in the

target system to escalate their privileges and reach sensitive areas. Accordingly, we identify

important features of command and control and lateral movement activities and extract

them from internal and external communication traffic. Driven by the analysis of the fea-

tures, we propose the use of multiple anomaly detection techniques to identify compromised

hosts. These methods include Principal Component Analysis, k-means clustering, and Me-

dian Absolute Deviation-based outlier detection. We evaluate the accuracy of identifying

compromised hosts by using injected attack traffic in a real enterprise network dataset, for

various attack communication models. Our results show that the proposed approach can

detect infected hosts with high accuracy and a low false positive rate.

3.1 SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS

There has been a surge in targeted cyber attacks that use persistent and stealthy actions

to compromise victim organizations, usually high-profile companies or government agencies.

Such attacks are popularly known as advanced persistent threats (APTs). Typically, the goal

of APT actors is to steal proprietary intellectual property or disturb mission-critical services.

Although such attacks infect fewer entities than mass malware (e.g., botnets, worms) does,

the estimated cost of data loss due to APT incidents is significantly higher. The expected

losses incurred in the 2013 Target Corporation data breach and the 2011 RSA data breach

were $248 million and $66 million, respectively [1, 63].

APT actors enter target systems by evading existing signature- or anomaly-based detection

and prevention systems. Afterward, these actors establish a presence and persistence in
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the network by compromising multiple accounts and hosts. This process of expansion and

persistence of the APT is commonly known as lateral movement (LM). Lateral movement

usually happens in conjunction with command and control (C&C) communications to gather

internal system structure information, guide the expansion process, and ultimately cause

data exfiltration [7, 12].

The challenges involved in detecting APTs are multifold. First, attack tools are constantly

evolving and adapting to changes in cyber defense technologies [6]. Attackers can stay un-

detected over prolonged time periods by using traditional operating system and networking

services as their attack vectors [7, 8, 14]. Second, the attackers are not bound to follow any

particular defined progression in compromising a target system [14, 17]. Finally, there is a

lack of data sources about the actual behavior of attackers during the lateral movement stage,

which limits the research community’s ability to effectively build and evaluate models of lat-

eral movement-based attacks and their defense mechanisms. Numerous successful incidents

show that the current security solutions fall short in addressing these challenges [1, 8, 14].

We observe that regardless of the attack vectors that the attackers choose to adopt, com-

promised machines necessarily have to communicate with external C&C servers. The mal-

ware also needs to spread laterally in the network to reach the inner segments that are

not exposed to the outside Internet. In fact, C&C and lateral movement are common, and

necessary, patterns of attack behaviors; they have persisted in studied APTs over the past

seven years [64].

In this chapter, we present an attack-vector-independent approach to detect lateral movement-

based attacks (e.g., APTs) in an enterprise network system. We concentrate on the broader

patterns of interactions that an attacker needs to have with the system after gaining initial

entry. To analyze diverse indicators of C&C and LM compromises in a collective way, we

propose a graph-based model of the target system, which we call a host communication graph

(HC graph). The HC graph represents the internal communication between target system

hosts, along with the data collected from C&C and LM monitors.

First, we extract features from the HC graph to evaluate both the C&C and lateral

movement-specific disruptions. Next, we use the features to develop two anomaly detection

methods. In the first method, we identify C&C infected hosts and use principal component

analysis (PCA) and k-means on the lateral movement-related features to find hosts that

behave much like the infected hosts. In the second method, we perform extreme value

analysis on the data transformed by PCA to identify hosts infected by malicious lateral

movement. Since the two anomaly detectors use diverse indicators to determine infected

hosts, we combine their outputs to generate the final set of compromised hosts. We use a

parameter-based averaging ensemble method. We mix different proportions of the flagged
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hosts from the two detectors, and, for each host, compute the average label value. Our

approach is unsupervised, since we do not use the true labels to train the ensemble approach.

Therefore, we measure the accuracy of detection by changing the threshold of the average

label value above which we consider a host to be compromised.

For our experiments, we used a dataset of normal network operations from the Los Alamos

National Lab’s enterprise network [65]. To inject attack traces in the dataset, we developed

a model for C&C and LM activities using the susceptible-infected-susceptible (SIS) virus

spread model [66]. The model implements a small set of tunable parameters that allowed

us to simulate different types of LM activities, including both benign administrative tasks

and malicious APT traffic. We used these parameters to evaluate our method’s sensitivity

to changes in the attacker’s behavior. In particular, we varied the number of hosts that were

part of the malicious LM and the number of hosts that were infected by C&C malware and

then computed the true and false positive rates (TPR, FPR) of detection in each setting.

On average (computed over all experiment runs), we achieved a TPR of 88.7% (confidence

interval 1.9%) and an FPR of 14.1% (confidence interval 3.6%). Even in the atypical case

when the attack had compromised almost all the hosts in the network, the TPR realized

was 82.6%. Analysis of the ensemble detector’s accuracy done by varying the classification

threshold of the average label value provided insights that can be used by security analysts

to tune the detectors.

More specifically, we make the following contributions:

Feature identification and extraction: We identify characteristic patterns of malicious

lateral movement and C&C, and represent them as statistical features that we ex-

tract from diverse security monitors, mainly NetFlow, LM, and C&C monitors (Sec-

tions 3.4.1, 3.4.2).

Anomaly detection: We use the proposed features with an ensemble of unsupervised

anomaly detection techniques to build an automated method to identify compromised

hosts in the target network (Section 3.4.3).

Attack trace generation: We provide a method for generating malicious as well as be-

nign lateral movement traces, based on the SIS virus spread model. We injected the

generated traces in an enterprise system dataset consisting of internal network traffic

(Section 3.5).

Trace-based evaluation: We perform trace-based simulations to evaluate the proposed

system’s accuracy in detecting compromised hosts for two attack communication mod-

els (Sections 3.5, 3.6).
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We present our problem statement and

threat model in Section 3.2. We provide an overview of the proposed system in Section 3.3.

We then describe the technical details of our lateral movement-based attack detection in

Section 3.4. We present the results of our experimental evaluation in Section 3.5, followed

by a discussion of several important characteristics of our approach in Section 3.6. Finally,

we address related work in Section 3.7 and conclude the chapter in Section 3.8.

3.2 THREAT MODEL

In this work, we consider network-based APT attacks on enterprise systems from exter-

nal actors, mainly involving C&C and lateral movement. We refer these attacks as lateral

movement-based attacks. We address the problem of detecting such attacks with high accu-

racy and a low false alarm rate.

We abstract the lifecycle of lateral movement-based attacks into the following stages:

(i) initial compromise, (ii) command and control, (iii) lateral movement, and (iv) data

exfiltration or service disruption. These stages are essential parts of several models of a

lifecycle of an APT [7, 12, 13] and previously studied incidents [1, 8, 14].

Initial compromise consists of reconnaissance, delivery of malware, and establishing of

backdoor communication. Subsequently, the attacker establishes C&C channels between the

victim machines and a set of external servers, with the goal of maintaining active control over

the compromised hosts. In conjunction with C&C, the attacker attempts to move laterally to

widen the compromised region. The last step includes the actual execution of the malicious

actions, whether they are data exfiltration, service disruption, or physical damage.

In this work, we particularly focus on C&C and lateral movement. During C&C, a set

of compromised machines send automated periodic beacons to attacker-controlled servers,

awaiting future instructions. These commands intend to compromise other hosts in the

network or to gather intelligence and sensitive data. The Internet Relay Channel has tra-

ditionally been the most preferred communication tool for C&C, but attackers have started

opting for more commonly used protocols, such as HTTP(S), FTP, and SSH, to evade easy

detection. For more robust communication infrastructure, attackers may use dynamic do-

mains and P2P server architectures.

Attacker lateral movement consists of several tactics including internal reconnaissance,

credential stealing, vulnerability exploitation, and privilege escalation. In fact, the exploit

techniques that are used to achieve such goals are ever-changing and evolving. Examples

of such techniques include use of application deployment software to deploy malware, ex-

ploitation of vulnerability to escalate privileges, and use of pass-the-hash to bypass standard
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Figure 3.1: High-level architecture of our approach to detecting malicious lateral movement.
We mainly focus on the modules shown in boxes with solid lines.

authentication steps [6].

We believe that since the C&C and lateral movement are closely correlated during the

attacks, we can better defend systems by analyzing these two stages in a holistic way. Al-

though significant research has been done separately on the detection of initial compromise,

C&C, and data exfiltration, unfortunately, there has been relatively little research effort on

the detection of attacker lateral movement. Detecting attacks in C&C and lateral movement

stages can thwart an APT campaign and prevent actual damage.

3.3 OVERVIEW OF APPROACH

3.3.1 Overview

To detect the coordinated malicious activity of C&C and lateral movement, we need

to construct an estimate of system-wide state such that the different types of indicators

emerging from several hosts can be correlated with one another. Additionally, to act upon

the system-wide state over long time windows, we need to keep the volume of information

restricted, because such attacks can persist in the victim systems from over a few weeks to

several months [11].

Figure 3.1 shows different components of the proposed system. We assume that the

network under consideration is equipped with monitoring tools to record host- and network-

level information. In this chapter, we do not build these monitors, but use the information

recorded by the monitors to model the current state of the target system. We refer to this

model as an HC graph. We use the HC graph to extract features related to C&C and LM

behavior. We then standardize these features and analyze their distributions to perform
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anomaly detection. In the anomaly detection step, we use a combination of different types

of statistical anomaly detection techniques to detect the set of compromised hosts. The

ensemble of multiple anomaly detectors allows us to achieve high accuracy while keeping

the false positive rate low. Finally, we can use the results of attack detection to implement

different types of attack response actions.

In what follows, we explain the three types of monitors that we use in the proposed system.

The remaining modules of the proposed system are described in Sections 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6.

3.3.2 Monitors

Network Flow Monitor

A network flow monitor processes internal network traffic and generates flow records. For

our purposes, we assume that such a monitor produces a time series consisting of source

and destination machines, as well as ports information. Examples of such monitors are an

internal firewall, a network IDS, and a NetFlow-capable internal router.

C&C Monitor

A C&C monitor produces evidence that a host is involved in external network communica-

tion with a potential C&C server. We believe that such external traffic can be distinguished

from normal traffic in a typical enterprise network. To test and validate this hypothesis,

ideally, we would use a dataset consisting of both typical enterprise communications and

possible C&C connections with a perfect labeling of each network flow to identify it to one

of the two classes. However, such dataset is difficult to obtain in practice. Therefore, we

studied the external communication behavior of hosts in two datasets, the VAST Challenge

2013 MC3 (VAST) [67] and the GT malware passive DNS data daily feeds (GT) [68]. Fig-

ure 3.2a shows the cumulative distribution of the number of unique destinations contacted

by hosts over a three-day period in the VAST dataset, which has no APT-like attacks in

it. We found that the workstations most often connect to a small number of external des-

tinations. We observed that the majority of probability mass (between the first and third

quartiles) lies between 8 and 17 unique destinations. Figure 3.2b shows the distribution

of the number of unique DNS requests made by malware-infected hosts over the three-day

period (Jan. 17–19, 2017) in the GT dataset. The malware binaries try to resolve thousands

of domain names, which indicates that the infected hosts are likely to make a large number

of unique external connections. We conclude that the outward communication behavior of
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Figure 3.2: Empirical CDFs.

infected hosts can be distinguished from the behavior of typical enterprise hosts.

We thus assume the presence of C&C monitors that analyze network communication of

the hosts and assign a suspiciousness score to each host; we call it the c score. As an

example, we can compute the c score simply as the number of connections that the host

makes to unique destinations over the observed period. Discussion of design and analysis of

the C&C monitors is beyond the scope of this work, which can be found in [69, 70].

LM Monitor

We can characterize lateral movement by a set of related chains of communications be-

tween different hosts in the network. An LM monitor creates traces of connections that

are chained together based on their dependence on each other. Two types of monitors are

prominently used to construct these chains: (i) network-level monitors and (ii) host-level

monitors. In [71], the authors propose to correlate anomalous hosts with network events

and establish attack causality in the context of epidemic-spreading attacks such as worms

and botnets. Fawaz et al. [72] provide a low-overhead way to obtain a more refined view of
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host behavior. This approach relies on analyzing the hosts’ kernel-level activities and thus

infers the connection causations more accurately. This approach is shown to work better in

the lateral movement context since, in such attacks, an attacker may use known services and

paths to spread through the system [72]. Therefore, in our work, we use this system as our

LM monitor. To build some more context for our discussion, next, we provide a summary

of that monitor.

The LM monitor [72] uses the insight that lateral movement resembles a targeted walk on

a network such that sequential pairs of steps are causally related. One can track such walk in

order to collect network-wide lateral movement data. To do so, one needs to detect a series

of ordered network connections between hosts. To establish such order with high accuracy,

one can monitor inter-process communications and create causations between incoming and

outgoing connections on each host across the system.

In this approach, monitoring and fusion agents are arranged hierarchically across the

system. At the lowest level, a host agent analyzes kernel-level activities to infer causation

relationships between incoming and outgoing network connections. The higher-level agents,

such as those at a network domain’s level or the global level, use abstracted data from

host-level agents, and generate a system-wide lateral movement graph.

In essence, by using kernel-level information to establish a dependency between the incom-

ing and outgoing connections, this approach performs more accurately than those that just

use timing information or port numbers. Also, distributed fusion enables lateral movement

detection in large systems by spreading the storage and processing overhead among multiple

domains. We refer the reader to [72] for more details on the working of such a monitor.

The techniques mentioned above can establish dependence relations between different

network connections with varying levels of accuracy. They do, however, fall short of distin-

guishing between benign and malicious hosts. The size and complexity of modern systems

and the lack of knowledge about attacker activities make the detection of malicious chains

challenging. Our approach addresses these challenges by correlating lateral movement and

C&C indicators to identify malicious events.

3.3.3 Target System Model

We use a graph-based model of the target system to combine the information collected by

the three monitors: internal network communication, C&C, and lateral movement activity.

We represent the model as a directed graph G(V,E), called the host communication (HC)

graph. The set of vertices, V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, represents the hosts in the system. The set of

edges, E ⊆ V × V , represents the network communication between the hosts. E consist of
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all types of communications happening in the network, including normal system operation

and attacker actions. In practice, an HC graph can be generated, for example, by analyzing

NetFlow records or firewall logs of the internal network traffic.

We define a vertex labeling function as fc : V → [0, 1], which labels every vertex of the

graph G with its c score between 0 and 1. The c score quantifies the extent to which

a particular node is under C&C attack. This approach allows us to model different C&C

attack patterns by generating different c score distributions over the graph G.

We next define a lateral movement graph as l(Vl, El) ⊆ G such that ∃u, v, w ∈ Vl if the

connections (u, v) and (v, w) are chained together by the LM monitors. Graph l represents a

separate LM behavior. L, which is the set of all these graphs, represents all types of lateral

movements in the system. It is important to note here that we do not distinguish between

benign and malicious lateral movement at this point.

The HC graph thus allows us to combine diverse indicators and construct a system-wide

state.

3.4 DETECTING LATERAL MOVEMENT-BASED ATTACKS

The proposed lateral movement detection approach is as follows. First, we identify the

features that are most useful for detecting the attacks. We then extract the features using

data collected via the monitors and the HC graph. We standardize the feature values and

analyze their distributions and finally use an ensemble of two anomaly detectors to identify

compromised hosts.

3.4.1 Feature Extraction

We extract the following features to represent the current state of every host:

C&C Score

The first feature extracted (fcs) is the c score of a host that is generated by the C&C

monitor. Using fcs, we aim to identify suspicious external communication of hosts.

Lateral movement-related features

The next set of features is based on the lateral movement graphs that are generated by the

LM monitor. Each lateral movement graph is a subgraph of the overall host communication
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graph G.

The second feature is the number of lateral movement graphs (fnum) passing through a

host. We formulate the extraction of fnum as a set of matrix operations. Consider a lateral

movement graph l = (Vl , El) ∈ L represented by an n× n adjacency matrix M , where n is

the number of nodes in the graph G. We compute the feature vector fnum as follows:

fnum(i) =
∑
l∈L

(
∨
j

Mij ∨
∨
j

Mji), i, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} (3.1)

Equation 3.1 first determines whether a host i is part of a chain l. To do that, it performs

a Boolean sum of all the elements in ith row and ith column of the matrix M to generate a

binary output. A result 1 then indicates the node is part of chain l. Finally, to obtain the

number of chains that pass through the node i, the equation computes an arithmetic sum

of the binary outputs for all l ∈ L. By following the same process for each host, we obtain

the (n× 1) vector fnum.

Next, we extract four features, (i) fmean, (ii) frange, (iii) fiqr, and (iv) fmad, corresponding

to the mean, range, interquartile range (IQR), and median absolute deviation (MAD) of the

lengths of lateral movement graphs, respectively. The motivation for including these features

is that in addition to the disparity induced in the number of graphs passing through different

hosts, attacker lateral movement is also likely to cause variations in the sizes of these graphs.

We believe that these four features will enable us to adequately summarize the properties of

lateral movement graphs to separate benign and malicious lateral movements.

We start by computing mean and range to account for the central tendency and dispersion

of the distribution of lengths of lateral movement graphs, respectively. We define the length

of a lateral movement graph by the number of vertices (|Vl|). To compute fmean, we sum

together the lengths of the graphs passing through each host and then use the fnum feature

vector to compute the average. Similarly, for each host h, frange is simply the difference

between the max and the min values of the lengths of the chains passing through h.

fmean and frange help in comparing characteristics of different hosts, but they are overly

sensitive to outliers. Also, since the distribution of lengths of lateral movement graphs

passing through a given host may not be a Gaussian distribution, standard deviation (or

variance) will not be a suitable statistic to compute. To obtain the insights missed by fmean

and frange, we also compute IQR and MAD.

The IQR of a sample, also known as the 25% trimmed range, is defined as the difference

between the 75th and 25th percentiles of the sample. Compared to the range, which is based

solely on the two most extreme values, IQR measures the dispersion of the central 50% of
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samples, and provides insights that cannot be obtained from the range alone.

The MAD of a dataset is defined as the median of the absolute values of the differences

between the individual samples and the overall median. For a host h, let lenh be the vector

of the length of the LM chains passing through h. We compute the value of feature fmad as

follows:

fmad(h) = med ({|len−med(lenh)|, for len ∈ lenh}) (3.2)

where med() is the median of a sample. In summary, we use the information in the host

communication graph to extract six n × 1 feature vectors fcs, fnum, fmean, fmad, fiqr, and

frange.

3.4.2 Feature Analysis

After the extraction, we scale each feature vector using its maximum absolute value. This

method does not shift the centroid of the data, and thus, it does not eliminate the sparsity

present in the feature vectors. Since our feature vectors have all positive values, the scaling

results into feature values within the range [0, 1].

Figure 3.3 shows the distributions of the scaled feature vectors for experiment configuration

E1.3 (ref. Table 3.2). The distributions of the features fcs, fiqr, frange, and fmad show a positive

skew as the mass of distribution is concentrated on the left of the plots. The distribution of

fmean, on the other hand, has a negative skew. A possible reason for the negative skewness of

fmean may be the fact that a larger variability in the lengths of chains affects the mean more

than it affects the IQR and MAD. A few very long chains (probably benign) can significantly

skew the distribution of the mean. For different types of attack, the compromised hosts can

be in different regions. For example, if an attacker compromises a small number of hosts

with a C&C malware, these hosts are then likely to have larger values of fcs (e.g., greater

than 0.5 in Figure 3.3a). As another example, if the attacker generates several LM chains

of different lengths, then the hosts that have higher values of fnum, fiqr, and frange are more

likely to be compromised, since the normal nodes should have fewer chains, most of which

will be of similar lengths.

Next, we perform PCA to analyze the correlation among the features and reduce the

dimensionality of the dataset. During all the experiments we performed, we could project

the data to a two-dimensional space (using the first two PCs) while retaining more than

95% of the original variance in the data. In addition to improving the performance of

analyses, the lower-dimensional data also helps in visualizing the distributions. We use

these two properties to build an anomaly detection method and select values for different
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Figure 3.3: Distributions of scaled feature values computed using the host communication
graph from a network of 5, 151 computers that we used in the experiments.

thresholds required during the process. We provide more details on the specific experimental

configurations in Section 3.5.

3.4.3 Anomaly Detection Methodology

We now present an approach to classify the network hosts as normal or compromised.

Doing so involves two important considerations. First, we aim to build unsupervised tech-

niques because of the unavailability of labeled datasets of network traffic. Second, we seek a

classification method that performs accurately even when attacks deviate from the assumed

pattern. Although we use an assumed threat model as a guiding template to build the de-
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fense mechanism, we do not make strong assumptions related to the size of attack or the

sequence of the attacker’s actions.

The traditional anomaly detection methods that assume that the size of the anomaly (e.g.,

the number of compromised hosts) is significantly smaller than the size of normal activity

do not fit directly in our case [53, 73, 74]. We thus propose to use a combination of multiple

anomaly detection algorithms to achieve high accuracy and robustness while facing variations

in attacker behavior. Intuitively, the approach is first to find the hosts that exhibit at least

one of the two types of suspicious indicators—high c score or high disparity in lateral

movement chains—and then use the relative similarity of hosts to identify compromised

hosts that do not directly show any of the suspicious indicators. Our hypothesis is that the

features will help us perform both tasks.

Anomaly Detection using PCA and k-means

First, we perform PCA using the five lateral movement-based features. In the evaluation

dataset that we use, the first two principal components (PCs) capture more than 95% of the

original variance in the data. Therefore, we project the original data to a two-dimensional

space. We then use the k-means algorithm to form clusters of similar data points. To

select the optimal value of k, which is the number of assumed clusters in the dataset, we

use silhouette analysis [51]. The silhouette value of a data point is a measure of how well

it lies within its cluster as compared to the other clusters. We start by choosing a range

of possible values of k. For each value of k, we perform the clustering and compute the

average silhouette score of each cluster, which can range from −1 to 1; values closer to 1

indicate well-separated and cohesive clusters. We thus choose the value of k that results in

the maximum average silhouette score for all points.

The next task is to identify clusters that contain compromised hosts. Since we perform

clustering using lateral movement-related features, we use suspicious C&C behavior for the

identification. We use MAD-based anomaly detection on fcs. MAD has a 50% breakdown

point; the estimate remains bounded when fewer than 50% of the data points are replaced

by arbitrary numbers. Because of this high stability in the presence of outliers, MAD can

be used as a tool for anomaly detection [75]. The MAD-based outlier score is computed as

follows:

score(i) =
|fcs(i)−median(fcs)|

MAD(fcs)
(3.3)

Equation 3.3 generates a numeric score for each point in the vector fcs. We then flag all

the points that have values greater than a threshold (θmad) to represent anomalies. Finally,
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we identify the clusters that cover at least 90% of the anomalous points and output all the

hosts that are part of these clusters.

Anomaly Detection using PCA and Extreme Value Analysis

In the second method, we identify anomalous hosts using indicators of suspicious lateral

movement. Our first insight is that the compromised hosts will have a large number of

chains of different lengths passing through them. Similar observations have been presented

in [71, 76, 77]. For example, Sekar et al. [71] found that the communication graph generated

by normal hosts is sparse and significantly follows a client-server model. Therefore, a presence

of diverse graph-structures in the host communication pattern is suspicious. Such behavior

will result in large values for features fnum, fiqr, and frange. However, it is relatively difficult

to reason about the values in three-dimensional space, and since these three features are

highly correlated, we perform PCA. We find that the first PC alone captures more than

90% variance. We project the data on the first PC and analyze the distribution. Doing this

allows us to easily filter out the points that have large values on the first PC. These points

correspond to the anomalous hosts. Specifically, we consider the points that have values

greater than a threshold (θpc.low) to be anomalous.

Our second insight is that the benign hosts should be part of either no chains or benign

chains that originate from an administrative activity. From the viewpoint of fmean and fmad,

these two cases should result in either very small or very large values for these features.

For example, admin workflows such as automated scripts in Windows Management Instru-

mentation and patch management via Windows Update Server would result in large graphs

originating from the admin server. Conversely, the suspicious hosts should be found in the

middle portion of the distributions. Following the same approach as in the previous case,

we project data on the first PC after doing PCA on fmean and fmad. This provides us with

the ability to easily identify extreme values. Specifically, we compute the mid-range of the

data projected on the first PC and flag as anomalous all the hosts that lie within a threshold

(θpc.mid) distance from the mid-range.

The final output of the second anomaly detector is the intersection of the two sets of hosts

obtained above. These hosts exhibit both indicators of a suspicious lateral movement.

Combining the Outputs of Two Anomaly Detectors

We presented two detectors that use different types of indicators to identify anomalous

hosts. Since (i) we do not have access to the true labels to train the anomaly detection and
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(ii) we cannot assume the number of compromised hosts for either C&C or lateral movement

attacks, we need to rely on an ensemble of the two detectors to achieve high accuracy.

Algorithm 3.1 shows the proposed parametric ensemble method. Our approach is inspired

by the work presented in [78]. The algorithm takes as input (i) the two sets of anomalous

hosts (A and B); (ii) the number of hosts in the network (N); and (iii) a step size (step).

The main parameter of the algorithm is frac, which denotes the fraction of points to select

from A and, correspondingly, the (1− frac) fraction of points to select from B.

The approach to select the points from A (in line 10) is based upon the goodness of each

point, which is equal to the silhouette score of the point with respect to the clusters formed

by the first detector. Therefore, goodness is a score within the range [−1, 1], and a value

closer to 1 is better. We then select remaining points from set B at random (line 15). For

every point selected by this method, we increment the corresponding value in the output set

F . The variable step decides the number of times the main loop executes, which is equal to

b 1
step
c. When the algorithm ends, the values that we get in F indicate the number of times

a point was flagged as anomalous. Finally, to classify a point as normal or compromised,

we use the threshold θavg. A smaller value of θavg would classify a large number of hosts as

compromised, and would also lead to a higher false positive rate. During the evaluation of

the proposed approach, we used the results of the ensemble algorithm with different values

of θavg to analyze the trade-off between accuracy and the false alarm rate.

Parameter Selection for Anomaly Detection Algorithms

In addition to deciding an optimal value of k for clustering, we need the following pa-

rameters for anomaly detection. The first is the threshold of the MAD-based outlier score

(θmad) above which we consider a c score anomalous. We always use a value 2 for θmad.

Since MAD is a very robust measure of dispersion, a value of 1.5 or above for the outlier

score (Eq. 3.3) works well in most applications [75]. By choosing a value of 2, we pick a

relatively strict threshold and ensure that the flagged points are really outliers. Next, the

second anomaly detector needs two thresholds, θpc.low and θpc.mid. To decide on good values

of these two thresholds, we perform PCA on the dataset for different settings and analyze

the distribution of the data projected on the first PC. We find that a value of 0.25 for each

of the two thresholds provides a good separation of different groups of points.
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Algorithm 3.1 Anomaly Detection Ensemble

1: Input: A ← detector1 output; B ← detector2 output; N ; step
2: Output: F
3:

4: l1 ← |A|
5: l2 ← |B|
6: frac = 1.0
7: F = [0]1×N
8: while frac ≥ 0.0 do
9: n1 ← frac ∗ l1

10: tmp← getBest (A, n1)
11: for all i ∈ tmp do
12: F [i]← F [i] + 1
13: end for
14: n2 ← (1− frac) ∗ l2
15: tmp← getRandom (B, n2)
16: for all i ∈ tmp do
17: F [i]← F [i] + 1
18: end for
19: frac← frac− step
20: end while

3.5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We performed experiments to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed anomaly detection

approach in identifying compromised hosts. The experiments used internal network flow

logs obtained from the Los Alamos National Lab’s (LANL’s) Comprehensive Muti-Source

Cyber-Security Events dataset [65]. The complete dataset contains anonymized traces of

58 consecutive days from LANL’s enterprise network, which is composed of 17,684 host

computers. We used network flow logs only for the first day; they include a total of 8,096

active hosts and 73,150 network flows among the hosts. The dataset does not contain any

traces of lateral movement-based attacks. We used the LANL NetFlow logs and injected

C&C and lateral movement traces to generate the HC graph.

3.5.1 Host Communication (HC) Graph Generation

During the analysis of the NetFlow records, we found that out of a total of 8,096 hosts,

only 5,151 were part of a single connected component. More than 99% of the remaining 2,945

hosts did not connect to other hosts over the one-day period. Therefore, we considered the

large connected cluster of n = 5151 hosts and constructed a communication graph consisting
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only of the NetFlow information. Furthermore, since the proposed approach does not require

knowledge of port numbers and flow sizes, we aggregated all the flows between a pair of hosts

as a single edge in the generated NetFlow graph.

Next, we augmented the NetFlow graph with simulated attack traces. As mentioned

earlier, we assume the presence of benign LM activity in the network, such as patching

and Windows Management Instrumentation traffic. Our distinction between benign and

malicious LM traces was based on the observation that the APT attackers are more targeted

towards escalating their privileges and moving deeper into the network. The attackers’ spread

in the network is slower than that of benign administrative tasks because the attackers need

to avoid detection by having their malicious traffic masquerade as benign traffic.

To further reason about the graph structure generated from the malicious LM, we analyzed

the attacker’s behavior in commonly-used LM tactics [6]. We found that most of the LM

tactics would lead to a general graph structure, one which is not restricted to any specific

topology, e.g., a simple chain, a closed chain, or a star. Examples of those tactics are Apple

scripts, application deployment software, vulnerability exploitation, pass-the-hash (ticket),

and remote file copy. We found only a few tactics to produce a star graph structure, such

as logon scripts and taint shared content. Also, none of the tactics were restricted to a

chain-like structure. With that analysis, we concluded that to generate traces of malicious

LM, we would need to consider a model that allows simulating a general graph structure.

Now we describe the approach for generating L chains of communication, out of which we

considerM⊆ L to be malicious. Each chain l ∈ L is a subgraph of the NetFlow graph gener-

ated earlier. We generate the communication chains (both benign and malicious) according

to the continuous-time N -intertwined susceptible-infected-susceptible (SIS) model [66], which

is widely adopted by researchers for modeling the spread of epidemics and computer worms

and viruses [79].

Given a communication graph G(V,E), we represent the state of each vertex v ∈ V with

a Bernoulli random variable Xv ∈ {0, 1} such that for each chain l(Vl, El) ∈ L, Xv = 1 iff

v ∈ Vl. A node v ∈ V is part of a chain l at time t with probability pv(t) = P [Xv(t) = 1],

and is healthy with probability 1− pv(t). Once a chain l passes a node v, spread from v to

a neighboring node w occurs at an exponential rate of βm for malicious chains and βb for

benign chains. The spreading rate per edge is thus a Poisson process with rates βm and βb

for malicious and benign chains, respectively. In fact, the N -intertwined SIS model can be

represented as a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) with 2|V | states. We assume that

βb > βm since attackers tend to be slower and stealthier than administrators as previously

discussed.

Figure 3.4 shows a sample lateral movement chain, along with its equivalent CTMC.
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Figure 3.4: Example of an LM chain and its corresponding CTMC.

The initial state corresponds to the attacker’s establishing a point of entry into the system

through node 1 (or an admin’s starting of a machine, in the case of a benign chain). The

CTMC then captures the attacker’s possible moves and corresponding rates, according to

the N -intertwined SIS model. The attacker can compromise either node 2 or node 3, each

with a rate of compromise λm. For a fully connected graph with n nodes, the size of the

CTMC is 2n, since from any node, the attacker can compromise any other node. However,

in practice, network graphs are not fully connected (given segmentation into domains), and

thus the state space would be significantly reduced. For the example shown in Figure 3.4,

since the attacker can only reach node 4 from node 2, the state where node 4 is compromised

cannot be reached from any state where node 2 is not compromised.

To capture the correlation between C&C and lateral movement, we start the trace gener-

ation with an initial distribution of c scores of hosts, such as uniform random or triangular

distribution. During the lateral spread, we adopt a probabilistic update of c score values.

In particular, we set the c score of a newly infected destination node as the maximum of

its old c score and the source’s c score with a probability pcs. Different values of pcs allow

us to simulate different types of C&C behaviors of attackers. We also make sure that each

node v ∈ V that has a very high c score (e.g., 0.8 or more) has at least one chain passing

through it.

We show the attack trace generation in Algorithm 3.2. The simulation approach that we

used was inspired by the work presented in [80]. At any time step t, let k be the number

of vulnerable nodes to compromise; the simulation would then generate a random variable

τ with an exponential distribution with rate k × βm for a malicious chain, and k × βb for

benign chains. We would then advance the simulation time to t + τ , sample a node w to

compromise from the k susceptible nodes uniformly at random (i.e., each node would have
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Algorithm 3.2 LM Chain Generation

1: Input: G(V,E), v0, λ, is malicious
2: Output: C(Vc, Ec)
3:

4: V isited(v) := ⊥ ∀v ∈ V
5: Vc := φ, Ec := φ, C :=< Vc, Ec >
6: V isited(v0) := >
7: E := {e ∈ E | e = (v0, w) ∈ E}
8: Let len = length(E)
9: while not done do

10: Sleep for τ ∼ Exp(len× λ)
11: Choose e = (u,w) target edge from E w.p. 1/len
12: if is malicious then
13: Compromise w w.p. pc(w)
14: if not successful then
15: continue
16: end if
17: end if
18: V isited(w) := >
19: Vc := Vc ∪ {w}
20: Ec := Ec ∪ {e}
21: E := E \ {e′ = (v, w) ∈ E for any v ∈ Vc}
22: E := E ∪ {e ∈ E | e = (w, v) ∈ E ∧ (¬ V isited(v))}
23: end while

a probability of 1/k of being selected), and then add w and its corresponding edge to the

generated chain. All neighbors of the newly compromised node w would then be added to

the set of susceptible nodes. We note that in the case of a malicious chain, the compromise

of the node w could fail with probability 1 − pc(w), so we restart the simulation from the

same state at time t+ τ .

Attack trace generation thus generates an HC graph consisting of network flows, lateral

movement chains (both benign and malicious), and c scores.

3.5.2 Results

We parsed the LANL dataset and implemented in Python the code for attack trace gener-

ation, feature extraction, feature analysis, and anomaly detection. We used the implementa-

tions of PCA and k-means provided by Python’s scikit-learn machine learning module [81].

As we mentioned in Section 3.4.3, the traditional anomaly detection methods (e.g., PCA-

based and clustering-based) do not directly fit since we cannot assume the number of com-
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Table 3.1: Summary of the simulation parameters

Parameter Parameter

Number of nodes (n = 5, 151) Initial c score distribution*

Benign rate (βb = 0.8) Initially compromised nodes (k = 15)
Malicious rate (βm)* Compromise success probability (pc)

*

Update score probability (pcs)
* Simulation time (T = 10)

Simulation runs (runs = 100)

Table 3.2: Configurations for the first experiment (E1)

Configuration E1.1 E1.2 E1.3 E1.4 E1.5
βb/βm 8.0 4.0 2.0 1.3 1.0
# nodes in benign LM 4369 4418 4342 4325 4294
# nodes in malicious LM 66 326 1403 3594 4504

promised hosts to be very small as compared to the number of benign hosts. Moreover, to

the best of our knowledge, there are no unsupervised approaches proposed previously to de-

tect lateral movement-based attacks. Therefore, we were unable to compare our results with

other methods. Instead, we focused on measuring the effect of changing attacker behavior

on the accuracy of detecting compromised hosts. We evaluated the true and false positive

rates (TPR and FPR) in two different experimental configurations (configs) that we created

by using different values of the model parameters marked with an asterisk in Table 3.1. To

compute TPR and FPR, we used the ground truth obtained from the attack injection. We

consider a host to be benign only when no malicious chain traverses it.

Varying the Number of Nodes in Malicious LM Chains

In the first experiment, we varied βm while keeping βb fixed. We also set both pc and pcs

equal to 0.2. This experiment corresponds to the different speeds with which the attacker

moves laterally by compromising network hosts. We show the resulting configs in Table 3.2.

The proposed approach was able to detect the compromised hosts with high accuracy, as

shown in Figure 3.5a. For example, there were 66 compromised hosts in config E1.1, out of

which 60 hosts were detected by the proposed approach. In config E1.3, in which a larger

number of hosts were part of malicious chains, the average FPR was only 13.13%, while an

average TPR of 91.08% was still achieved.

Although the average FPR is relatively high in these cases (i.e., 18.21% in E1.1 and 13.40%

in E1.3), we can tune the classification threshold (θavg) of the ensemble algorithm to decrease

the FPR. We implemented the ensemble approach from Algorithm 3.1 with step = 0.1 to
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Figure 3.5: TPR and FPR of detecting compromised hosts.

generate ten sets of output labels. We then varied the θavg from 0.1 to 1.0 and computed

TPR and FPR in each case. We show the results for config E1.3 as an receiver operating

characteristic (ROC) curve in Figure 3.6a. For the case in which a host was considered

compromised once it had been flagged as anomalous by all ten runs of the ensemble detector

(θavg = 1.0), the average TPR and FPR were 54.84% and 1.52%, respectively. Both the

TPR and FPR increased as we decreased the threshold by 0.1 in each experiment. Finally,

with θavg = 0.1, we got TPR = 92.39% and FPR = 14.06%. These results provide insights

that will help us select a desirable balance for TPR and FPR.

Varying the Number of C&C-Infected Nodes

Table 3.3 shows the configs generated when we increased the probabilities of successfully

moving to a host (pc) and compromising it with C&C malware (pcs). We used βb/βm = 4.0.
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Table 3.3: Configurations for the second experiment (E2)

Configuration E2.1 E2.2 E2.3 E2.4 E2.5
pc = pcs 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
# nodes in benign LM 4407 4360 4494 4410 4448
# nodes in malicious LM 87 342 850 2072 2422

Here we model the attackers that can install C&C malware on several hosts, which would

then start connecting to potential C&C servers. Therefore, the identification of compromised

hosts mainly happens through use of outlier c scores. The number of hosts that are part

of malicious LM chains, however, does not increase as fast as in experiment E1.

We show the results for average TPR and average FPR in Figure 3.5b, and a ROC curve

for varying the classification threshold θavg for config E2.3 in Figure 3.6b. We achieved an

average TPR of 90.10% across all the configs. The average FPR is relatively high in config

E2.1 when both the C&C and the lateral movement indicators are not strong. The FPR

goes to an acceptable level (e.g., 6.39 in E2.3 and 10.05 in E2.4) because the C&C indicators

are visible in the network.

In summary, by using an ensemble of the two anomaly detectors, we achieved an overall

average TPR (computed over all experiments) of 88.7% even when attacks happened with

different intensities. We achieved low FPR when at least one type of suspicious indicators

was present in the network. The classification threshold is a tunable parameter, and we can

adjust it to decrease the FPR at the cost of a small decrease in the TPR.

3.6 LIMITATIONS AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS

The proposed approach can identify compromised hosts by using simple statistical features

related to C&C and LM indicators. However, we lack context information from a real-

world enterprise system. We believe that we can further improve the approach by including

information related to topology and segregation architecture, users, and different host-types.

Access to such information would allow us to white-list the known normal behavior, extract

features related to the underlying network, and evaluate the performance of the proposed

approach under dynamic network workload.

Lateral movement occurs after a successful initial compromise of the system; a well-

equipped attacker may be able to act quickly on a target, even before sufficient data have

been collected for our system to detect the attack. We can easily extend the approach and

push the anomaly detection to early in the progression of an APT. Specifically, we can use

the features to detect targeted malicious e-mails [82] and inbound network scan traffic [83]
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Figure 3.6: ROC plots with changing average label classification threshold from 1.0 to 0.1.

to correlate the indicators of initial compromise with those of lateral movement.

Like any other network-based anomaly detection system, the proposed approach would

fail to detect an attack that results in no behavioral changes. For instance, if an attacker can

perfectly replicate typical enterprise communication behavior during its C&C and regular

network services during its LM, the approach will not be able to detect it. However, we

believe that it is infeasible for an attacker to hide all the malicious traces and go undetected.

Finally, we address the problem of the lack of validation data by using the proposed attack

trace generation method. This approach allows us to model a number of attacker behaviors

and test our approach. The proposed anomaly detection shows good performance since (i)

the feature extraction is based on simple matrix operations and (ii) the sizes of the feature

vector are bounded by the number of hosts in the network. However, we want to test the

time it takes to detect an attack from the point when the initial compromise happened. We

leave such evaluation to future work.
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3.7 RELATED WORK

3.7.1 Advanced Threat Detection

Researchers have primarily focused on detecting individual stages of an APT. For exam-

ple, Amin et al. [82] used a random forest classifier to identify coordinated and persistent

campaigns of malicious emails that are used by APT actors to facilitate computer network

exploitation. Smutz et al. [84] used features related to document metadata and structure to

detect malicious PDF documents. Opera et al. [70] proposed a C&C detection system that

identifies compromised hosts and suspicious external domains by using a belief propagation

algorithm. Hagberg et al. [76] studied authentication graphs in a large network to assess the

risk with respect to credential-hopping attacks. Johnson et al. [85] presented an approach to

measure the potential vulnerability of a network to LM attacks. Chen et al. [86] proposed to

integrate multiple graph-based feature using PCA and graph dictionary learning to detect

cyber intrusions.

3.7.2 Correlation of Anomaly Detectors

Several recent papers have also explored the idea of using diverse information to detect

botnet and worm-based attacks. To detect bot-infected hosts, BotHunter [83] uses correla-

tion of multiple network-level anomaly and signature-based IDSes, whereas BotMiner [87]

performs clustering and correlation of indicators observed at different hosts. Sekar et al. [71]

proposed to temporally correlate host-based anomaly detection results with network-related

events to establish causality among the events that happen during the propagation of com-

puter worms.

Unlike the epidemic-spreading attacks, APT campaigns are slow and silent, particularly in

the phases after initial compromise. APT actors maintain a low profile while moving laterally

within a victim system. Therefore, we need to build defense methods specifically tailored

towards APTs. Our approach correlates the features related to C&C and lateral movement

and detects compromised hosts by using unsupervised anomaly detection methods.

3.7.3 Response

To respond to an attack, a human security analyst or an automatic response selection

module [88, 89] can use the proposed system’s results. Examples of possible responses

include blocking a suspected remote address, isolating a subset of hosts that are part of
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malicious chains from rest of the network, and learning the target of an attack by actively

disturbing the lateral movement chains and evaluating the changes in attacker’s path.

3.7.4 Anomaly Detection

We detect attacks in an unsupervised manner that relies on statistical anomaly detection.

The anomaly detection techniques that inspired our approach are presented in [53, 74, 75, 78].

In contrast, some of the related work has adopted supervised techniques, which suffer from

the lack of training data. For example, in the work of Opera et al. [70], the detection of C&C

communication relies on a supervised linear regression and requires external information

about domain registration.

3.8 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we presented an unsupervised multi-detector approach to detecting lateral

movement-based attacks in enterprise systems. With it, we extracted useful features using

NetFlow, C&C, and specialized lateral movement monitors. We then introduced a graph-

based model to combine the diverse features to evaluate the current security state of the

system. We showed that by using the proposed features with an ensemble of PCA, k-means

clustering, and extreme value analysis enables the identification of compromised hosts in an

unsupervised manner. The accuracy of detection was about 88.7% and always stayed above

82.6%, even in extreme deviations of the attacker from expected behavior. In each case, the

number of false positives was very small. We evaluated how sensitive the approach was in

detecting attacks as attacker capabilities change. The insights that we obtained can be used

by researchers to test new defense mechanisms before deploying them on real systems.

In conclusion, we demonstrated the validity of the thesis statement in the context of enter-

prise systems; we showed that our information-fusion-based detection methods outperformed

single detectors. In particular, Chapter 2 described their superior accuracy and smaller vol-

ume of alerts, and Chapter 3 described an accurate detection of a novel attack. In both

cases, we utilized the correlation of diverse monitoring information and developed unsuper-

vised anomaly detection systems. The work in this chapter has been peer-reviewed and was

published in [90].
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CHAPTER 4: SPECIFICATION-BASED DETECTION OF GOOSE
POISONING

Having discussed ways in which we improve the detection of advanced cyber threats in the

context of vectors of initial compromise (Chapter 2) and lateral movement (Chapter 3), we

now discuss a method for improved detection of service disruption. In particular, we study

cyber attacks on IEC 61850 substations by a man-in-the-middle adversary.

Devices in IEC 61850 substations use the generic object-oriented substation events (GOOSE)

protocol to exchange protection-related events. Because of its lack of authentication and en-

cryption, GOOSE is vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks. An adversary with access to

the substation network can inject carefully crafted messages to impact the grid’s availability.

One of the most common such attacks, GOOSE-based poisoning, modifies the StNum and

SqNum fields in the protocol data unit to take over GOOSE publications. In this chapter,

we present ED4GAP, a network-level system for efficient detection of the poisoning attacks.

We define a finite state machine model for network communication concerning the attacks.

Guided by the model, ED4GAP analyzes network traffic out-of-band and detects attacks

in real-time. We implement a prototype of the system and evaluate its detection accuracy.

We provide a systematic approach to assessing bottlenecks, improving performance, and

demonstrating that ED4GAP has low overhead and meets GOOSE’s timing constraints.

4.1 SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS

The primary purpose of the power grid protection system is to minimize the impact of

electrical faults. Substations in the modern power grid achieve this objective by using real-

time communication between intelligent electronic devices (IEDs). In IEC 61850-compliant

systems, the protection-related data exchange relies on the generic object-oriented substation

events (GOOSE) protocol [40]. To meet the timing requirements of such exchanges, GOOSE,

although an application-layer protocol, sits directly above the data-link layer and follows a

multicast communication model.

The security of GOOSE communication is a crucial aspect of the grid’s reliability. Ac-

cordingly, the IEC 62351 standard [91] was developed to fill the security gaps in GOOSE,

among other protocols. However, high-speed communication, coupled with the resource-

constrained substation network, has resulted in limited application of the proposed security

measures [92]. In fact, IEC 62351 does not recommend the use of encryption for GOOSE.

Thus, not all of the guidelines, such as recommendations that message authentications use

digital signatures and that certificates be supported in configuration files, are applicable.
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As a result, the substation security still relies significantly on best practices [93] and the

implementations and configurations from individual vendors [94].

Nevertheless, researchers have explored some encryption-based measures for hardening the

integrity and authenticity of GOOSE messages (e.g.,[95, 96, 97]). All of these approaches

fail to meet the most stringent GOOSE transfer time unless a significant overhaul is made

in IEDs’ hardware [98, 99]. Another set of methods (e.g., [98, 99, 100, 101]) that can

satisfy the timing constraints uses pre-shared symmetric keys, requiring a robust key man-

agement operation within a substation. Because of those obstacles, what we have today—an

unencrypted channel between substation devices—makes GOOSE susceptible to man-in-the-

middle (MITM) attacks. The absence of flow control and acknowledgments further increases

the risk.

We primarily focus on GOOSE poisoning, a common class of MITM attacks affecting

system availability [93, 94, 102, 103]. Such attacks work by injecting valid GOOSE messages

that can cause IEDs to stop processing legitimate traffic and take malicious control actions.

In this chapter, we introduce ED4GAP, a network-level system for Efficient Detection For

GOOSE-bAsed Poisoning attacks. ED4GAP monitors the substation’s local area network

through port mirroring on switches. It then analyzes the GOOSE messages to identify

indicators of poisoning attacks concurrently to the data transmission. The identification

depends on the protocol specifications, as well as the attack’s needs to inject extra packets

on the network. The solution uses a state machine model to find such syntactically correct

but malicious packets. The model enumerates all possible transitions, both valid and invalid,

from the current state of GOOSE communication. Any transitions to the invalid states are

easily detected. However, a sophisticated attacker can achieve malicious goals even if limited

to only benign transitions. Our approach overcomes that challenge by introducing a staging

state. The staging state temporarily stores the information about a set of packets until

a classification of “attack” or “normal” is confirmed. Finally, the system generates alerts

concerning the detected attacks to enable further action.

We implement a prototype of ED4GAP using the Zeek network security monitor [39, 104].

Zeek, an open-source and highly extensible framework, has seen considerable application in

power grid security [105, 106]. With Zeek, we use a protocol analyzer [107] to decode

GOOSE traffic, implement the attack detection method as a policy script, and extend the

logging mechanism to produce GOOSE-related logs and attack alerts. We further devise a

systematic approach to identify bottlenecks and speed-up the traffic processing throughput

by using the exclusive pinning of CPU cores.

In our experiments, we generated traffic by replaying a synthesized dataset [108] represent-

ing an IEC 61850 substation. ED4GAP accurately detected all the attacks and generated
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corresponding alerts. Afterward, we evaluated the real-time performance of ED4GAP to

ensure that it could support GOOSE timing constraints. We replayed the traffic by increas-

ing the transmission speed to achieve a total of more than 200 experimental settings. When

employed as a virtual machine on a host with an Intel Core i7 quad-core processor running at

2.6 GHz with 8 GB of RAM, ED4GAP could achieve a throughput of up to 21.98 megabits

per second (Mbps) and average per-packet response time of 0.03 milliseconds (ms). For the

current dataset, that throughput translated into 17, 535 packets per second. Our results

demonstrated that ED4GAP could analyze traffic and detect attacks while satisfying the

real-time requirements of GOOSE.

We can summarize the contributions of this chapter as follows:

Intrusion detection: We present a specification-based method for detecting GOOSE poi-

soning attacks even when the attacker can replicate normal behavior.

System implementation: We implement ED4GAP—a system for out-of-band concurrent

traffic analysis and poisoning detection.

Performance improvement: We devise a systematic approach to finding bottlenecks and

optimizing performance by varying the number and using the exclusive pinning of CPU

cores.

To provide some context to the problem addressed in this chapter, next, we describe the

advanced cyber threats on smart grid networks. We then present our approach and the

design choices we made to detect the attacks while meeting the strict timing constraints for

communication.

4.2 ADVANCED CYBER THREATS ON THE SMART GRID

The modern power grid, known as the smart grid, uses computer communication networks

to achieve better efficiency and reliability. State-of-the-art information technology and in-

tegrated networks enable communications between sensors and actuators attached to grid

elements and smart grid applications. However, that increased connectivity comes at the

cost of a larger surface for cyber attacks.

Advanced cyber attacks on the smart grid have become more common in recent years.

The energy sector was one of the top five industries hit by targeted attacks in 2017 [109].

The cyber attacks of 2015 and 2016 on the Ukrainian power grid alarmed stakeholders

with their ability to use the victim system’s own communication infrastructure against itself

[4, 5]. The 2016 attack also showed the attackers’ capabilities to build upon knowledge from
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past incidents, greater sophistication in each attack step, and glimpses of a vendor-neutral,

reusable compromise framework [110].
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of advanced cyber attacks on the smart grid.

As shown in Figure 4.1, advanced cyber attacks on the smart grid proceed in the manner

similar to what we discussed in Chapter 1. Often starting with the compromise of the

corporate IT network, the attackers then use lateral movement tactics to reach critical

segments. The most critical part of a smart grid network is the supervisory control and

data acquisition (SCADA) network, comprising the control center and substation networks.

Once inside the control network, the attackers can inject malicious commands to cause

disconnection or failure of devices.

4.2.1 Example Incident

In December of 2015, A cyber attack on three regional power distribution entities in

Ukraine left about 225,000 consumers without power. The attack was described as the first

instance of a cyber-induced power outage ever reported in the public domain [4, 41].

The attackers began by sending spear-phishing emails that tempted some employees to

open the attached documents, leading to installation of the Black Energy 3 (BE3) malware,

among other tools, on corporate workstations (i.e., achieving initial compromise). The mali-

cious tools performed internal reconnaissance and installed multiple backdoors (i.e., achiev-

ing persistence). The malicious actors then discovered and compromised Active Directory

servers and obtained a large number of enterprise credentials (i.e., achieving credential ac-
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cess). Using the stolen credentials, the attackers established an encrypted tunnel into the

control network (i.e., achieving lateral movement). In the next step, they used the tunnel

to access SCADA human machine interface (HMI) servers in the control center as well as

the substations (i.e., further lateral movement). Finally, the attackers opened the breakers

to cause the power outage by using the backdoor communication and compromised SCADA

servers (i.e., performing the goal action on the target). The power outage action was fol-

lowed by several complicating actions, such as a telephony-based denial-of-service attack,

disabling of control center UPSs, corruption of firmware on serial-to-Ethernet converters at

substations, and wiping of control center workstations. Throughout the entire campaign,

the attackers utilized command-and-control (C&C) communication to gather intelligence

about the system, move to more critical segments, and launch the malicious actions [4, 41].

Overall, the attack was thus able to interact with the systems, persist for long periods, and

eventually use the cyber infrastructure against the system itself.

We note that the solutions presented in Chapters 2 and 3 would apply to smart grid

corporate networks, which fit into the model of enterprise systems. Therefore, in this chapter,

we will instead study attacks on the control network. In particular, we will present a system

for detecting false data injection in substation networks.

4.3 PRELIMINARIES: IEC 61850 AND GOOSE

IEC 61850 is an architecture for utility automation systems, including electrical substa-

tions [111]. It guides the configuration, operation, and maintenance of intelligent electronic

devices (IEDs) to achieve a truly digital substation automation system. IEC 61850 offers

both business and technological gains. Regarding the business benefits, it enables interop-

erability among different vendors, improves operational reliability, and reduces the overall

capital cost. Concerning the technological advantages, it offers common communication

protocols, enables information management, and provides real-time, distributed control and

event-driven architecture.

At its core, IEC 61850 standardizes the following three components:

• Data model: A semantic hierarchical object data model to describe the data points,

devices, and substations.

• Communication model: Ethernet- and IP-based medium, new protocols and interfaces,

and security guidelines.

• Process and format: XML-based representation, configuration language, and standard
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Figure 4.2: IEC 61850 protocol stack.

interchanging process.

The semantic hierarchical data model divides each physical device, i.e., an IED, into

multiple logical devices. Each logical device is a collection of logical nodes implemented in

one IED. A logical node is a named grouping of data and associated services logically related

to some power system function, such as that of a circuit breaker. Each logical node can

have a set of data and attributes. Therefore, IEC 61850 data objects follow the format of

LogicalDevice/LogicNode$DataObject$Attribute.

For example, Relay1/XCBR1$Pos$stVal would indicate that “Relay 1” is a logical device

controlling the position of “circuit breaker 1.” The “position” can take a Boolean value, as

represented by the “stVal” attribute.

In the context of the network, Ethernet-based communication is adopted to eliminate the

need to hard-wire thousands of copper wires, making access to information more efficient.

Further, IEC 61850 uses the manufacturing message specification (MMS) to implement its

abstract communication model. MMS is an International Organization for Standardization

(ISO) standard used in control networks to define messaging between controllers as well as

between the engineering station and controllers. IEC 61850 objects and services are mapped

to MMS objects and operations, respectively.

If MMS is thus used to implement the automation system, the protocol stack in a substa-

tion will look similar to Figure 4.2. The Sampled Value (SV) protocol provides a method for

transmitting sampled measurements from transducers such as current transformers, voltage

transformers, and digital I/O. The generic object-oriented substation events (GOOSE) pro-

tocol is responsible for the exchange of commands, alarms, and indications. GOOSE groups
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such data in a construct called a dataset and aims to achieve a strict transfer time, which

is 3 ms for the most critical events, e.g., trips and blockings. To achieve the required trans-

mission speed, GOOSE is placed directly above the Ethernet layer and follows a multicast

communication model. In this model, a publisher sends data to a multicast Ethernet address

to which multiple subscribers can register to receive the data.

Figure 4.3 shows the structure of a GOOSE message, encapsulated within an Ethernet

frame. The EtherType for GOOSE is 0x88b8. A GOOSE payload has a variable Length of

less than 1500 bytes. The variability in length comes from GOOSE’s application protocol

data unit (APDU). Optionally, an extended encapsulation with IEEE 802.1Q (VLAN) can

be used by adding VLAN ID and priority fields to the header.

The GOOSE APDU is a sequence of another twelve fields. The values of these fields are

assigned locally by the publishers. The fields include (1) GocbRef, a unique path-name of

an instance of a control block; (2) DatSet, an identifier for the set of values transferred, i.e.,

the dataset; (3) NumDatSetEntries, the number of data values contained in the frame; and

(4) AllData, a list of the actual values contained in the message. The APDU also includes

two time-related fields: (1) T, the timestamp at which StNum was incremented, and (2)

TimeAllowedtoLive, an indicator for a subscriber of how long to wait for the next packet.

To achieve communication reliability at high speed, GOOSE makes use of an enhanced

retransmission mechanism instead of the usual acknowledgments. In the GOOSE scheme,

represented in Figure 4.4, a message is published immediately after a new event. Afterward,

the publisher retransmits the same state as long as it persists. The retransmissions happen

with an exponentially increasing time separation between messages, e.g., T1, T2, T3, and so

on. Once the interval has reached a steady-state value of T0, it stops changing. The values

of T1, T0, and the exponential increment are set at the initial configuration of the devices.
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Figure 4.4: Enhanced retransmission mechanism of GOOSE; Ti is interval between two
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The GOOSE APDU also includes two 32-bit counters, namely a state number (StNum)

and a sequence number (SqNum), to support the retransmission mechanism. Every new

event causes a change in one or more values in the corresponding DatSet. The source

device reacts to that change by publishing a GOOSE message with an incremented StNum.

In the absence of any state changes, the publisher transmits identical messages, and only

SqNum is incremented. While the values of StNum, SqNum, and TimeAllowedToLive are

set by publishers, GOOSE subscribers use these fields to only admit new messages. More

specifically, a subscriber processes messages that have a higher StNum or higher SqNum (with

StNum unchanged) than the last message had.

4.4 THREAT MODEL

We consider an attacker who can monitor, spoof, and publish GOOSE messages within a

substation. In particular, we assume that the adversary (1) knows subscribers’ processing

logic and the current status of GOOSE communication, (2) injects packets at the desired

time-points, and (3) can choose values of StNum and SqNum (among other fields) such that the

malicious traffic gets admitted. However, we trust the IEDs and assume that they behave

as expected.

This threat model is relevant because of the vulnerabilities discussed earlier, in particu-

lar the lack of encryption and authentication. The former allows the attacker to observe

the communication, whereas the latter causes the spoofed frames to be processed. Such

attacks can cause a denial-of-service or the manipulation of devices. They can lead to se-

vere consequences, including loss of electricity, damage to equipment, and injury to humans

[102, 103, 107]. Therefore, these attacks are also known as GOOSE poisoning.

As a concrete example, we consider relays assigned to protection zones, in which correct

operation is for the relay nearest a fault to trip and signal upstream relays not to trip via a

blocking signal [112], sent as a GOOSE message, as shown in Figure 4.5. An attacker can
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Figure 4.5: Example of a GOOSE poisoning attack on the relay blocking response; numbers
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analyze the properties of that messaging, and after a normal operation update (event 1),

can send a high-StNum frame (event 2). After the malicious message has been processed,

the upstream relays would discard any message that has a lower StNum, including reverse

blocking (event 4) in response to a fault (event 3). As a result, the main relay might sense

the fault at a later point and trip the attached breaker. Hence, the attack can cause an

outage over a more extensive part of the system, i.e., trip the main circuit breaker instead

of a single downstream breaker.

4.5 THE ED4GAP SYSTEM

To detect the indicators of GOOSE poisoning within a substation, first, the ED4GAP

system monitors the traffic on the station bus. It can do so using port mirroring on Ethernet

switches. Next, it uses the Zeek platform to decode the traffic and extract relevant features.

Subsequently, it performs a specification-based security analysis to detect GOOSE poisoning

attacks. Finally, it generates alerts corresponding to the detected attacks, which it can send

to the substation human-machine interface or the control center for further action. In what

follows, first, we discuss our design choices. We then present ED4GAP’s specification-based

analysis and GOOSE poisoning detection approach.

ED4GAP is a passive detection device that does not interfere with ongoing communication.

Instead, it analyzes traffic data out-of-band in real-time and generates alerts about attacks.

Despite that placement, in order to support high-speed GOOSE communication, it needs
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Figure 4.6: DatSet-level state machine, as per GOOSE specifications. Variables st and sq
represent StNum and SqNum, respectively; stmin and sqmin are the minimum values that the
counters can take; and x stands for any permissible value.

to ensure fast analysis. In that context, we had the following design considerations. First,

the packet-analysis response time should be minimal for both benign and malicious cases.

Second, the system should operate with a low overhead even with the high-speed traffic

that is common in substations. Finally, the system should be easy to plug into existing

environments with minimal changes.

4.5.1 Specification-Based Analysis

GOOSE protocol specifications [40] define the manner in which StNum and SqNum are used

when the substation devices exchange protection-related information. To devise a method

for the detection of poisoning, we started by developing a state machine model for those

specifications. This model is at the level of a GOOSE DatSet because the DatSet uniquely

identifies the entity responsible for every transmission.

As shown in Figure 4.6, the model enumerates all the states (starting at the values (a, b))

that the (StNum, SqNum) pair can take and that the subscriber would process. States “new

state” and “retransmission” refer to an incremented StNum or SqNum, respectively, which

are the most common situations in every GOOSE exchange. States“st rollover” and “sq

rollover” correspond to the scenarios in which one of the counters rolls over and resets to its

minimum value. Finally, the two invalid states correspond to an increment of greater than

one in either of the counters; such increments are allowed and processed by subscribers.

Packets having lower-than-expected values for StNum or SqNum, i.e., st < a or sq < b, are

discarded by the subscribers. Similarly, devices typically can check and ignore syntactically

incorrect frames, e.g., one with an invalid timestamp (T), Length-size mismatch, or invalid

MAC address. Therefore, we do not include those states in the model. Finally, although

GOOSE poisoning can manipulate data values in addition to StNum and SqNum, we do not
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consider that explicitly during the detection. However, so long as the attack involves the

injection of at least one GOOSE message, our approach will detect it, as we describe next.

4.5.2 Detecting GOOSE Poisoning

The basic premise of our approach is that even though the attacker can inject harmful

GOOSE messages into the network, the benign publishers will continue transmitting their

respective states. Therefore, we can detect the attack by logically following the benign

message sequence and identifying any anomalies concerning the protocol specification.

In the context of the state model (Figure 4.6), it is relatively simple to find attacks that rely

on the two invalid states. A detector can do so by looking for unusually high values of StNum

or SqNum in an otherwise consistent sequence. However, an intruder can attack while staying

within the four valid states, i.e., can inject packets at approximately the same times when

benign packets are being transmitted and can contain expected or valid values for StNum

and SqNum. Moreover, the attack may consist of more than one message closely following

the GOOSE retransmissions. Our detector must therefore consider all those scenarios.

The detector’s approach is to maintain a memory or state consisting of metadata extracted

from GOOSE messages. The metadata necessary for the detection include DatSet, TAL,

StNum, and SqNum, although in our implementation we also extract a timestamp and the

source and destination MAC addresses to obtain some context that is useful for alerts.

In particular, we define two states, normal and staging. The normal state points to the

information of the last packet that has been marked as normal. The staging state stores

metadata for the packets waiting for classification.

Next, we define a parameter Tm representing the maximum delay in the arrival of the

next benign packet, which is equal to the TAL of the packet held in the normal state. The

need for this extra variable arises because IEC 61850 only defines the allowed range for the

configurations of GOOSE TAL and retransmission times (Ti’s in Figure 4.4) [40]. The actual

settings vary across vendors; for example, TAL is often set equal to T0 or 2 ∗ T0. Moreover,

whether different GOOSE messages can have different TAL values is also an implementation

choice.

The maintenance of the staging state relies on the following property:

Proposition 4.1. If a GOOSE poisoning attack injects a set of packets, Q, then any q ∈ Q
will be between two benign packets that are, at the maximum, Tm time apart.

Proof. The proof follows from GOOSE specifications. A publisher sends periodic messages

either to retransmit a state or to notify subscribers of a new event concerning a DatSet.
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That behavior results in a time series of events similar to the example in Figure 4.4. In this

time series, the maximum delay between any two consecutive events is T0, which needs to

stay below Tm to keep the communication alive. Thus, since the attack needs to add extra

packets, any given attack packet will be between two good packets, which are Tm or less

apart. QED.

Algorithm 4.1 GOOSE Poisoning Detection

Input: stmin, stmax, sqmin, sqmax

Output: alerts
Initialize: n← (st0, sq0) . stNum and sqNum of the first benign packet
S ← {(st1, sq1)} . stNum and sqNum of the second benign packet
V ← φ
Tm ← n.TAL . TAL of the last benign packet
stateChanged← ⊥

1: p← getNextPacket . stNum, sqNum, and other fields
2: schedule(flushStaging, Tm)
3: while p do
4: if nextExpectedSq(p, sqmin, sqmax) then
5: S ∪ {p}
6: stateChanged← ⊥
7: else if nextExpectedSt(p, stmin, stmax) then
8: S ∪ {p}
9: stateChanged← >

10: else if highSq(p) or highSt(p) or presentInStaging(p) or (stateChanged and
prevStateReccured(p)) then

11: V ∪ {p}
12: sendAlert(p)
13: break
14: end if
15: p← getNextPacket
16: end while

17: procedure flushStaging
18: if |V | > 0 then . Attack(s) detected since the last activation
19: return
20: end if
21: n← S[last− 1] . Second to the last member
22: S ← {S[last]} . The last member
23: Tm ← n.TAL
24: schedule(flushStaging, Tm)
25: end procedure
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We present GOOSE poisoning detection in Algorithm 4.1, which tracks the benign com-

munication augmented with the normal and staging states. The algorithm is at the level

of a DatSet. It requires as input parameters from a substation’s configuration, including

the minimum and maximum values for StNum and SqNum. At the setup, the normal state,

n, refers to the first benign packet’s metadata. The staging state, S, contains metadata for

at least the next benign packet. V , an empty set, represents the information on attacks.

Finally, Tm is set to the first benign packet’s TAL, as noted previously.

The algorithm starts by scheduling flushStaging to run at Tm time-points in the future.

The activation of this procedure means that Tm time has elapsed since the last activation,

and if there have been no attacks in this interval, the packets in S are benign. Therefore,

the algorithm updates n, S, and Tm and schedules flushStaging recursively (lines 18–21).

The algorithm’s main body runs a loop until there are no packets to process, or an at-

tack is detected. First, it checks whether a new packet, p, is valid, i.e., has the values for

StNum and SqNum from one of the four valid states in Figure 4.6. If it determines that the

packet is valid, it appends p’s information to S. The procedures nextExpectedSq and

nextExpectedSt perform the checks (lines 4, 7), also taking into account the rollover

scenarios. However, if p fails to satisfy the validity conditions, the algorithm then checks

whether p relates to one of the violations (line 10). Functions highSq and highSt corre-

spond to unusually high values of the counters, i.e., invalid states in Figure 4.6. The third

test, presentInStaging, covers all the cases that correspond to the attacker’s injection of

the next expected packet. It returns True if a packet with the same StNum and SqNum values

is present in S. Finally, prevStateRecurred checks whether either the attacker or the

publisher has inserted a new state, while the other is still retransmitting the old state. It

compares p against the information in both n and S, to account for the situations in which

the attack was injected concurrently with the transmission of the next benign packet.

On finding any violation, the algorithm appends p’s metadata to V (line 11). sendAlert

(line 12) then triggers an alert that includes information such as source and destination

addresses, StNum and SqNum, and timestamp. At that point, S contains the entire trace of

packets that enabled the detection. A security analyst can subsequently act upon the alerts

generated by the algorithm to bring the system back to a safe state and initialize n and S

with new data.

The algorithm has both time and space complexities of O(s), where s is the size of the

staging state. Theoretically, s can be large, however, since attacks and state changes are

rare, its expected value is low. Finally, the algorithm satisfies the following property:

Proposition 4.2. GOOSE Poisoning Detection will detect all variants of the attack within
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Tm time units from the attack’s occurrence, given the benign communications continue.

Proof. Let p1 := (a, b) and p2 := (x, y) be the benign packets on the either side of an attack

packet q, i.e., t(p1) ≤ t(q) ≤ t(p2), where t(.) is the arrival time. One of the following

situations will happen:

• q injects a high StNum or high SqNum (two invalid states in Figure 4.6): The algorithm

will detect that immediately (at t(q)).

• q takes one of the valid states: The arrival of p2, depending on the values of (x, y),

will result in either (1) a duplicate retransmission or (2) recurrence of an old state.

Those two scenarios are detected at t(p2) by presentInStaging and prevStateRe-

curred, respectively. Since, (t(p2)− t(q)) ≤ Tm (from Proposition 4.1), the time from

occurrence to detection is always less than Tm. Finally, if the attacker injects multiple

valid packets after q, they all remain in S until t(p2) and get detected.

QED.

Proposition 4.2 provides a sufficient condition for the algorithm. Even if an attack involves

a bad TAL to cause a timeout at the subscriber, the algorithm will detect it. However, if the

publisher fails to send the next benign message within the Tm interval (i.e., the current TAL),

the communication is deemed lost. In those cases, our algorithm will need to restart, which

is a limitation, especially because how the devices are reset after a timeout is not consistent

across different vendors.

4.6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We conducted experiments to assess the detection accuracy and real-time performance of

the ED4GAP. The experiments used an IEC 61850 security dataset collected from a sim-

ulated power system [108]. The devices in the simulated system normally send multicast

packets every second to share their statuses. Anomalous behaviors corresponding to several

benign power system disturbances and attacks are also present. Overall, the dataset consists

of 14 traces amounting to about 86 megabytes and 523, 853 packets. GOOSE messages com-

prise about 87% of the traffic, whereas the remaining 13% includes conventional protocols,

such as address resolution protocol (ARP), internet control message protocol (ICMP), DNS,

and dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP).

We implemented ED4GAP using the Zeek network security monitor [39]. Zeek provides

an extensible platform with built-in decoders for many protocols and a scripting language
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for security-policy development. To process GOOSE traffic, we used an analyzer proposed in

[107]. It allowed us to parse Ethernet and GOOSE headers as well as the APDU to extract

features essential for detection. Using those features, we implemented the GOOSE poisoning

detection algorithm as a Zeek script. Finally, we utilized Zeek’s logging infrastructure to

generate logs of the GOOSE header, APDU, and alerts.

We installed Zeek (version Bro 2.5.4) on a virtual machine (VM) running Ubuntu 16.04.6

LTS with 2 GB of RAM and four virtual CPUs. The host computer had macOS version

10.15.4 on a 2.6 GHz quad-core Intel Core i7 with 8 GB of DDR3 RAM. We used Tcpre-

play [113] to feed the existing traces to an interface that Zeek was monitoring.

4.6.1 Intrusion Detection Accuracy

Of the three types of attacks present in the dataset, message suppression (MS) and data

manipulation (DM) are relevant for our evaluation. They inject packets with modified StNum

or SqNum; DM attacks also manipulate data values. Therefore, we consider only the MS and

DM attack scenarios for the security assessment.

The dataset, however, does not cover all forms of GOOSE poisoning. There are 24 pos-

sible variations, which consider all types of violations and benign changes. The variations

correspond to the two fields {StNum, SqNum}, two options for the first attack packet {a high

value, the next value}, three choices for how the attacker will follow up {do nothing, retrans-

mit, inject new state}, and two benign changes {retransmit, new state}. The original traces

cover only two of the 24 attack variations. Therefore, we generated new traces that rely on

the dataset’s normal trace, in order to cover the remaining 22 test cases. To do so, we used

Python’s Scapy module [114] to inject manipulated packets at specific points in the trace.

We fed all the attack traces, including those that we created, to the ED4GAP system. We

compared the output alerts with the ground-truth information present at known points in

the dataset. The system could detect all the attacks and triggered alerts to identify source

packets correctly.

4.6.2 Performance

In the current design, ED4GAP is non-blocking; it does analyze the traffic off mirror ports

without interruption. Nevertheless, since GOOSE handles protection-related information,

the security analysis must be fast. To confirm that ED4GAP meets that criterion, we

evaluated its response time and throughput. In each experiment, we replayed all 14 traces

and performed more than 200 trails.
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ED4GAP showed an average per-packet response time of 0.06 ms. We computed the

average response time by dividing the completion time by the total number of packets.

Hence, we accounted for the network latency, waiting time, processing time, and log-writing

time of all the protocols. Response time analysis thus indicates that the additional overhead

due to ED4GAP is low.

Next, we measured the processing time in handling only the GOOSE messages, which we

defined as the time taken in packet analysis, attack detection, alert generation, and writing

of logs and alerts to the disk. Figure 4.7a depicts the GOOSE processing time as the speed

of the input traffic increased. Both the median and the 90th percentile of the processing time

(in ms) hold stable within the ranges [0.025, 0.028] and [0.038, 0.050], respectively. Those

values are less than 2% of the GOOSE’s most stringent transfer time. GOOSE processing

time analysis thus provides empirical confirmation of the constant complexity of the GOOSE

poisoning detection approach.

Afterward, to test how ED4GAP behaves with high-speed input traffic, we measured its

throughput, i.e., the rate of successful message processing. Our results showed that the

throughput increased almost linearly with the input speed until it hit a plateau, as plotted

in Figure 4.7b. Before reaching the plateau, however, the system started dropping packets.

The maximum throughput realized without any packet drop was 20.87 Mbps. Packet drop

incurred beyond that speed reached up to 25.95% of the total packets transmitted at around

35 Mbps speed. We show this effect in Figure 4.7c.

The packet drop reflects the capacity of our experimental setup. The theoretical limit of

the throughput of our setup was 23.30 Mbps, which we measured by inputting the traffic

directly to Zeek with no network interface in the middle (using the zeek -r command).

The limit is depicted as a green horizontal dotted line in Figure 4.7b. However, when the

traffic is read from a network interface, that upper bound would not be hit. The socket layer

between the interface and Zeek would add delay. Those factors led to a throughput of 20.87

Mbps in our experiments, lower than the upper-bound.

Finally, in packets per second (pps), the throughput was 16, 649, since the evaluation

dataset had an average packet size of 164.30 bytes. If all the GOOSE frames were of the

maximum size of 1500 bytes, and considering an additional 22 bytes for the typical Ethernet

plus VLAN overhead, a throughput of about 1797 pps would still be realized.

4.6.3 Architectural Considerations

In practice, ED4GAP will be deployed at a substation server. Although the performance

of such a deployment can be better than our experimental setup (a VM on a typical work-
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Figure 4.7: Performance of the proposed system in processing the evaluation dataset. Each
marker denotes a run of an experiment in which all 14 traces were analyzed.
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Table 4.1: Effect of increasing the number of CPU cores (n).

n Throughput
(Mbps)

Response time
per packet (ms)

Avg % packet drop at
speed > throughput

2 12.30 0.10 25.93± 4.11
4 20.87 0.06 5.43± 1.30
6 21.15 0.06 2.58± 3.28

Table 4.2: Effect of pinning c cores to Zeek; n = 6.

c Throughput (Mbps) Response time per packet (ms)
1 18.91 0.07
2 21.68 0.04
3 21.98 0.03
4 21.98 0.03

station), one needs to consider several factors to speed up the execution, as we discuss next.

In general, the throughput will be better if more resources are available. Processing time,

on the other hand, is a function of the complexity of the algorithm. Therefore, processing

time may not decrease below some limit simply through access to additional resources.

We found that ED4GAP was mainly CPU-bound. Therefore, to increase throughput, we

can either add CPUs or use multiple similar Zeek workers running in parallel. To test that

hypothesis, we separately collected the performance results on deployments with two and

six CPU cores, in addition to the previously discussed results with four cores. As presented

in Table 4.1, the overall throughput of the system (with no packet drop) increased with

the number of cores. Also shown in the table is the average percentage packet drop with

its 95% confidence interval, which decreased when cores were added. That analysis shows

that with fewer cores, the system got overloaded at a lower traffic-speed. Although Zeek’s

primary function is single-threaded, it uses multiple threads to perform secondary tasks,

such as writing logs. In fact, we observed up to nine threads of the Zeek process. Therefore,

the overall throughput improved when the number of cores increased.

A lower throughput indicates that Zeek was interrupted by other system processes. To

analyze that effect, with a total of six cores, we pinned c = {1, 2, 3, 4} cores exclusively

to Zeek and measured the throughput and response time. Exclusion of c cores removed

them from the Linux scheduler’s pool, forcing it to consider only 6 − c cores for running

other processes. Thus, Zeek could run uninterrupted on c cores. The results of that set
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of experiments, shown in Table 4.2, reveal that the exclusive pinning helped improve the

throughput compared to that of the unpinned setting. In summary, this analysis provides

insights into system bottlenecks and can inform decisions that will improve performance.

4.7 DISCUSSION

ED4GAP’s intrusion detection approach requires several input parameters, such as MAC

addresses, the GOOSE DatSet, and minimum and maximum values for StNum and SqNum.

All of that information is present in substation configuration files and can be extracted

automatically.

Our analysis of bottlenecks and performance-improvement aspects has focused mainly on

the effect of increasing compute resources. However, some network monitoring appliances im-

plement various other techniques to accelerate packet processing. For instance, the R-Scope

[115] network security appliance implements a set of packet-path optimization techniques

that help accelerate the processing of Zeek-based security analytics, such as the ones we

present in this chapter. These high-performance techniques reaffirm the viability of running

the presented system in real-time according to the protocol’s timing requirements.

Currently, our threat model does not consider attacks that can compromise an IED to

suppress/manipulate its behavior completely. Network-level detection of such attacks would

require one to find anomalies by taking into account both the cyber and physical properties

of GOOSE messages. An extension of our system to incorporate such models is possible.

Finally, since the poisoning detection relies on storing traffic metadata in a staging state,

a memory attack causing a denial-of-service (DoS) of ED4GAP is possible. Such an attack

would need to flood the network with a large number of packets in an interval smaller than

Tm. In this chapter, we do not aim to detect flooding-based DoS. However, some existing

systems can help mitigate those attacks [116, 117].

4.8 RELATED WORK

4.8.1 Network-Based IDSes for Substations

Network-based intrusion detection is an effective strategy for substation security. For

example, EDMAND [105] analyzes DNP3 protocol traffic flowing between a substation and a

control center. It then performs anomaly-based detection of attacks on transport, operation,

and content layers of the traffic. EDSGuard [106] is an application that runs at an SDN
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controller and implements best-practice security requirements concerning Modbus and ARP

protocols. The work in [116] describes a network IDS for IEC 61850 substations focused

on detecting attacks on conventional protocols, such as ARP, ICMP, FTP, and HTTP. The

design and implementation of a system for network monitoring and data collection compliant

with the latest IEC 62351 guidelines are presented in [118]. The system is used to detect

attacks on IEC 61850 communication by using deep learning and rule-based methods.

The negative impact of GOOSE poisoning on the availability of substation devices is

presented in [102, 103]. Papers that propose detectors for such attacks include [107, 119,

120]. However, those solutions cover only a limited number of attack variants. In contrast,

the presented solution relies on the GOOSE protocol specifications to detect the attack

in all variations, including cases in which the attacker closely follows the normal pattern.

Moreover, we uniquely provide a systematic analysis of the performance to demonstrate that

the system can achieve a low overhead that is suitable for GOOSE communication.

4.8.2 Evaluation Platform

GOOSE APDU is encoded using the Abstract Syntax Notation ONE, Basic Encoding

Rules (ASN.1/BER) standard for data networks. In this encoding, the data is represented

in triplets of tag-length-value (TLV) fields. Systems that analyze such encoding of GOOSE

and allow a deep inspection of the traffic include [102, 107].

Our experiments utilize the substation dataset developed in [108]. The dataset consists of

network traces generated using a 66/11kV substation model. The model uses an IEC 61850-

compliant network architecture in which interfacing equipment are placed at the process

level. At bay level, 18 IEDs including Line Feeder, Transformer Feeder, Bus IED, and Under

Frequency Load Shedding IED connect using Ethernet and communicate GOOSE messages.

Finally, systems that, like ours, incorporate Zeek for SCADA network monitoring and

security analysis include [105, 106, 107, 121].

4.9 CONCLUSION

The secure communication of protection-related data is crucial for the end-to-end security

of the smart grid. False data injection attacks, such as GOOSE poisoning in IEC 61850

substations, can undermine communication security and lead to cascading failures. In this

chapter, we introduced a network-level system, ED4GAP, dedicated to detecting GOOSE

poisoning attacks in modern substations. The presented system relies on the extraction

of features from substation traffic, analysis of protocol specifications, and a comprehensive
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examination of communication properties to detect violations and generate alerts. We have

implemented our system using the Zeek platform and devised a systematic approach to

evaluate its performance. Our results showed that the system could analyze traffic and

accurately detect the poisoning attacks concurrently to the data transmission. Thus, it is

suitable for the context of high-speed communication within a substation. The next steps

will be to extend the security analysis to evaluate the cyber and physical properties of the

control traffic and test the presented system in a live substation environment.
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CHAPTER 5: MULTILAYER DETECTION OF FALSE DATA INJECTION

In this chapter, we continue to study false data injection attacks on a smart grid control

network. In Chapter 4, we described an efficient solution for detecting GOOSE poisoning

attacks, which are a common class of false data injection attacks in such networks. Now we

extend the detection to include a broader range of attacks within the false data injection

model.

Herein, we present a system for multilayer, real-time detection of false data injection

attacks on IEC 61850 GOOSE communication. The detection approach uses information

related to multiple attributes of a substation network. The information includes the substa-

tion’s physical architecture, configurations, and protocol specifications, and measurements

of its physical properties. With such information, we design and implement layers of detec-

tors that address a broad class of false data injection attacks. Those layers are whitelisting,

GOOSE semantic analysis, GOOSE poisoning detection, and physical behavior-based detec-

tion. We utilize a substation network dataset, including a variety of attacks, to evaluate our

system’s detection accuracy. We also evaluate the system’s response time for the security

analysis of GOOSE messages and show that our result is an improvement over the existing

state-of-the-art methods.

5.1 SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS

False data injection attacks on electrical systems have been a major security concern [112,

122, 123]. Such attacks first determine the current state of a power system and then inject

malicious messages or measurements to mislead the receiving devices into executing harmful

commands. We focus on such attacks on IEC 61850 GOOSE communication. GOOSE is

the primary enabler of automated control and protection and is fast enough to support any

time-critical applications [40]. However, because of the resource-constrained environments

and limited network monitoring available in today’s substations, GOOSE is vulnerable to

false data injection attacks [112, 118, 120].

Because of the limited processing power and mission-critical protection function of in-

telligent electronic devices (IEDs), host-based security analysis is not a viable option for

substations. A network-level intrusion detection system (IDS) that can passively monitor

communication and identify security violations can address that limitation. However, cur-

rently, there is a deficiency of such cyber monitoring and detection [118], and it has been

exploited by many successful attacks [4, 5, 124, 125].
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Motivated by those observations and challenges, we present SEEZE1, a system dedicated

to detecting false data injection attacks on GOOSE communication concurrently with data

transmission. SEEZE employs a multilayer scheme to provide high coverage of detection.

The layers include whitelisting, GOOSE semantic analysis, GOOSE poisoning detection,

and physical behavior-based detection. The first two layers address the detection of early

indicators of an attack, including malformed and semantically invalid messages as well as vi-

olations of access control. Next, the GOOSE poisoning layer covers the detection of GOOSE

header manipulation attacks. Finally, physical behavior-based detection uses rules related to

the physical architecture of the substation and safe operating ranges. That layer handles the

attacks that involve harmful payload, either through injection of packets or by manipulation

of in-transit packets.

Architecturally, SEEZE sits at a substation edge server and passively monitors the net-

work using mirrored ports on the station bus. It uses the Zeek network security monitor [39]

to collect traffic data and implement its multilayer detection method. Zeek’s powerful fea-

tures allow SEEZE to perform a highly stateful traffic analysis in real-time. We draw upon

the successful application of Zeek in smart grid network security, particularly in substation

environments. Zeek has been used for deep inspection of the control traffic [121] and security

analysis of various protocols, including Modbus [106], DNP3 [105], and EtherNet/IP [126].

We note that Zeek’s application to IEC 61850 substations is limited [107] because of the

prevalence of Ethernet-based protocols, such as GOOSE. By incorporating Zeek as the un-

derlying platform, we also contribute towards its more extensive application in IEC 61850

substations.

In our experiments, we used a substation network dataset [108] to test SEEZE’s detection

accuracy and performance overhead. The dataset contained attacks related to bad mea-

surements and instances of simple GOOSE poisoning. Therefore, we also implemented an

attack-injection module to generate traces involving attacks, including sophisticated GOOSE

poisoning, GOOSE semantic attacks, and access violations. Our results showed that SEEZE

could detect all the attacks with a response time of less than 5% of the most stringent

GOOSE transfer delay. That response time is an improvement over the existing state-of-

the-art multilayer detection systems.

More specifically, we make the following contribution.

Integrated analysis of cyber and physical properties: We propose a novel combina-

tion of security analyses, including whitelisting, protocol specification, and physical-

behavior attributes, to detect false data injection attacks on GOOSE communication.

1SEEZE stands for Substation Edge Enhanced with ZEek.
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Prototype implementation: We developed a prototype of SEEZE by using the Zeek net-

work security monitor and implementing the presented intrusion detection approach.

Accuracy and performance evaluation: Using substation network traces with injected

attacks, we demonstrate high accuracy and low overhead of performing security anal-

ysis by SEEZE.

This chapter is organized as follows. We describe the relevant details of GOOSE commu-

nication in Section 5.2, followed by the threat model in Section 5.3. We provide an overview

of the presented system and the choice of the Zeek platform in Section 5.4. We detail the

multilayer detection method in Section 5.5. We then evaluate our system’s detection ac-

curacy and performance overhead in Section 5.6. Finally, we present the related work in

Section 5.7 and conclude in Section 5.8.

5.2 PRELIMINARIES

IEC 61850 utilizes a peer-to-peer communication service named generic substation events

(GSE ) that is associated with fast and reliable communication between IEDs. One of the

formats associated with GSE is the generic object-oriented substation events (GOOSE)

protocol that is responsible for the exchange of protection-related events.

5.2.1 Summary of GOOSE Specifications

GOOSE is an application-layer protocol directly encapsulated in the data-link layer, i.e., an

802.3 Ethernet frame. (Optionally, an extension with IEEE 802.1Q (VLAN) can be applied.)

In such an encapsulation, a GOOSE message is embedded into the Ethernet header, i.e., into

a destination MAC address (DstMAC), a source MAC address (SrcMAC), the EtherType, and

the Ethernet trailer, i.e., a frame checksum sequence (FCS). IEC 61850 reserves a range of

multicast MAC addresses that can be used as the destination MAC address. That range for

GOOSE is 01:0c:cd:01:00:00–01:0c:cd:01:01:ff.

The Ethernet header is followed by a GOOSE header, which is a set of four fields: AppID,

Length, Reserved 1, and Reserved 2. AppID is a two-byte-long, system-wide unique iden-

tifier of the application associated with a message. Length indicates the number of octets

contained in the message. The maximum allowed value for the length is 1, 500 bytes. The

reserved fields, each of two bytes, are for future applications and security measures. We

presented details of the GOOSE frame structure in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.3).
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At the application layer, GOOSE’s application protocol data unit (APDU) defines twelve

fields. The fields can be of variable lengths, making the total size of the APDU flexible. In

the following, we describe the relevant details of the GOOSE APDU fields.

• GocbRef stands for “GOOSE control block reference”. It contains a unique path name

of a GOOSE control block within a logical node.

• TimeAllowedtoLive, or TAL, informs the subscriber of the maximum time in millisec-

onds within which a new GOOSE message will arrive. If there is no message before

the TAL has elapsed, the communication is considered lost, requiring a reset.

• DatSet is an identifier for a group of values, i.e., status, alarms, and measurements,

that are transmitted together.

• GoID is a user-assigned identification of the GOOSE message.

• T is the timestamp at which the state of the corresponding DatSet last changed.

• StNum is a counter that increments every time the state of the GOOSE DatSet changes.

• SqNum represents an incremental sequence number for the messages within each state.

• Test indicates whether the GOOSE message originated in a real application or a

simulated test.

• ConfRev stands for “configuration revision” and contains the number of times the

configuration of the DatSet has changed.

• NdsComm indicates whether the corresponding GOOSE control block requires further

configurations.

• NumDatSetEntries is the number of elements contained in the DatSet.

• AllData is a list of data values.

5.2.2 Summary of GOOSE Communication

IEC 61850 categorizes substation network traffic into five classes, called the Function

Types. GOOSE is responsible for Function Type 1, which is further divided into two sub-

categories: “1A Trip” and “1B Other.” Class 1A is responsible for messages regarding trips

and blockings and mandates a maximum transfer delay of 3 ms. Class 1B refers to other
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types of protection information and can take from 10 to 100 ms to transmit a message. All

of the class 1 messages, i.e., GOOSE messages, follow a layer-two (L2) multicast mechanism

in transmitting protection-related events.

In the L2 multicast model, a sender or publisher transmits messages destined for a multi-

cast MAC address. A receiver or subscriber needs to subscribe to those addresses in order to

receive the data. Since many subscribers can subscribe to a single multicast MAC address,

in effect, the communication occurs in a one-to-many form.

GOOSE publications involve a continuous sequence of messages that are transmitted very

fast. The continuous sequence is due to GOOSE’s retransmission scheme, which is intended

to provide some level of reliability for the high-speed messaging. In that scheme, the pub-

lisher sends keep-alive heartbeats with a fixed interval between consecutive messages. How-

ever, when the publisher senses any change in its observed state, it instantaneously notifies

the subscribers about the change. In such situations, the heartbeat interval is set to a very

small value and exponentially increased until it reaches the steady-state value.

5.3 THREAT MODEL

In this work, we aim to detect false data injection attacks on GOOSE communication by

a man-in-the-middle adversary. In particular, we assume that an adversary has access to the

local area network of the substation and capabilities to monitor, modify, and publish valid

GOOSE messages. The attacker is also assumed to have the ability to persist in the network

for long time scales. Such a threat model has been part of many previously disclosed cyber

attacks on electrical substations [5, 41, 125].

In particular, we consider the following scenarios. An adversary without the full knowledge

of the internal network structure may inject anomalous values for one or more protocol fields.

On the other hand, a well-equipped attacker can carry out more advanced attacks, such as

the GOOSE poisoning that we studied in Chapter 4. In that attack strategy, the attacker

injects normal GOOSE messages with specific values for StNum and SqNum to fool a subscriber

to processing the injected traffic and discarding the legitimate traffic. Such an attacker can

also inject packets or modify in-transit messages with malicious data values to force the

receiving devices to take harmful actions.
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Figure 5.1: Logical placement of SEEZE in a substation network.

5.4 THE SEEZE SYSTEM

In this section, we present an overview of SEEZE, describing its placement in a substation

network and its incorporation of the Zeek platform. In the next section, we will discuss in

detail its intrusion detection methodology.

As shown in its logical architecture in Figure 5.1, SEEZE takes as input the substation’s

internal GOOSE communication. It then performs a multilayer security analysis of the

traffic and generates alerts corresponding to the attacks it detects. The security analysis

also requires details of the substation’s physical architecture and configurations. Finally,

SEEZE shares the alerts with the substation monitoring server as well as the control center.

Physically, SEEZE can be deployed at an edge device within the substation network. That

device can be either an existing server, such as the one that operates the gateway application,

or a machine dedicated to running security analyses. Such an edge device connects with the

Ethernet switches to monitor the GOOSE traffic and the HMI server to send alerts within

the substation. Outside of the substation, the edge device connects with the remote control

center to share alerts.

SEEZE’s placement at an edge server offers several benefits. First, the edge device can

be a special-purpose, high-end substation computer, so that running of the security analysis

will be more efficient than it would be on the IEDs. Next, such placement provides SEEZE

with a consistent global view of the substation network without adding any additional traffic.

Finally, edge placement requires no changes to IEDs, making it easy to plug our system into

the substation.
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5.4.1 Choice of Platform

Zeek is a Unix-based real-time network analysis framework that allows passive inspection

of traffic [104]. The main factors that motivated our decision to use Zeek as the underlying

platform include its extensibility, powerful features at low cost, ease of use, and successful

existing applications in the smart grid domain.

Zeek offers a customizable and extensible platform, in terms of both user-specified scripts

and protocol analyzers. The user-specified scripts represent a site’s security policy. They

can emphasize application-level semantics, track information over time (within and across

flows), and perform arbitrary analysis tasks. Internally, the scripts perform semantic security

analysis by handling events generated by Zeek’s event engine. The event engine uses protocol

analyzers to convert network traffic into higher-level, policy-neutral events.

Zeek is open source, delivers powerful functionality out of the box, and runs on commodity

hardware, offering a low-cost solution. Also, Zeek can support signature-based analysis as

well as other novel approaches, including semantic misuse detection, anomaly detection, and

behavioral analysis. Therefore, Zeek is a better choice than the traditional signature-based

IDSes, such as Snort. [127].

Another open-source framework that comes close to Zeek in terms of the functionalities is

Suricata [128]. Suricata can potentially achieve a better performance than Zeek because of

its multi-threaded architecture. However, Zeek is overall easier to extend with new protocol

analyzers and policy scripts. We also found such aspects of Zeek better documented than

those in Suricata.

Finally, Zeek has already seen extensive adoption in smart grid network monitoring and

security. Such applications include the security analysis of various control protocols, e.g.,

Modbus [106], DNP3 [105, 121], EtherNet/IP [126], and GOOSE [107]. All of the above char-

acteristics of Zeek made it the best choice for the development of SEEZE’s attack detection

approach, which we discuss next.

5.5 MULTILAYER DETECTION METHODOLOGY

The objective of SEEZE’s intrusion detection is to identify syntactically valid but malicious

communication. Syntactically incorrect or malformed packets are discarded by network

switches as well as the IEDs, so they do not harm the security of the substation. For

instance, a malformed packet, whether due to transmission errors or caused by an attacker,

will not pass the integrity check performed using the FCS. Therefore, SEEZE aims to detect

injected or modified GOOSE messages that can lead to the manipulation of subscribers. It
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Figure 5.2: SEEZE’s multilayer detection process applied to each GOOSE message.

does so by using multiple attributes of the substation traffic.

At a high level, those attributes rely on the following characteristics of the substation net-

work: (1) well-defined communication behavior relying on physical properties, (2) a limited

number of devices, and (3) relatively simple protocols. To reason about those characteris-

tics, we extract the following types of information. First, IEC 61850-compliant systems use

substation configuration language (SCL) files, which can explain the communication and

data models. Second, the physical behavior attributes can come from the measurements,

such as current, voltage, power, and frequency values, contained in GOOSE messages, as

well as the thresholds of safe operation. Finally, protocol specifications provide the details

of how communication proceeds.

In particular, SEEZE employs a multilayer method, depicted in Figure 5.2. A message first

goes through the whitelisting layer, which ensures that message endpoints and GOOSE iden-
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tifiers take only the known values. Next, a semantic verification layer determines whether

the GOOSE-related values follow patterns consistent with the protocol specifications. Sub-

sequently, the GOOSE poisoning layer checks the message for indicators of StNum and/or

SqNum abuse. Finally, the physical behavior layer analyzes the data contained in the message

to ensure they are consistent with the current state of the substation.

The sequence of the layers is such that they address a successively more sophisticated false

data injection. The top two layers identify the appearance of messages that are inconsistent

with the properties of GOOSE communications. However, a more equipped attacker can

learn the properties of ongoing communication and launch a GOOSE poisoning attack. Such

an attacker can even attempt to destabilize the system by modifying in-transit messages with

wrong measurements. That attack would not reveal itself as a GOOSE poisoning and can be

detected only by correlating the communication with the current physical state. Accordingly,

the bottom two layers address such advanced forms of attack. Thus, the multilayer approach

handles a wide variety of false data injection attacks. In the following, we discuss each of

the layers in more detail.

5.5.1 Whitelisting

SEEZE uses a whitelisting strategy to check the access-control properties of GOOSE mes-

sages against the known configurations. Such a strategy involves the following components.

End-Point Whitelisting

Since GOOSE works directly on the data-link layer, the endpoints are the two MAC ad-

dresses, SrcMAC and DstMAC. Therefore, we develop lists of source and destination MAC

addresses and verify each message’s endpoints against these lists. Moreover, that exam-

ination will implicitly ensure that the DstMAC value is in the allowed range of multicast

addresses, i.e., 01:0c:cd:01:00:00–01:0c:cd:01:01:ff.

GOOSE-Specific Whitelisting

GOOSE messages contain several fields that represent preconfigured information, includ-

ing GocbRef, DatSet, and GoID. Therefore, SEEZE utilizes whitelists of those three fields

and generates alerts on if it sees any unknown values. Further, it use whitelists of (SrcMAC,

DatSet) and (DatSet, NumDatSetEntries) pairs to detect malicious messages with spoofed

addresses.
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5.5.2 Specification-Based Detection

Next, SEEZE uses GOOSE protocol specifications [40] to verify the semantic properties of

ongoing messaging. Such analysis can be considered a general form of whitelisting, in which

one defines not just the allowed values but also the correct behavior. In contrast with the

misuse-based systems that define what is malicious, specification-based systems establish

what is valid. SEEZE performs the following types of detection at this layer.

GOOSE Semantics

Verification of T updates: The GOOSE timestamp (T) is updated if and only if the

StNum is incremented, i.e., when a state change occurs. SEEZE therefore examines

successive messages for each DatSet to detect malicious updates of T.

TAL verification: IEC 61850 describes a range of valid TAL values specified by itsMinTime

and MaxTime parameters. The actual settings for those parameters vary across sub-

stations. However, given the SCL files, SEEZE can extract the range of valid TAL

values and check whether a GOOSE message violates that range.

Length verification: To verify the correctness of the frame length, SEEZE performs two

checks. First, it ensures that the value represented by Length matches with the

APDU’s actual size. Second, it checks whether the value of Length is in the allowed

range of 8–1500 bytes.

GOOSE Poisoning Detection

SEEZE utilizes the GOOSE poisoning detector that we presented in Chapter 4. The

detector works on the premise that even if an attacker can fool the receivers into accepting

the malicious packets (and discarding the legitimate data), he/she cannot stop the benign

devices from sending their updates. Therefore, the primary attack indicator that it looks for

is the presence of duplicate retransmissions of a known state.

The detector analyzes GOOSE messages by using a state machine, derived from the pro-

tocol specifications, to track the values of the (StNum, SqNum) pair. The state machine

describes all the acceptable transitions for the pair from its current value. If a new message

represents any of the invalid transitions, it can easily be detected. However, an attack is

possible even if it is limited to valid transitions. Therefore, the detector maintains a staging

state to track information on packets waiting for a classification. The size of the staging
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state is bounded by the TAL of the last benign packet. If a new packet’s (StNum, SqNum)

values match those of a packet in the staging state, an attack is identified. Otherwise, the

staging state is continuously flushed to keep track of the ongoing communication. Thus, by

using protocol specification as its basis, the detector can identify GOOSE poisoning even

when the attack involves the injection of valid or expected packets. We have demonstrated

its detection accuracy in Chapter 4.

5.5.3 Physical Behavior-Based Rules

In the last layer, SEEZE searches for anomalies in GOOSE data values. These values

include measurements, alarms, and status and reveal the current physical state of the sub-

station. In an attack-free operation, the measurements and alarms are consistent with the

status of devices. However, false data injection attacks will disrupt those consistencies. To

detect such violations, we rely on the stateful analysis of GOOSE traffic and incorporate the

following rules.

Switching Device State

Every switching device’s state correlates with the measured values. For instance, when

a circuit breaker is in the open state, the corresponding current and voltage measurements

should be almost zero. Conversely, if a breaker is in the closed state, the measurements

should be above a positive threshold within safe ranges. Accordingly, SEEZE analyzes

each DatSet’s measurements and associated breaker’s status to look for violations of such

correlations.

Protection Events

When electrical faults—such as overcurrent, overload, or under-frequency—happen, and

persist for a longer time than what is deemed safe (typically, 2 to 4 s), protective relay IEDs

trip the associated circuit breakers. However, sometimes breakers can malfunction and fail

to execute given commands. In such cases, the associated relay’s upstream and neighboring

relays carry out the required opening of circuits.

Those benign disturbances are a norm in the routine functioning of electrical systems.

When such events occur, the devices react in a correlated manner to keep the system safe

and running. Such coordination would also be visible in GOOSE communication through

the measurements, alarms, and status across different datasets.
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On the other hand, as discussed above, an attack would also disrupt the consistent global

state. Therefore, SEEZE monitors the measurements in every GOOSE message. Each time

the measurements go out of the acceptable ranges, SEEZE looks for the associated protection

events in GOOSE messages exchanged within a short time window. If it does not find any

alarms generated or trips initiated by the associated relay or the upstream relay, it generates

an alert.

To construct the rules mentioned above, SEEZE uses the following types of data:

1. Safe ranges of measurements, such as current, voltage, and frequency, which are typi-

cally configured when a substation is commissioned and change only when devices are

added or removed.

2. The substation physical architecture, i.e., the relative placement of devices and the

system elements they monitor.

3. GOOSE communication and data configurations, which are available in SCL files.

5.6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

5.6.1 Experiment Setup

We performed experiments to demonstrate that SEEZE could detect false data injection

attacks with high accuracy concurrently with GOOSE transmission. For our experiments,

we used network traces of a simulated IEC 61850-compliant substation [108].

Physically, the dataset’s substation system contains two redundant zones, each comprising

two levels: 66kV and 11kV. Figure 5.3 shows the one-line diagram of one of the two redundant

zones, as described in [108]. The two zones stay disconnected from each other during the

usual operation. The system consists of line feeder IEDs, transformer feeder IEDs, bus IEDs,

and under frequency load shedding IEDs. The one-line diagram describes the placements of

the IEDs and physical elements that the IEDs monitor.

In addition to the physical architecture, the dataset includes substation configuration

language (SCL) files that provide insights into the system’s network configurations. In

particular, the SCL files describe the communication and data models for each IED. The

communication model includes IP and MAC addresses and VLAN-related details. The data

model describes logical devices, data types, and GOOSE datasets associated with the IED.

The physical structure, i.e., the one-line diagram (Figure 5.3) and the network configurations,
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Figure 5.3: One-line diagram of one of the two redundant zones of the substation used for
the generation of the dataset described in [108]

i.e., the SCL files enable us to implement the multilayer detection approach, as we will discuss

in the next section.

The dataset includes traces of GOOSE communication among the IEDs. The traces

represent three operational scenarios: normal operations, benign power system disturbances,

and attacks. In the normal scenarios, the substation works within safe bounds with no

failures. The benign disturbances include the occurrence of a fault at one of the busbars,

failure of one of the circuit breakers, and occurrence of under-frequency. Those disturbances

lead to a coordinated reaction among the IEDs, leading to the opening of associated breakers

in order to keep the system in a safe state.

Of the different attack scenarios present in the dataset, message suppression (MS) and

data manipulation (DM) attacks come under the false data injection model. The MS attacks

inject packets consisting of malicious headers to attempt GOOSE poisoning. The DM attacks

inject GOOSE messages with malicious payloads intended to cause instability in the system.

The traces of a coordinated MS + DM attack are also present; we refer to that as a composite

attack.

To test the accuracy of the detection of false data injection attacks not present in the

dataset, we implemented an attack injection module. The module injected into the normal
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communication traces GOOSE packets with the following violations: (1) unknown source

and destination MAC addresses, (2) unknown DatSet, (3) incorrect value of Length field,

and (4) an invalid TAL. We also used the GOOSE poisoning attack traces from Chapter 4’s

experiments.

5.6.2 Implementation

We deployed Zeek (version 2.5.4) on an Ubuntu 16.04.6 LTS VM with 2 GB of RAM

and four virtual CPUs. The host computer had macOS version 10.15.4 on a 2.6 GHz quad-

core Intel Core i7 with 8 GB of DDR3 RAM. To emulate live traffic analysis, we used the

Tcpreplay [113] utility, running locally on the VM, to replay the dataset traces.

We implemented attack injection, GOOSE analysis, logging, and attack detection scripts.

The attack injection used Python’s Scapy module [114]. For logging and alerting, we utilized

Zeek’s Logging Framework and Notice Framework, respectively.

We applied the details of the physical model and network architecture (shown in Figure 5.3

and described in [108]) to guide the development of various detectors in SEEZE. We obtained

the details of GOOSE communication and datasets from SCL files and learned safe ranges

of measurements from the normal operation traces of the dataset.

First, we implemented the whitelisting-based detector by using Zeek’s Input Framework

[129]. Input Framework offers several crucial features. It allows asynchronous reads from

files to ensure that the performance of analysis is not affected when the input files are large.

It can also detect changes to the input files to enable the automatic refresh of the whitelisting

information. In our implementation, we stored the whitelists, i.e., known endpoints, GOOSE

identifiers, and valid pairs in text files. Input Framework then allowed us to read the

information asynchronously in the attack detection script.

Next, for the semantic verification and specification-based detector, we used recommended

values for the different GOOSE fields. For example, we used 10 s as the maximum value

for TAL. We also used our implementation of the specification-based poisoning detector

from Chapter 4.

Finally, we implemented the physical behavior-based detector by using the learned safe

ranges and IED relationships. In particular, we specified rules indicating the correlated

GOOSE datasets that represent the measurements, status, and alarms for the same power

line. We also specified the upstream-downstream relationships among the datasets across

different IEDs. We used the following settings for the parameters used by the detector.

We set the trip threshold for the current measurements to be 5% above and below their

average normal value. We used the value of 4 s for the time window within which a trip
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corresponding to a disturbance should happen.

5.6.3 Detection Accuracy Results

We fed the dataset traces to SEEZE and compared output alerts with the known attack-

injection points. We found that SEEZE could correctly identify all the MS, DM, and com-

posite attacks present. Moreover, it did not generate any alerts for the normal or benign

disturbance scenarios. Thus, there were no false positives for the given dataset.

Table 5.1: Alerts generated by SEEZE for DM.1 attack, showing the detection of both
GOOSE poisoning and data manipulation.

No. Fields Values

1
Timestamp 1591926649.210878
Note GOOSE::Poisoning
Message Injection of a packet with expected numbers: stNum=1, sqNum=11, src-

MAC=00:09:8e:21:73:33, datSet=LIED10MEAS/LLN0$Measurement, detection-
Time=1591926649.213720

2
Timestamp 1591926649.246565
Note GOOSE::Data Manipulation
Message False data injection attack: stNum=1, sqNum=11, src-

MAC=00:09:8e:21:73:33, datSet=LIED10MEAS/LLN0$Measurement, all-
Data=[380,310,310,38105,38105,38105,30000000,18500000,50.000000,0.850000],
detectionTime=1591926649.248683

3
Timestamp 1591926649.570483
Note GOOSE::Poisoning
Message Injection of a packet with expected numbers: stNum=1, sqNum=21, src-

MAC=00:09:8e:21:73:33, datSet=LIED10MEAS/LLN0$Measurement, detection-
Time=1591926649.571001

4
Timestamp 1591926649.610485
Note GOOSE::Data Manipulation
Message False data injection attack: stNum=1, sqNum=21, src-

MAC=00:09:8e:21:73:33, datSet=LIED10MEAS/LLN0$Measurement, all-
Data=[310,270,310,38105,38105,38105,30000000,18500000,50.000000,0.850000],
detectionTime= 1591926649.611057

5
Timestamp 1591926649.930558
Note GOOSE::Poisoning
Message Injection of a packet with expected numbers: stNum=1, sqNum=31, src-

MAC=00:09:8e:21:73:33, datSet=LIED10MEAS/LLN0$Measurement, detection-
Time= 1591926649.931023

6
Timestamp 1591926649.970577
Note GOOSE::Data Manipulation
Message False data injection attack: stNum=1, sqNum=31, src-

MAC=00:09:8e:21:73:33, datSet=LIED10MEAS/LLN0$Measurement, all-
Data=[310,310,360,38105,38105,38105,30000000,18500000,50.000000,0.850000],
detectionTime= 1591926649.971107
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We show examples of alerts generated by SEEZE in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The information in

alerts includes a timestamp; a note, i.e., a user-specified category for the alert; and a message,

i.e., a user-specified description of the alert. Table 5.1 shows the alerts corresponding to the

first data manipulation attack (DM.1) present in the dataset. DM.1 involved the injection

of three valid GOOSE messages consisting of false current measurements. As we see in the

table, SEEZE was able to identify each malicious packet, both as a poisoning attack and as

a false data injection attack.

Table 5.2: Alerts generated by SEEZE for the composite attack, showing the detection of
both GOOSE poisoning and data manipulation.

No. Fields Values

1
Timestamp 1591926846.730519
Note GOOSE::Poisoning
Message Injection of a packet with high stNum: stNum=9999, sqNum=0, sr-

cMAC=00:09:8e:21:73:32, datSet=LIED11CTRL/LLN0$Status, detection-
Time=1591926846.733977

2
Timestamp 1591926846.914502
Note GOOSE::Poisoning
Message Previous state recurred: stNum=1, sqNum=15, srcMAC=00:09:8e:21:73:32, dat-

Set=LIED11CTRL/LLN0$Status, detectionTime=1591926846.915299

3
Timestamp 1591926846.946428
Note GOOSE::Data Manipulation
Message False data injection attack: stNum=2, sqNum=0, srcMAC=00:09:8e:21:73:32,

datSet=LIED11CTRL/LLN0$Status, allData=[0,1,0,1,F], detection-
Time=1591926846.947130

Table 5.2 shows the generated alerts corresponding to the composite attack, further demon-

strating SEEZE’s detection accuracy. That attack involved two malicious messages: a high-

StNum GOOSE message and a message attempting to modify a circuit breaker’s status.

Accordingly, the first alert in the table corresponds to the detection of the first malicious

message.

The second attack message consisted of the StNum and SqNum counters’ expected values

and a malicious payload. For this message, the (StNum,SqNum) values were (2,0). The benign

message preceding to the malicious message had values of (1,14). Even though the malicious

message was a valid transition for the counter values, one corresponding to a new state,

it was detected by SEEZE when the next benign message arrived with (1,15) values. The

detection happened because of the recurrence of a previous state (alert no. 2). Moreover,

SEEZE also detected the malicious payload by identifying the inconsistency between the

circuit breaker’s status and corresponding measurement (alert no. 3). It is also important

to note that although the detection of data manipulation happened after GOOSE poisoning,
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the actual sequence of those two packets was the opposite. That order was because of the

time parameters of the two detectors. The time window for the physical-behavior-based

detector was longer than the GOOSE poisoning detector’s staging state (i.e., the TAL of the

previous benign message).

5.6.4 Performance Results

Our next objective was to evaluate SEEZE’s overhead in analyzing network traffic. To

achieve that, we measured the overall response time at the maximum traffic rate that SEEZE

could handle without dropping packets. The response time accounted for the network la-

tency, waiting time, processing time, and log-writing time.

In the evaluation dataset, about 87% of the traffic represents GOOSE communication,

whereas the remaining 13% includes conventional protocols, such as ARP, ICMP, DNS, and

DHCP. The traffic thus resembles a real substation scenario in which other types of traffic

accompany IEC 61850 protocols. In our experiments, we performed Zeek’s default analysis

for non-GOOSE packets, whereas for all GOOSE packets, we applied the multilayer security

analysis.

Figure 5.4 shows the per-packet response time, separated into the shares of all the detection

layers. The “Base” layer at the bottom of the bar graph corresponds to the case in which

SEEZE performed no security analysis but just the basic logging of GOOSE communication.

The three shaded boxes stacked on Base represent the whitelisting-based, specification-based,

and physical-behavior-based detectors, respectively. As shown in the figure, the per-packet

response time for the Base case was 0.038 ms. When we added the successive layers of

detectors, the response time increased, reaching up to 0.127 ms when all the layers were

active.

The response time corresponds to the maximum throughput that SEEZE could realize

without any packet drop, across about 100 experimental settings for each layer. We therefore

do not report a confidence interval across those settings. Moreover, since we computed the

average response time by dividing the completion time (corresponding to the maximum

throughput) by the total number of packets, we could not compute the variance. However,

we note that since the dataset has GOOSE as the majority of traffic, the average response

time is reflective of what GOOSE messages incurred. Within the GOOSE traffic, the benign

messages would have higher response times than the attacks, because benign messages are

processed by all the layers. In contrast, attack packets are processed only until an attack is

detected.

SEEZE thus achieved a response time of 0.127 ms per packet, even when deployed as a VM
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Figure 5.4: Packet analysis response time for SEEZE.

on a general-purpose workstation. That value is less than 5% of the most stringent GOOSE

transfer time of 3 ms. Therefore, SEEZE is suitable for a concurrent security analysis of

GOOSE traffic. We note here that the response time is likely to be smaller when SEEZE is

deployed directly on the hardware at a substation edge server, as discussed in Section 5.4.

Moreover, the performance optimization techniques presented in Chapter 4 can help further

reduce the response time.

5.6.5 Comparison with Existing Similar Systems

We now compare our results with those of existing research efforts that have also adopted a

multi-attribute approach. Those systems are (1) multidimensional IDS for IEC 61850-based

SCADA networks (SCADA-IDS ) [120, 130] and (2) security monitoring system that use the

IEC 61850 network and system management (NSM-IDS ) [118].

SCADA-IDS, like SEEZE, consists of multiple layers of detectors, including whitelisting,

specification-based, and physical behavior-based detectors. It does detect attacks on MMS

and SV protocols, in addition to those on GOOSE. SDADA-IDS is shown to achieve an

execution time of less than or equal to 254 µs.

In comparison with SCADA-IDS, SEEZE focuses only on GOOSE communication and

achieves a response time of 127 µs. Within that response time, SEEZE performs GOOSE
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poisoning detection, which is not present in SCADA-IDS. Finally, SEEZE performs a highly

stateful analysis of the traffic to separate benign disturbances from attacks. SCADA-IDS,

on the other hand, would generate false positives for the disturbance scenarios [108].

NSM-IDS uses a forecasting-based anomaly detection approach to detect DoS conditions

caused by malicious GOOSE header fields. Its threat model covers a broader class of attacks

on GOOSE headers than the one of SEEZE. However, unlike SEEZE, which can detect

harmful measurements, NSM-IDS does not handle attacks on the payload. Further, as

NSM-IDS is an anomaly detection system, it might suffer from high false-positive rates.

NSM-IDS seems suitable for offline analysis of network health data to identify anomalies.

In contrast, SEEZE can analyze traffic to detect attacks in real-time. Unfortunately, the

authors of NSM-IDS do not provide results on the detection accuracy or the response time.

Therefore, we are unable to compare them with SEEZE’s.

5.7 RELATED WORK

5.7.1 Network-Level IDSes

Substation environments consist of resource-constrained IEDs and simple, insecure proto-

cols. Therefore, the network-level detection of attacks on control traffic has been a popular

choice among the related research efforts. Such efforts also include specification-based meth-

ods, e.g., [131, 132]. The authors of [106, 133] harnessed the capabilities of software-defined

networking to develop network-based IDSes. Another such system, HAMIDS [126], uses a

distributed architecture of protocol analyzers for conventional protocols such as TCP, UDP,

ARP, CIP, and EtherNet/IP.

In particular, for IEC 61850 substations, the network security monitor proposed in [118]

relies on SNMP to collect usage and statistical data from IEDs. Such data collection is

then used to train a machine learning model and detect cyber attacks. The authors of [116]

describe a substation network IDS focused on detecting attacks on conventional protocols,

such as ARP, ICMP, FTP, and HTTP.

5.7.2 Multilayer Detectors

Like our work, the following systems have adopted multilayer analysis for intrusion detec-

tion. The multi-attribute IDS described in [130] uses protocol-based whitelists and several

behavior-based detectors to detect SCADA-specific cyber threats. That system is further

extended and applied to IEC 61850 substations in [120]. EDMAND [105] extracts three
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components from network traffic—transport, operation, and content—and performs statis-

tical analysis to detect network anomalies associated with DNP3 and Modbus traffic. Work

presented in [118] uses a combination of machine-learning-based and rule-based methods on

host-level data to detect DoS conditions in IEC 61850 traffic. In comparison, SEEZE focuses

on a broad class of false data injection attacks, including sophisticated GOOSE poisoning

and data manipulations, and detects attacks concurrently with the data transmission.

5.7.3 Zeek for Smart Grid Security

Zeek is an open-source and extensible platform that allows integration of protocol analyzers

and custom scripts to define events of interest and detect violations. Our decision to use

Zeek was based upon existing related research. A proof-of-concept on the utility of Zeek in a

smart grid control network is provided in [121]. In that work, the authors describe how they

developed a DNP3 protocol analyzer and validation policy to detect violations. Later use

of such a protocol parser for DNP3 is discussed in [131, 132] in the context of developing

specification-based intrusion detection systems for SCADA networks.

In addition, recent efforts have also used Zeek as a network traffic extractor [105] and a

deep packet inspector [106]. HAMIDS, presented in [126], uses multiple instances of Zeek,

each sending logs to a central location. Each instance involves a variety of protocol parsers

(e.g., TCP, UDP, ARP, CIP, and EtherNet/IP), an event engine, and a policy script inter-

preter. Zeek, however, does not offer interfaces for the integration of data-link-layer protocol

analyzers. Therefore, the GOOSE analyzer proposed in [107] has not been integrated with

Zeek at the time of this writing.

5.8 CONCLUSION

False data injection is a significant challenge for the security of substation networks be-

cause of the limited processing power of end devices and insecure and simple protocols.

Adversaries who can insert themselves behind the firewall can issue commands and control

devices to cause harmful results. In this chapter, we presented a system, SEEZE, that relies

on improved network monitoring for the effective detection of false data injection. SEEZE

draws upon the successful application of Zeek in smart grid network monitoring and security.

Building on Zeek’s real-time traffic analysis capabilities, SEEZE performs a highly stateful

analysis without sacrificing performance. SEEZE has adopted a multilayer detection scheme

involving the following layers: (1) whitelisting, (2) a protocol-semantic-based layer, (3) a

protocol-specification-based layer, and (4) a physical-behavior-based layer. The layers allow
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for fusing of the protocol specifications, system configuration knowledge, and the substation’s

cyber-physical state. Through an extensive evaluation using substation network traffic, we

demonstrated that SEEZE can detect various attack scenarios. Those scenarios include, (1)

GOOSE poisoning, (2) injection of GOOSE packets with a manipulated header or payload,

and (3) modification of the payload on packets in transit. SEEZE achieved a fast per-packet

response time, which was less than 5% of the most stringent GOOSE transfer time. Thus,

SEEZE is suitable for real-time security analysis of GOOSE communication.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

Attacks on networked systems continue to happen and remain undetected for long periods.

Through persistence, the attacks gain capabilities to carry out malicious actions. Tradition-

ally, intrusion detection has involved looking at individual monitors separately, which leads

to missing of important alerts among large volumes of logs. In addition, some patterns might

not reveal themselves in single monitors. Thus, to improve detection, we need to analyze

security information in a collaborative manner. We refer to the methodology that enables

such collaborative analysis as information-fusion-based intrusion detection.

In this dissertation, we presented theoretically sound and practically useful techniques

for improving the detection of advanced cyber threats. The advanced threats are based on

persistent and targeted tactics, often launched in a reusable and layered manner, in the

compromise of large organizations. Accordingly, we utilized the fusion of diverse monitor-

ing information to detect malicious events accurately and provide alerts to enable better

visibility into the current state of the system. More specifically, we introduced a set of un-

supervised anomaly detection methods to address initial compromise and lateral movement

in enterprise networks. We then presented a specification-based system and combined both

cyber and physical attributes for efficient detection of false data injection attacks on power

grid substation networks. Finally, to accommodate the strict timing requirements of such

networks, we devised systematic methods to overcome bottlenecks, increase throughput, and

evaluate the coverage of the false data injection detection system. Thus, this thesis provides

a well-formed basis for improving the detection of advanced cyber threats.

In this chapter, we briefly review the work we have presented in this dissertation and

describe potential avenues for the expansion of our work.

6.1 REVIEW OF CONTRIBUTIONS

6.1.1 Initial Compromise Detection

First, we presented a novel intrusion detection technique that uses unsupervised clustering

algorithms to identify malicious behavior within large volumes of monitor data. We formu-

lated the problem as identification of hosts that exhibit behavior that deviates significantly

from normal usage patterns in order to detect compromises. We did not wish, however, to

explicitly profile normal usage; instead, we wanted to learn the profiles in an unsupervised

manner from the data.
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To construct the empirical models, we used the dataset published by the Visual Analytics

Community for the VAST 2011 Challenge [48]. From that dataset, we utilized the firewall

logs, Snort intrusion detection system logs, and Windows operating system security event

logs. The dataset also includes traces of attacks, of which we considered two categories that

are typically used to prepare for the later stages of an advanced threat. The first category

includes network scans and flooding-based network attacks, such as port scans, port sweeps,

and network-layer Denial-of-Service (DoS) or Distributed DoS attacks. The second category

of attacks that we aim to detect is the presence of malware on a host.

We then extracted features from the firewall and system logs and used Snort IDS logs only

to compare and validate the results. We chose features based on both the attacks discussed

in our threat model and domain knowledge of the enterprise network on which the dataset

was based. We identified four categories of features, namely: (1) identification features

(IP address and timestamp), (2) traffic-based features (statistics on connections and ports),

(3) service-based features (counts of accesses to workstations and important servers), and

(4) authentication-based features (statistics on logon/logoff and authentication protocols).

We performed several analyses to refine the set of features, including the examination of

empirical CDFs, analysis of linear dependence between each pair of feature vectors, and

pruning of redundant features.

We applied the DBSCAN clustering algorithm to discover clusters of similar data points

and analyzed the joint distributions of features in each cluster to identify the types of be-

havior associated with each cluster. In this context, we computed the normalized average

feature value vector. Using those vectors, we then defined a cluster difference metric and a

cluster normalcy metric. With such metrics, we generated a prioritized list of the malicious

clusters, ordered by decreasing value of cluster normalcy. Thus, by separating the clusters

by behavior, reducing the clusters to those that are anomalous, and prioritizing the clusters

by likely maliciousness, we significantly simplified the work that must be performed by an

administrator.

We evaluated the ability of our approach to identify the attacks actually present in the

dataset. Our approach performed very well, separating out the attacks and providing those

clusters as the ones most likely to be malicious. As a sanity check, we compared the per-

formance of our completely unsupervised approach to that of Snort. We found that Snort

detected the network-based attacks, but it missed the malicious internal host. Detection

using Snort also required an administrator to sift through many lines of logs. Hence, by

using the joined network-level and host-level data, our approach could detect more attacks

than a state-of-the-art network IDS could.

The main contributions of this work include (1) unsupervised cluster analysis to automat-
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ically learn usage behavior and (2) a cluster prioritization approach to identify malicious

behavior. The key innovation was to use joined network-level and host-level data to detect

attacks that were not detectable with either data source alone.

6.1.2 Lateral Movement Detection

Next, we addressed attacks that would need to have several interactions (e.g., internal

reconnaissance, credential access, vulnerability exploits, and communication with malicious

external domains) with the victim network to acquire persistence. We presented an approach

to detect such attacks with high accuracy and a low false alarm rate in order to thwart an

attack campaign and prevent actual damage.

Our approach relies on the information collected by three types of monitors: (1) a Net-

work Flow Monitor that processes internal network traffic and generates flow records, (2) a

C&C Monitor that analyzes the network communication of the hosts and assigns a relative

suspiciousness score to each host, and (3) an LM Monitor that creates traces of internal

connections that are chained together based on their dependence on each other.

We represented the information recorded by the monitors in a graph-based model, called

a host communication graph (HC graph). Using the HC graph, we identified characteristic

patterns of malicious LM and C&C, and represented them as statistical features. Those

features include the c score (which was provided by the C&C Monitor) and five statistics

on lateral movement graphs (that were generated by the LM Monitor). The LM-based

features included the number of LM graphs and statistics on the size of these graphs (mean,

range, interquartile range, and median absolute deviation). The HC graph thus allowed

us to combine diverse indicators and construct a system-wide state. We then analyzed the

empirical probability distributions of the features to identify their relative importance and

potential effects in finding anomalies. We found that some of the features were correlated.

Therefore, we applied PCA to analyze the correlation among the features and reduce the

dimensionality of the dataset before anomaly detection was performed.

The traditional anomaly detection methods that assume that the size of the anomaly (e.g.,

the number of compromised hosts) is significantly smaller than the size of normal activity

did not fit directly in our case. Therefore, we proposed a combination of multiple anomaly

detection algorithms to achieve high accuracy and robustness while facing variations in

attacker behavior. Intuitively, the approach is first to find the hosts that exhibit at least

one of the two types of suspicious indicators—abnormal c score or high disparity in lateral

movement graphs—and then use the relative similarity of hosts to identify compromised

hosts that do not directly show any of the suspicious indicators. More specifically, to detect
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the two types of suspicious indicators, we use MAD-based outlier analysis and PCA-based

extreme vale analysis, respectively. Groups of similar hosts were obtained using k-means

clustering.

For our experiments, we used a dataset of normal network operations from the Los

Alamos National Lab’s enterprise network. To inject attack traces in the dataset, we devel-

oped a model for C&C and LM activities that uses the N -intertwined susceptible-infected-

susceptible (SIS) virus spread model. That model was selected after a thorough study of the

graph structures generated by adversarial LM tactics in past APT incidents.

The trace injection method implements a small set of tunable parameters that allowed us

to simulate different types of LM activities and evaluate the detection method’s sensitivity

to changes in the attacker’s behavior. In particular, we varied the number of hosts that

were part of the malicious LM and the number of hosts that were infected by C&C malware

and then computed the true and false positive rates (TPR and FPR) of detection in each

setting. Overall, on average (computed across all experiment runs), we achieved a TPR

of 88.7% (confidence interval 1.9%) and an FPR of 14.1% (confidence interval 3.6%). In

one of the experimental configurations, for example, a larger number of hosts were part of

malicious chains; the average FPR was only 13.13%, while an average TPR of 91.08% was

still achieved.

In summary, the main contributions of this work include (1) a novel ensemble of anomaly

detectors to identify with high accuracy malicious lateral movement, and (2) a general LM

attack-injection approach that allows one to generate traces with a variety of attack models

and test detection methods.

6.1.3 GOOSE Poisoning Detection

Next, we addressed the final phase of an advanced threat, in which it can carry out ma-

licious actions to disrupt the service. For that, we studied IEC 61850-compliant substation

networks. IEC 61850 is an international standard that has been adopted in substations

around the world. It enables cost reduction and ease of maintenance in implementing digital

substations. However, cyber security is a big challenge in such systems because of unen-

crypted channels and Ethernet-based protocols.

In particular, we addressed GOOSE poisoning, a common class of false data injection

attacks affecting system availability. Such attacks work by injecting valid GOOSE messages

with modified headers to cause IEDs to stop processing legitimate traffic.

We introduced a network-level system, ED4GAP, dedicated to detecting GOOSE poison-

ing attacks. ED4GAP relies on the extraction of features from substation traffic, analysis
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of protocol specifications, and a comprehensive examination of communication properties

to detect violations and generate alerts. The detection uses a state machine model for the

counters contained in the GOOSE header. With the model, ED4GAP performs a stateful

analysis of traffic and stores traffic metadata in a staging state for a limited time. We showed

that ED4GAP could detect all variants of GOOSE poisoning by storing in the staging state

information on all the packets arriving within the TAL of the last benign message.

We used the Zeek network security monitor to implement a prototype of ED4GAP. We

further devised a systematic approach to identifying bottlenecks and speeding up the traffic

processing throughput by using the exclusive pinning of CPU cores. Using traces of substa-

tion communication, we showed that the presented system could analyze traffic and detect

all the variants of a GOOSE poisoning attack with very low overhead. Thus, it is suitable

for the context of high-speed communication within a substation.

This work’s main contribution was to improve the accuracy of the detection of GOOSE

poisoning attacks without sacrificing performance. The key innovation was the highly state-

ful analysis of traffic through use of the staging state, whose properties and size rely on

protocol specifications.

6.1.4 False Data Injection Detection

Next, we extended coverage of the detection of false data injection beyond GOOSE poi-

soning. By using Zeek as the underlying platform and guided by our information fusion

philosophy, we developed several layers of detectors that together cover broader classes of

false data injection on GOOSE communication.

The detection layers include whitelisting, GOOSE semantic analysis, GOOSE poisoning

detection, and physical behavior-based detection. The first two layers address the detection

of early indicators of an attack, including malformed and semantically invalid messages.

Next, the GOOSE poisoning layer covers the detection of GOOSE header manipulation

attacks. Finally, physical behavior-based detection describes rules based on the physical

architecture of the substation and safe operating ranges. That last layer is intended to cover

attacks involving harmful payload, either through injection of packets or by manipulation of

in-transit packets.

We implemented a system, SEEZE, based on the multilayer detection approach. We

then evaluated its detection accuracy and performance overhead. For the evaluations, we

used a substation network dataset with injected attacks. Those attacks included instances

of GOOSE poisoning, bad measurements, incorrect GOOSE semantics, and access-control

violations. Our results showed that SEEZE could detect all the attacks with a small response
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time of less than 5% of the most stringent GOOSE transfer delay. Our results showed an

improvement over the existing state-of-the-art multilayer detection systems.

In conclusion, we have proven our thesis statement: By utilizing information from multiple

sources, data-driven methods can improve the ability of a network to detect sophisticated

attacks.

6.2 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

6.2.1 Generalization of Approaches

In Chapters 2 and 3, we presented unsupervised anomaly detection methods that learn

normal and abnormal behaviors without access to labeled examples. Thus, our methods

have overcome one of the biggest challenges in cyber-security research: the lack of labeled

datasets. However, the last decade has seen tremendous growth in the capabilities of super-

vised machine learning approaches, in particular the deep learning methods. Such growth

has been driven by both new algorithms and better hardware capabilities. Our methods

can be extended to benefit from such flourishing of deep learning. In particular, the results

of the unsupervised detection methods can be used by analysts to train supervised learning

models, e.g., a neural network or a random forest. Those trained models would then serve

two purposes: (1) to reduce human effort by automatically reasoning about the current secu-

rity posture, and (2) to improve the detection methods continuously by providing feedback

to the previous stages of feature selection and clustering. To support such an architecture

for combination and continuous improvement, we can adopt data stream clustering algo-

rithms that can partition observations continuously while taking into account restrictions of

memory and time.

The multiple detectors presented in this dissertation can be used together or separately to

thwart the various stages of an advanced attack. Our focus has been mainly on using them

separately because intrusion detection cannot be perfect, and some attacks would evade a

detector and reach the next stage. However, once an attack has been detected, one would like

to react as soon as possible to restore the system’s safety. Waiting for a detected attack to

reach its later stages is never a preferred option. Therefore, we did not study the correlation

of detectors across different stages. Our approaches, however, can support alert correlation

to provide higher-level awareness of attacks and enable root-cause analysis to identify attack

strategies. To achieve those goals, we can incorporate frameworks proposed in the literature,

such as CAPTAR [134] and DATES [135].
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6.2.2 Lateral Movement Detection and Response Framework

In Chapter 3, we used a graph-based representation to guide the lateral movement detec-

tion approach. In that work, we addressed attacks that need to have several interactions

with the victim network to acquire persistence. An attacker who can spread laterally without

such interactions might evade detection by our approach. For example, a malicious insider

or outsider with access to stolen credentials of several authorized users can laterally spread

without generating anomalies.

We note that our modeling and detection approach can form the basis for a comprehensive

framework for detection of and response to lateral movement attacks, including those that

use the techniques mentioned above to be more targeted. In the following, we discuss a

concrete example of such a framework, using credential-based lateral movement as the use

case.

We can define a network authentication graph (NAG) to represent the authentications

in an enterprise that typically utilizes Single Sign-On (SSO) systems. Formally, NAG is a

directed graph G(V,E). The set of vertices V = {1, 2, . . . , n} represents the hosts in the

system. The set of edges E ⊆ V × V represents the network authentications between the

hosts. A directed edge (u, v) ∈ E represents an authentication from computer u to computer

v. In a typical enterprise network, the authentications could be initiated either by human

users or by automated services. In this model, we can capture all such authentications.

The NAG can be used to compute the risk associated with lateral movement attacks

proactively. To do that, we can assign a risk score to each vertex. For the risk score, we

define a vertex labeling function as frs : V → [0, 1], which labels every vertex of the graph

G with a risk score between 0 and 1. The score quantifies the vulnerability of a computer

with respect to lateral movement attacks, relative to other computers in the network. The

risk score, essentially, is a function of the users and services present on a given computer.

Finally, we also label each edge with the set of accounts (denoted by A) that can move over

the edge. Therefore, we define an edge-labeling function as fu : E → A;A ⊆ U , where U
is the set of all accounts in the network. Thus, the NAG would allow us to represent the

information that is crucial in responding to credential-based lateral movements.

We call the critical servers in a given network as high-value assets (HVAs). As the NAG

provides risk values for each vertex, paths reaching from hosts to HVAs that have high risk

can be identified. Equipped with those paths, security administrators can take actions to

lower the risk, for example, by increasing the monitoring on the paths or downgrading the

hosts on the paths to have fewer services.

Next, the NAG can also be used to identify the regions that should be considered com-
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promised, given a set of infected machines. With that information, the following concrete

responses can be carried out: (1) learning the target of an attack by actively disturbing the

lateral movement chains and evaluating the changes in the attacker’s path, (2) blocking or

throttling a suspected remote address, and (3) isolating from the rest of the network a subset

of hosts that are part of malicious chains.

6.2.3 Supporting Future Architectures

Of the multiple avenues of future research opened up by the work presented in Chapters

4 and 5, we list the following.

At the time of this writing, cryptography-based systems are not yet standard in real-world

substations because of the limited processing power of IEDs. Bump-in-the-wire (BITW) ap-

proaches have been proposed that rely on computing signatures and codes that use pre-shared

symmetric keys. Our multilayer edge-based system will be able to incorporate detection of

attacks on the BITW approaches when such systems are applied in real substations. For

instance, we can include the detection of invalid signatures or violation of message authen-

tication codes.

Another field of recent research is the adoption of cloud computing in control networks

and supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) applications.. Such deployments

are often referred to as SCADA-as-a-Service (SCaaS ) or SCADA-Cloud architectures. The

proliferation of distributed energy resources and microgrids is the primary driver of those

advancements. Our edge security architecture is compatible with the adoption of cloud

computing technologies. The substation logs and alerts generated by our system can be

securely transmitted to cloud systems for analysis over a longer timescale and broader system

boundaries. Since our system resides on an edge server, its communication with the cloud

system will not affect the substation’s end devices and control communication.

In conclusion, we believe that several immediate and future extensions to our methods are

possible, including those discussed above. With those additional capabilities, our methods

will be able to support novel analyses and future deployments.
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APPENDIX A: SOFTWARE TESTBED TO FACILITATE EVALUATION
ON REALISTIC NETWORKS

Validation and evaluation of intrusion detection solutions for large networked systems re-

main challenging problems. Complex cyber-physical systems like substation networks pose

additional restrictions. In that regard, we present a network testbed to provide an evalua-

tion platform for quick validation and rapid prototyping of various networking applications,

including network traffic engineering and cyber security. We call the testbed MNEST, which

stands for Mininet-based NEtworking and Security Testbed. MNEST relies on Mininet and

software-defined networking (SDN) technologies to emulate arbitrary network architectures,

generate real traffic, and collect benchmarks. To demonstrate MNEST’s utility, we describe

a case study supporting the empirical evaluation of the G2 network optimization frame-

work [136]. Further, we discuss specific extensions to it that will support the evaluation of

the methods presented in Chapters 4 and 5.

The case study presented in this appendix was published in [136] and [137]. This appendix

presents the author’s contribution, which was the testbed’s development and application in

evaluating the G2 framework. The framework itself was developed by Dr. Jordi Ros-Giralt,

and it is briefly described to provide context for the author’s work. Although the testbed is

relevant for evaluating the advanced threat detection methods presented in this dissertation,

the current case study does not relate to that theme. Therefore, the work was not included

in the main body of the dissertation.

A.1 SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS

Empirical evaluation of new methods on real systems is costly, sometimes prohibitively so.

Simulation-based and trace-based tools provide alternative evaluation methodologies. How-

ever, without access to real network components and traffic, the simulation-based systems

fall short in attempting to realize the characteristics of real environments.

Emulation-based platforms, e.g., Mininet [138], can provide the benefits of both classes

of systems mentioned above. Such platforms provide real networking components, typically

implemented with software. At the same time, they allow rapid and cost-effective experi-

mentation. Therefore, new methods evaluated on emulated platforms can transition to real

environments with minimal changes.

Motivated by those observations, we introduce MNEST, a Mininet-based NEtworking and

Security Testbed. We present the testbed’s components and illustrate its use in supporting

a network optimization framework. Specifically, we have used the testbed to generate real-
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world network architectures and collect performance results for the G2 network optimization

framework [136]. G2 uses those network architectures to provide insights into bottleneck

structures and suggest performance improvements. We describe in detail the emulation of

one such network architecture, i.e., Google’s B4 network [139], along with the benchmarks

collected. Last, we discuss an extension to MNEST to support the evaluation of cyber-

physical threat detection in substation networks.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows.

Design and implementation of MNEST. We present the design and implementation of

MNEST, a Mininet-based Networking and Security Testbed. MNEST uses Mininet,

SDN, and various UNIX/Linux system tools to create realistic network architectures

and conduct experiments.

Support for empirical evaluation of G2. We have extended MNEST by implementing

modules to support experiments for the G2 network optimization framework. We have

bundled the resulting platform as a sandbox, which we have made available to the

research community [140].

The rest of the appendix is organized as follows. In Section A.2, we present the design of

MNEST, including the details of the technologies used. Next, in Section A.3, we describe

our case study on supporting the evaluation of the G2 network optimization framework.

In Section A.4, we mention specific extensions to MNEST to enable the evaluation of our

approach for detecting false data injection attacks in substation networks. Finally, we discuss

the related work in Section A.5 and conclude in Section A.6.

A.2 THE MNEST TESTBED

MNEST provides a flexible platform for emulating arbitrary network topologies, generating

network traffic, creating flows, and writing custom experiment scripts. It uses the Mininet

network emulator [138] with the POX SDN controller [141] to instantiate realistic networks.

It allows the generation and monitoring of network traffic through the use of Linux tools and

other third-party systems. In this section, we describe the testbed’s architecture, followed

by details on the technologies used.

A.2.1 Architecture

Figure A.1 shows a high-level system diagram of MNEST. To generate a network and

perform experiments, an operator provides three types of inputs to MNEST:
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Figure A.1: MNEST architecture.

• Topology details consisting of important configuration settings related to topology

(e.g., details of hosts, switches, and links), benchmarking (i.e., experiment and moni-

toring settings), and input/output paths.

• A routing scheme that indicates the mechanism that will be used to route traffic over

the network, e.g., the shortest path. Further, any custom scheme can be specified by

providing specific path information in the JSON format.

• Traffic details, including the specifications of network flows to be run on the emulated

network. Such details include flow endpoints, data sizes, and timestamps.

With those inputs, MNEST emulates a Mininet network, launches traffic, and runs speci-

fied experiments to generate logs and benchmarks. The following components form the core

of MNEST:

Config Handler. This component is responsible for parsing the topology-related config-

urations and passing them to the Network Simulator module.

Network Generator. The Network Generator creates a Mininet topology and launches

a Mininet network by using the topology-related configurations supplied by the Config Han-

dler. This module essentially enables MNEST to utilize the Mininet platform and related

capabilities.
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SDN Controller. MNEST uses the POX SDN framework to manage the control plane

of the network. In particular, the controller installs flow rules on the switches for both

layer-two and layer-three packets, according to the specified routing configurations. It also

monitors the switches to identify any topology-related changes and failures.

Trace Handler. This module launches traffic flows on the generated network.

Network Monitor. The Network Monitor implements monitoring and data collection

modules to observe network traffic and compute desired statistics, including throughput,

flow completion times, flow convergence times, and switch statistics, among others. It can

also support custom monitoring platforms, such as Zeek [39], to extend the monitoring to

security applications.

A.2.2 Overview of the Technologies Used

Mininet. MNEST uses Mininet to emulate arbitrary network architectures. Mininet pro-

vides an ideal way to create inexpensive and flexible network testbed. Using process-based

virtualization, Mininet runs a collection of hosts, switches, routers, and links on a single

Linux kernel, turning it into a complete network.

More specifically, each Mininet host is a container attached to a network namespace. A

network namespace holds a virtual network interface, along with its associated data. Virtual

interfaces connect to software switches, e.g., Open vSwitch [142], through virtual Ethernet

links.

Networks emulated using Mininet run a real kernel, network stack, and application code.

A user can interact with the hosts and switches and run arbitrary applications on them as

if they were real physical components. The supported ways for the user to interact with

Mininet components include CLI and Python API. Therefore, the code developed for a

Mininet network can move to a real system with minimal changes

In comparison with actual hardware testbeds, Mininet offers an inexpensive and always-

available solution. In contrast with simulators, such as ns-3 [143], Mininet runs real code

(i.e., OS kernel, applications, and network control plane) and allows integration with real

networks.

SDN Technologies. MNEST uses the POX SDN framework [141] to implement a routing

scheme, specific to a given experiment. In such an implementation, a custom forwarding

module at the POX controller uses the OpenFlow protocol [144] to interact with switches
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and remotely control their forwarding tables. Mininet inherently supports both POX and

OpenFlow, making it easy to integrate the forwarding modules with emulated networks.

Linux Tools. Finally, MNEST supports several tools that are either native or installed

on UNIX/Linux platforms. For instance, the use of iPerf [145] allows MNEST to generate

TCP and UDP traffic and measure network throughput and related metrics. Similarly, tc

utility enables MNEST to control link capacity using hierarchical token bucket (HTB). It

also facilitates the collection of statistics, such as the number of queued packets and the

number of dropped packets, from specific switch interfaces.

A.3 CASE STUDY: SUPPORTING EVALUATION OF THE G2 FRAMEWORK

We now present a case study wherein we utilized the MNEST testbed to support the

evaluation of the G2 network optimization framework [136]. To provide the necessary context

for our work, we will give a brief overview of the G2 framework. We will then describe

the encapsulation of MNEST as a sandbox, G2-Mininet [140], to facilitate emulation of

the networks used in the evaluation of the G2 framework. Finally, we will present the

benchmarking results for one such network architecture, i.e., Google’s B4 network [139].

A.3.1 Summary of the G2 Framework

G2 is a network optimization framework for characterizing the interactions of bottlenecks

and the performance of flows. It informs traffic engineering decisions and performance

improvement strategies by providing insights into the effects of perturbations in links and

flows.

Bottleneck links play a crucial role in determining the performance of computer networks.

However, in real-world networks, it is challenging to identify the hidden relationships among

bottlenecks, leading to limited visibility into the precise effects of link and flow changes on

the performance.

G2 addresses that problem by utilizing the theory of bottleneck ordering. The theory

shows that the relationships of bottlenecks in a network follow a specific digraph structure

called the bottleneck structure. The bottleneck structure reveals the inherent topological

properties of a network and identifies the region of influence for every link. With such

insights, the theory enables a high-precision analysis of bottlenecks and flows and allows

operators to optimize network performance.
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A.3.2 The G2-Mininet Sandbox

To demonstrate the importance of bottleneck structure analysis and related insights in im-

proving network performance, G2 needs to experiment with real-world network architectures.

To support such experimentation, we customized MNEST by implementing G2-specific mod-

ules and experiment scripts. We bundled that customization as a sandbox, which we call

G2-Mininet.

G2-Mininet essentially emulates the desired Mininet network, given the topology, routing,

and traffic configurations. The G2 framework then monitors those networks to obtain real-

time traffic flow information, compute bottleneck structure, and facilitate optimization.

In G2-Mininet, we implemented a new forwarding module for POX to allow static routing

on emulated network architectures. We then provided the ability to select a specific TCP

congestion control algorithm (e.g., BBR [146] or Cubic [147]) and scale to larger network

configurations on multi-core machines. Finally, we used iPerf to generate network traffic.

By varying the topology, the congestion control algorithm, and the properties of traffic-

flows, we can generate a variety of real-world network scenarios. G2-Mininet can then create

a network corresponding to each scenario and allow G2 to analyze the network performance.

To achieve that goal, we implemented modules for benchmark collection as part of the

G2-Mininet sandbox. The statistics that we collected during the experimentation include

instantaneous network throughput, flow completion times, flow convergence times, and Jain’s

fairness indexes [148].

We have open-sourced G2-Mininet [140] and included all other network configurations not

discussed in this chapter for the use of the research community.

A.3.3 Emulating Google’s B4 Network

To demonstrate that G2-Mininet can faithfully emulate a real-world architecture, we de-

fined an experiment involving Google’s B4 network topology. Specifically, our objective was

to emulate the B4 network, launch real traffic, compute useful statistics, and validate those

statistics against theoretical values.

B4 [139] is a private WAN connecting Google’s data centers across the planet. It uses SDN

and OpenFlow to provide centralized traffic engineering and network management. B4 es-

sentially removes “protocol speakers” from the switches and puts them on high-performance

servers to leverage Google’s compute to do smart pathing. B4 thus allows Google to achieve

better performance, scalability, and availability in their data center network.

Using G2-Mininet, we created B4’s global deployment architecture, which we show in
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Figure A.2: Google’s B4 network as described in [139]. The numbers are the IDs that we
used to refer to each site. We emulated each site with single host-switch pair.

Table A.1: Traffic flows launched on the emulated B4 network.

Flow ID Start time (s) Source Destination
1 0 h1 h12
2 2 h2 h10
3 4 h3 h10
4 6 h5 h9
5 8 h6 h12

Figure A.2. In our emulation, we represented each site with a single network switch and

associated one host with each such switch. The numbers in the figure are the switch (as well

as the host) IDs, as utilized in our experiments. Thus we called the switches s1 through s12

and the hosts h1 through h12. We configured the network with the BBR congestion-control

algorithm and the shortest-path routing scheme. We set the following properties for the

network links: bandwidth = 1000 Mbps, delay = 2 ms, and loss = 0%.

We then generated five flows of network traffic, each of size 256 MB, as shown in Table A.1.

The flows were designed such that each of them passed through the link between switches

s6 and s8. We call that link our bottleneck link. We configured the bottleneck link with

bandwidth = 100 Mbps, delay = 10 ms, and loss = 1%.

Theoretically, each flow’s effective throughput should be 20 Mbps (because five flows share

the bottleneck link of 100 Mbps capacity). Thus, it should take roughly 102.4 s for each flow

to complete. However, given the link properties, i.e., the delay and loss on the bottleneck link

and the different start times of the flows, we expected the throughputs (and the completion

times) to be different from their theoretical values.

We then launched the traffic flows on the emulated B4 network and computed network
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throughput and flow completion times. We present those results in Table A.2.

Table A.2: Statistics obtained from the experiment with the B4 network.

Flow ID Sender Avg. Mbps Receiver Avg. Mbps Flow completion time (s)
1 16.30 16.07 126.5
2 15.95 15.53 128.0
3 17.48 17.16 119.2
4 21.63 20.38 100.6
5 19.39 18.63 110.0
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Figure A.3: Time series of receiver throughputs. The notation “hi-hj” in the legend denotes
a flow from source “hi” to destination “hj”.

In addition to determining the average statistics, we analyzed the instantaneous through-

put for each flow on both the sender and receiver, as well as switch statistics related to

packets that were queued and dropped. We present some of those results in the following

figures.

Figure A.3 shows the time series of throughput on the receiver side for the five flows.

In the beginning, only flow 1 was present, and it took the maximum available bandwidth.

As the subsequent flows kept coming in, TCP tried to adjust the individual bandwidths to

match with fair shares. That adjustment took some time, and flows started to converge

roughly around 50 s. Those results are consistent with TCP’s expected behavior with the

BBR congestion control algorithm (ref. Figure 6 in the original BBR paper [146]).
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Figure A.4: Timeseries of throughput for flow 1.
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Figure A.5: Time series of queued packets on s8’s interface (eth2) to the bottleneck link
(s6-s8).

Next, Figure A.4 shows the instantaneous throughput for one of the flows, including both

the sender and receiver. The sender’s behavior matches with that of a typical TCP source, as

it ramps up the sending rate until congestion happens and then restarts from zero. Similarly,

the receiver time series shows that the BBR congestion control algorithm takes some time

to converge to the available fair share.

Finally, Figure A.5 shows the time series of queued packets on switch s8’s interface to

the bottleneck link. The time series has a periodic nature, mostly due to the TCP sender’s
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behavior and consistent with Figure A.4.

In summary, our results from emulation of Google’s B4 network show that G2-Mininet can

create real-world network architectures and collect performance statistics from live traffic.

Those statistics were found to be consistent with the expected behaviors and theoretical

limits, and thus validated the correctness of the emulated networks.

The G2 framework uses such results to analyze a network’s bottleneck structure and

provide insights into the causes and effects of specific traffic policing. Moreover, B4 is one

example of several network architectures that we developed by using G2-Mininet to support

the evaluation of the G2 framework. The discussion of those additional network architectures

and related insights is out of the scope of this dissertation. We refer the reader to [136, 137]

for further information on those topics.

A.4 APPLICATION OF MNEST TO SUBSTATION NETWORKS

MNEST offers a flexible platform that can be extended and specialized for various appli-

cation domains. In the previous section, we showed one such application, i.e., support for

the empirical evaluation of a network optimization framework. In this section, we discuss

some specific extensions to MNEST that will allow its incorporation in the evaluation of

systems developed for IEC 61850-based substation networks. In particular, the trace-based

evaluation of the systems presented in Chapters 4 and 5 can be further supported by experi-

ments conducted using MNEST. To achieve that goal, MNEST needs to work with GOOSE

protocol traffic, which it can do if the following technologies are incorporated:

libiec61850. libiec61850 [149] is an open-source library that offers the full ISO stack for

an IEC 61850-compliant substation network. In essence, by using this library, we can

convert hosts into substation IEDs and implement GOOSE publishers and subscribers.

Ethernet traffic. MNEST can transmit GOOSE traffic encapsulated in Ethernet frames

over a Mininet network. In the generation of such traffic, MNEST can support two

modes: (1) reading and replaying of existing packet traces, and (2) production of new

traffic, given configurations, through the use of traffic generators such as GEESE [150].

Zeek. We can attach Zeek to monitor target interfaces on the Mininet switches. Zeek can

then parse GOOSE protocol traffic to provide input for security analysis.

Using the above extensions, MNEST can provide a realistic substation environment for

evaluating the SEEZE system (Chapter 5). We defer the implementation of such extensions

to our future work.
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A.5 RELATED WORK

MNEST draws upon the successful use of Mininet in emulating realistic architectures for

network research and development. Some examples of such applications include a collection

of Mininet-based projects that reproduce research results [151], a testbed for distributed

SDN development [152], and a high-fidelity network emulation [153].

In the context of smart grid control networks, Dong et al. [133] propose to use a Mininet-

based testbed to evaluate the opportunities and downsides of the application of SDN.

MNEST provides a Mininet-based platform to enable experiments for various networking

applications. With some easy extensions, as mentioned in Section A.4, MNEST can be

tailored to IEC 61850-compliant substation networks.

Several other related research efforts propose frameworks for generating datasets and eval-

uating new security measures in close-to-real environments. Examples of such systems, fo-

cused on IEC 61850 substations, include (1) hardware-in-the-loop simulation [154] that uses

high-fidelity digital simulators for power systems such as RTDS, and (2) software simula-

tions, e.g., [155] and [156] that use frameworks such as OMNeT++ and MATLAB/Simulink.

MNEST can in fact complement those frameworks by integrating their power-system simu-

lations. It can support both software and hardware-in-the-loop systems.

A.6 CONCLUSION

In this appendix, we presented MNEST, a testbed to facilitate the emulation of real-world

network architectures. MNEST uses Mininet and SDN-related technologies to enable exper-

imentation with a real network stack and traffic and to collect benchmarks. The methods

evaluated using MNEST can thus be deployed to real networks with minimal changes. We

described a case study on supporting the evaluation of the G2 network optimization frame-

work. In that study, we demonstrated the emulation of Google’s B4 network topology and

the collection of benchmarks useful for G2’s evaluation. We also discussed specific possible

extensions to MNEST for supporting the evaluation of methods presented in this disserta-

tion and reducing the deployment gaps. We leave the implementation of such extensions for

our future work.
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